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Chapter 1
Introduction: Knowing with
data-driven technologies

Introduction: Knowing with data-driven technologies

Introduction
“The era of Big Data challenges the way we live and interact with the world. Most
strikingly, society will need to shed some of its obsession for causality in exchange
for simple correlations: not knowing why but only what. These overturns centuries
of established practices and challenges our most basic understanding of how to
make decisions and comprehend reality. […] Just as the telescope enabled us to
comprehend the universe and the microscope allowed us to understand germs,
the new techniques for collecting and analyzing huge bodies of data will help
us make sense of our world in ways we are just starting to appreciate” (MayerSchönberger and Cukier, 2014: 6-7).
There are high hopes for Big Data in healthcare. Innovative data analytics could have
the potential to radically transform the field. Just as telescopes and microscopes opened
our eyes to the universe and micro-organisms, data analytics are expected to enable us
to reach new dimensions of reality and uncover new “truths” (Mayer-Schönberger and
Cukier, 2014). According to some of the more vocal Big Data initiators, healthcare has
been dominated by gut feeling and intuition for too long. Now it is time to be guided by
data and rigor; to let “the data speak” instead (Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier, 2014: 6)
and establish a new culture of decision-making (McAfee and Brynjolfsson, 2012). Inspired
by these hopes, people dream that we can discover new associations, see new patterns
and use these to make more personalized predictions, smarter decisions and more effective
interventions. As a result, we would improve quality of care, save lives and lower healthcare
costs (Raghupathi and Raghupathi, 2014).
These kinds of dreams have led to a surge of interest in data analytics for medical decisionmaking. Technically it is possible to collect more data from various sources and better
analytical methods are available to meaningfully process these data (Raghupathi and Raghupathi, 2014; Kruse et al., 2016). Inspired by commercial successes, healthcare initiatives
are starting to use data to detect diseases at earlier stages (Raghupathi and Raghupathi,
2014), predict the next virus outbreak (Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier, 2014) and tailor
medical treatments to the needs of individual patients (Raghupathi and Raghupathi, 2014).
But not everyone shares these dreams for data in healthcare. Take, for example, the following quote:
“Big Data creates a radical shift in how we think about research [...]. [It offers] a
profound change at the levels of epistemology and ethics. Big Data reframes key
questions about the constitution of knowledge, the process of research, how we
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should engage with information, and the nature and the categorization of reality
[...]. [There is] an arrogant undercurrent in many Big Data debates where other
forms of analysis are too easily sidelined. Other methods for ascertaining why
people do things, write things, or make things are lost in the sheer volume of
numbers. This is not a space for welcoming the older forms of intellectual craft”
(boyd and Crawford, 2012: 665-666).
This quote emphasizes some of the dangers of a “radical shift” toward Big Data that
are seen. The critics point out that data promises come with the risk of sidelining many
established scientific methodologies, whereas many methodological issues remain, in their
opinion, relevant to Big Data. Moreover, critics fear that innovative data analytics lead us to
see patterns in data where none exist, that limitations and biases in data will be amplified
when we cannot oversee the process (boyd and Crawford, 2012; Morley et al., 2020),
leading to incomplete, inscrutable and misguided decision-making by medical professionals and healthcare policymakers with possible detrimental consequences (Beer and Grote,
2019; Househ et al., 2017).
The fears find their way into the scientific literature and popular culture. Publications describe how data analytics will reinforce discrimination and enlarge social inequality (O’Neil,
2016), how painful, wrong conclusions are drawn from limited healthcare data (Ebeling,
2016) and how using data analytics could challenge the authority of medical professionals and promote defensive decision-making which might harm patients (Beer and Grote,
2019). These fears are fueled by repetitions of all sorts of modern myths, on how misusing
out-of-control technology is leading to harmful effects. Critics often refer to books on
dystopian futures, when privacy is gone and technology has taken over control, such as
Brave New World (Huxley, 1931), 1984 (Orwell, 1949) and movies such as Minority Report
(Spielberg, 2002) (e.g. Gallagher, 2013; Mor, 2014; Robertson and Travaglia, 2019).
What Big Data optimists and pessimists have in common is that both perceive changes in
the way we obtain knowledge in healthcare. Many proponents imply that over time, datadriven initiatives will lead to fundamentally new, improved ways of information gathering
and decision-making. Meanwhile, many critics touch upon epistemological concerns, such
as bias, lack of transparency and misguided information that leads to potentially dangerous decisions.
This dissertation argues that it is unproductive to approach Big Data in terms of hopes and
fears in anticipating and shaping the future of healthcare with data-driven technology.
Earlier studies on technological innovations have shown us that sticking to dualisms is
unproductive as it obscures the more nuanced and subtle shifts underway (e.g. Ames,
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2018; Smits, 2002). We know from research in fields such as Science and Technology Studies (STS) and philosophy of technology that the effects of large technological innovations
will likely be both positive and negative in often highly situational ways – and probably
will be different than expected (e.g. Janssen, 2016; Smits, 2002; Van Lente, 2012). This
research project set off to produce a nuanced picture of Big Data by reflecting on changes
in knowledge production in healthcare.

Fleeting, nebulous technology
The idea to re-use and reconnect healthcare data gained momentum under the term “Big
Data” around 2014. Many scholars tried and failed to define the term. Most famous was
“the 3V” definition that characterized Big Data by its volume, velocity and variety (MayerSchönberger and Cukier, 2014). Big Data would consist of enormous quantities of data,
created in real-time and could even be processed if it varied in format and quality. This was
different from the data already being used in healthcare. That was smaller in quantity, timeconsuming to processes and often produced in more controlled ways (Mayer-Schönberger
and Cukier, 2014; Kitchin and McArdle, 2016).
Believing that the “3V” definition was too vague, many scholars attributed other qualities
to Big Data to better describe what was going on. They proposed various extensions with
extra “V’s”, such as value (many insights can be extracted and data can be repurposed)
and veracity (data can be messy, noisy and contain uncertainty and error) (Kitchin and
McArdle, 2016; Marr, 2014). Others argued that “V words” should be let go of, once
and for all. They should be replaced by qualities such as exhaustivity (an entire system is
being captured) and extensionality (can easily be extended) (boyd and Crawford, 2012;
Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier, 2014). However, none of these descriptions seemed to
last and what remained was a striking lack of ontological clarity about the term Big Data.
The term acted like an “amorphous, catch-all label for a wide selection of data” (Kitchin
and McArdle, 2016: 1).
Although the term Big Data has not lasted long, ideas about using innovative new data
technologies for assembling and organizing data in healthcare have stayed. Now there
are many terms to describe the trend toward intensified data use in healthcare. Concepts
such as algorithms, artificial intelligence, data science, deep learning, (supervised and
unsupervised) machine learning and predictive analytics are used almost interchangeably
in many managerial and policy discourses (Rieder, 2018; Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier,
2014; McAfee and Brynjolffson, 2012). Strictly speaking, all these terms refer to a range
of computational methods and techniques to process data. But the underlying narrative
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remains remarkably similar; the promise of using healthcare data innovatively with the help
of computing-intensive statistical techniques to gain more detailed, complete and timely
information that can be used for healthcare prevention and personalization (Kruse et al.,
2016; Raghupathi and Raghupathi, 2014).
The object of study in this dissertation has shifted from the “strictly” defined, hyped techniques such as Big Data to focus on data-driven healthcare. The dissertation uses “datadriven technologies” to describe the general trend to data-driven healthcare. This approach
to studying the techniques fits in with Critical Data Studies (CDS), Critical Algorithm Studies
(CAS) and STS (e.g. boyd and Crawford, 2012; Wyatt, 2016). Scholars in these fields argue
for the importance of studying Big Data as a broad cultural, technological and scholarly
phenomenon that includes technological, analytical and mythological dimensions (boyd
and Crawford, 2012). Translated to this dissertation, the term data-driven technologies
refers to three things at once: to new technological capabilities to bring more, diverse sorts
of data together in aggregated datasets; to the ability to conduct new sorts of analyses of
datasets and use the results to make all sorts of claims in healthcare; and to the mythology surrounding the developments. For example, that modeling reality through data will
produce better knowledge practices as it obtains insights blessed with “the aura of truth,
objectivity and accuracy” (boyd and Crawford 2012: 663) or it will worsen practices as
data it will be out-of-control and misused, leading to a variety of harmful effects.
Some people might be surprised by the explicit attention given to the mythology of datadriven technology. It is well known that technologies gain meaning and do particular things
once they become embedded in practices. However, scholars in STS and the philosophy
of technology have taught us that expectations, our hopes and fears for the future also
profoundly influence the development of technologies and therefore require analytical
attention. Visions of the future are often specific to time and place but occasionally grow
into widespread imaginaries or ‘dreamscapes’ that seem to travel easily from context to
context (Konrad et al., 2017; Jasanoff and Kim, 2015). These expectations, our dreams
and imaginaries generate matters of concern, hide all sorts of normativities and acts as
drivers for change, for example, by bringing certain actors together and steering research
and investment agendas (Bensaude Vincent, 2014; Konrad et al., 2017). Thus the way we
envision the data-driven future of healthcare has an influence on the choices we make
today. This warrants critical scrutiny not only of the data-driven practices themselves, but
also of the dreams, expectations and hopes that are attached to the technologies in various
discourses.
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Knowledge practices in healthcare are being questioned
This dissertation foregrounds knowledge practices in healthcare as data-driven technologies question existing ways of decision-making, producing evidence and making sense of
the world. Epistemology is the branch of philosophy concerned with the formation of
knowledge. It studies the nature of knowledge, the rationality behind certain beliefs and
asks such questions as: how do we know what we know? What does it mean to say that
we say we know something? Why and how is knowledge accepted?
The healthcare sector is, in general, often characterized by a strongly institutionalized set
of epistemological principles and accepted methodologies. The practice of knowledge production is often linked to the epistemology of evidence-based medicine (EBM), described
as “the golden standard” for knowing and reasoning in medicine (Timmermans and Berg,
2003). The EBM tradition strives for objective, unbiased decision-making based on scientific
methodology (preferably randomized controlled trials) and guidelines formulated for clinical decision-making based on the best available evidence (Van Baalen, 2019). In the last
30 years, these ideas led to many medical guidelines, a broad emphasis on accountability,
transparency, standardization and control in healthcare, and improvements in healthcare
quality and safety (RVS, 2017).
However, literature also points out that many knowledge practices in healthcare display
much local variation (Bal, 2017). One important reason is that EBM relies on information produced in standardized situations; therefore it is detached from the daily practice
of healthcare provision. For example, randomized controlled trials are often conducted
under ideal, rigorously monitored conditions, which makes them only partly applicable
to real-world settings. Because of this detachment, it is difficult to translate the generic
knowledge produced by the EBM tradition to the diversity of individual patients, their
personal values, and the particular setting of their care (Nicolini et al., 2007; RVS, 2017;
Van Baalen, 2019). Thus, when making a medical decision, healthcare professionals often
balance different sources, values and knowledge and generally prefer “personal”, “situated” and “local” knowledge based on their own or their colleagues’ experience, above
the abstract detached information provided in scientific studies (Nicolini et al., 2007).
Another way of approach this is by focusing on the networks through which knowledge
is formed. It then becomes visible that medical decisions are made in highly complex,
entangled environments, in which various actors often collaborate across various disciplines. For example, a medical professional often works with technicians to evaluate a CT
scan and develop knowledge about a patient (Nicolini et al., 2007; Van Baalen, 2019).
This perspective also highlights that part of these networks are material and technological
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objects that mediate our ways of knowing (Van Baalen, 2019; cf. Verbeek, 2015). Medical professionals gain knowledge – they know – because they use scientific guidelines,
measure temperature with a thermometer and see malignant cells under a microscope.
The above shows that there is no one way of obtaining medical knowledge. There are many
differences in knowledge practices, which have emerged over time, as medical specialties
developed around particular scientific methodologies, diagnostics and interventions, and
knowledge networks have formed. For example, in psychiatry, there is a great reliance on
questionnaires used in combination with patients’ narratives to characterize and communicate the patients’ conditions (Ruppel and Voigt, 2019). In radiology, there is more attention
for imaging techniques and the visual aspects of knowledge generation. Internal medicine
pays more attention to biomedical measurements, clinical tests and blood measurements.
These differences affect how knowledge is acquired and lead to differences in what is
accepted as evidence.
Following their introduction, data-driven technologies have become part of the epistemic
discussions going on in the fields of the healthcare sector. Many proponents seem to
build on the assumption that data-driven technology will produce relevant information
that adds value to healthcare practices. In their eyes, many current healthcare practices still
“suffer” from too much uncertainty and unpredictability. New technological affordances
make it possible to measure more aspects of our social world and turn them into data that
are perceived to be “objective” and “true” (Crawford et al., 2014; Mayer-Schönberger
and Cukier, 2014). These data can, for example, be used to tailor treatment to individual
patients more precisely compared to the generalized information coming from medical
guidelines and standard randomized controlled trials; thereby bridging gaps between science and practice. Moreover, the hope is that if we have enough real-world data, “the
numbers can speak for themselves” (Anderson, 2008: 1) and facilitate a science driven
by induction and reduction, without the need for theory and hypotheses (Kitchin, 2014;
Mittelstadt and Floridi, 2016). By implication, we would no longer have to understand
why certain things happen, but that we can measure or even predict that something will
happen, thereby providing timely information even about phenomena that are impossible
to study with current scientific methodologies.
However, critics fiercely resist this “reborn empiricism” (Kitchin, 2014: 3) as they fear that
data-driven technology will produce problematic information that does not fit the ways
knowledge is produced in healthcare. The critics argue that the new methodologies are
not rigorous enough because healthcare actors may start to see and act on patterns in
data where none exist. The outcomes of data-driven technology are probabilistic, not infallible; in contrast to randomized controlled trials they do not posit the existence of causal
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relationships (Morley et al., 2020). In addition, critics worry that current limitations and
biases in data will be amplified (boyd and Crawford, 2012), leading to misguided decisionmaking by medical professionals and healthcare policymakers, with possibly detrimental
consequences (Beer and Grote, 2019; Househ et al., 2017). Lastly, they describe the technologies as opaque, increasingly self-learning and as a “black box” (O’Neil, 2016; Ziewitz,
2017), signaling concerns about the limited ability to know how certain conclusions are
obtained and have oversight over the process. The critics say that this inscrutability makes
knowledge creation in healthcare networks even more complex, harder to oversee, and
unsuited to the healthcare culture that values personal, situated and locally produced
knowledge (Beer and Grote, 2019).
To summarize, data-driven technology has become a topic of discussion on knowledge
production and decision-making in the healthcare sector. More is going on than “just”
introducing extra data or a new method that can be used in addition to current epistemic
practices. Instead, it is raising questions on the sort of evidence that is necessary to make
medical decisions, the importance of having theories and knowing where information
comes from and how it is obtained. This calls for research that studies how data-driven
technologies reconfigure knowledge practices in healthcare.

What is a responsible knowledge practice?
Discussions on the best ways to obtain knowledge in particular healthcare settings are
closely tied to ideas about what is deemed responsible knowledge practice. Many scholars
have written about responsibility in relation to data-driven technologies. Writings include,
for example, “eight principles for responsible machine learning and artificial intelligence”
(The Institute for Ethical AI & Machine Learning, 2020) for addressing the ethical issues
that arise with data-driven technologies. In addition, many organizations are publishing
regulations (e.g. the General Data Protection Regulation, GDPR) and developing strategies
for Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) with data-driven technologies. For example,
one strategy notes the importance of involving people and civil society organizations in the
development of such technologies (Simon, 2015). All this work aims to set conditions and
distinguish “responsible” from “irresponsible” data-driven healthcare.
While this work does offer valuable lessons, my dissertation takes another perspective. This
dissertation argues that there is much to be learned about responsible knowledge practices
by studying the use of data-driven technologies in healthcare (cf. Wyatt et al., 2013).
Rather than looking for solid sets of rules and guidelines, hard criteria and fundamental
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responsibilities, I empirically study how responsible knowledge practices are produced over
time both through expectations and by actors in concrete practices.
I look at responsible knowledge from the perspective of practices for two reasons: (1) it
accounts for the interrelatedness of epistemology and ethics better, and (2) it considers the
affectivities and normativities that already play a role. Let me briefly explain.
The first reason is because many current discussions on the permissibility of data-driven
techniques seem to belong to ethics as they seem to frame epistemology as part of the
field. For example, they distinguish between such ethical themes as informed consent,
privacy, ownership, inequalities and epistemology in assessing the literature on Big Data
(Mittelstadt and Floridi, 2016). Because of the overwhelming attention given to issues
of informed consent and privacy, this creates the potential of relatively neglecting the
epistemological dimensions (Mittelstadt and Floridi, 2016; cf. Sharon, 2020; Wehrens et
al., 2019).
In addition, framing epistemology as part of the field of ethics ignores the fact that ethics
and epistemology are intimately linked to each other in many ways (cf. Simon, 2015).
Consider, for example, much of what we think we know and the information that we
decide to use influences what we do (or what we believe we ought to do) in a given situation and vice versa. All sorts of norms and values determine when it is good or permissible
to hold a certain belief as true (Daston and Galison, 2007). Jasanoff (2004) describes this
co-production of knowledge and our norms and values as:
“[…] ways in which we know and represent the world (both nature and society)
are inseparable from the ways in which we choose to live in it. […] Scientific
knowledge [...] both embeds and is embedded in social practices, identities, norms,
conventions, discourses, instruments and institutions” (Jasanoff, 2004: 2-3).
These ideas highlight the importance of attending to knowledge practices as socially produced and influenced by norms and values. This means that it is impossible to make harsh
distinctions between ethics and epistemology.
I can illustrate this with a highly personal story by Ebeling (2017). She wanted to know why
companies were marketing baby products to her, years after a miscarriage. She discovered
that her very private healthcare data had ended up in a database of “new parents” that
data brokers and marketers had commodified and sold to advertisers that wanted to
market products directly to consumers.
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This story is usually used to push the privacy debate (it shows the importance of keeping
certain details about our lives private) and informed consent issues (even if we consent to
handing over personal information, often we cannot oversee how it gets used and comes
back to us). These debates are valuable, but what I want to highlight is that this Ebeling’s
story is about epistemology and its interrelatedness with ethics. In this case, the data
brokers and marketers believe they know that a baby was born, which gives them the
idea that they are doing right by presenting Ebeling with coupons for baby products and
advertisements for preschools. Similarly, many of us find the commercial practices in this
case unethical, because we know that the information is sadly not true. In another context,
having other information available, we might have valued the offers of special discounts
and free products.
To summarize, my first reason enables me to move beyond the “artificial” distinctions
between ethics and epistemologies and consider their interrelatedness. The second reason
for studying responsible knowledge practices is that it accounts for the affectivities and
normativities that already play a role in healthcare practice (cf. Zuiderent-Jerak, 2007).
Current ethical and epistemological debates seem to focus on: (1) agenda-setting that
makes particular ethical and epistemological dilemmas visible, for example, by highlighting
key concerns in a particular context (e.g. biomedicine) (Mittelstadt and Floridi, 2016; Mittelstadt et al., 2016; Mittelstadt, 2019; Morley et al., 2020). (2) Theorization that leads to
new conceptualizations of data-driven technologies, for example, on how normative and
epistemic tradeoffs are made in theory (Grote and Berens, 2020). (3) Problematization that
highlights the misalignments between data-driven technologies and ethical concepts and
principles we have in place. For example, scholars argue that traditional notions of moral
agency should be reformulated in the context of self-learning systems (Floridi and Sanders,
2004).
These studies offer many valuable insights, yet by developing normative ideas relatively
separately from practices that construct data-driven healthcare, they potentially neglect
the affectivities and normativities present there. Instead of adding normative complexity to
healthcare practice, I want to study the ideas and norms that are already in place and use
them as a starting point for reflection on responsible knowledge practices in data-driven
healthcare (cf. Zuiderent-Jerak, 2007).
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Research aim and questions
The aim of this dissertation is to critically investigate how data-driven technologies reconfigure what are deemed responsible knowledge practices in the healthcare sector. Important to note is that this research aims to understand how actors working on data-driven
healthcare shape responsible knowledge practices themselves. This leads to the following
central research question: How do various actors reconfigure responsible knowledge practices in data-driven healthcare?
This aim is translated into three sub-questions:
1. How do actors in data-driven healthcare envision responsible knowledge practices?
Data-driven technologies are bound by many hopes and dreams, and fears and critiques
that make all sorts of epistemic claims about the future of healthcare. From the literature,
we know that these expectations for the future have all sorts of influence on way datadriven technologies conceived, managed and enacted today. This question seeks to investigate how responsible knowledge practices are envisioned and what the consequences are.
2. How do actors in data-driven healthcare construct responsible knowledge practices?
Data-driven technologies are increasingly used in initiatives that aim to capitalize on the
promises of data-driven healthcare. In day-to-day work of actors within healthcare initiatives, technologies receive meaning and do particular things. This question seeks to provide
insights into how responsible knowledge practices are constructed in such initiatives.
3. How are the roles and responsibilities with regards to knowledge practices in data-driven
healthcare reconfigured?
Data-driven technologies are questioning the existing knowledge practices in healthcare.
This final sub-question aims to provide an understanding of how knowledge practices in
data-driven healthcare are shifting and changing the allied roles and responsibilities.

Investigating knowledge production in practice
The field of STS has much experience with studying knowledge practices, which explains
why this body of work is an important source of inspiration for this dissertation. STS scholars critiqued the idea of an “epistemic unity of the sciences” (Galison and Stump, 1995). In
the 1920s and 1930s, when fascism arose and there was growing tension between states,
scholars of the Vienna Circle (Wiener Kreis) promoted the notion of a united science. They
argued that there was only one kind of knowledge, only one science and only one scientific
method and hoped that “an international scientific worldview could curb the divisive racial
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and nationalistic worldviews” (Galison, 1995: 6). Many contemporary scientists still support versions of the unity-of-science thesis.
Over the years, scholars argued against these ideas. Instead, they contended that scientific
practices are a far broader terrain; there is no one way of doing science, but a diversity of
scientific practices, in which various, often local norms and values play a role and guide
what is perceived to be normal and acceptable (Galison and Stump, 1995; Kuhn, 1962;
Latour, 1987; Pinch and Bijker, 1984).
In the 1970s and 1980s, many STS scholars began studying the concrete practices in which
scientific knowledge is obtained. They used ethnographic fieldwork to conduct a range
of ‘laboratory studies’ to investigate the mundane day-to-day interactions through which
knowledge is constructed, scientific research is done, and “facts” are produced (Knorr
Cetina, 1981; Latour and Woolgar, 1986). They made it their mission to think through the
encounters of disparate knowledge traditions and developed various concepts to study the
diversity of epistemic practices. Some of these concepts are particularly useful in interpreting and understanding the rest of this dissertation.
First, looking at epistemic practices Knorr Cetina (1981; 1999) developed the concept of
“epistemic cultures”. She is known for her ethnographic comparison between experimental high-energy physics and molecular biology and summarizes the differences in strategies
and policies of knowing between both fields. According to Knorr Cetina, these fields or
epistemic cultures are “amalgams of arrangements and mechanisms – bonded through affinity, necessity and historical coincidence – which, in a given field, make up how we know
what we know” (Knorr Cetina, 1999: 1). The notion of culture helps to see knowledge
construction that takes place in a concrete setting as something in relation to a certain
tradition and affinity.
Second, epistemic norms and values guide what is perceived to be normal and acceptable in epistemic practices and cultures (Daston and Galison, 2007; Latour, 1987). Daston
and Galison (2007) developed the concept of “epistemic virtues” as a way of highlighting
these norms and values. Their work on the notion of “objectivity” studied the meaning of
the epistemic virtue of “objectivity” and described how iit was understood differently by
scientists in the 18th, 19th and 20th centuries. They argue that the interpretation of this
virtue changed together with the practices and cultures of doing science. As a result, what
was perceived as a “responsible” or “good” scientific practice throughout these ages has
also changed.
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Third, epistemic cultures and practices are dynamic domains of social life that are not closed
off from others. Galison foregrounded language in analyzing how distinct communities in
physics – such as theorists, experimentalists and engineers – come together in “trading
zones” and create in-between vocabularies that facilitate communication and alignment
of activities (Galison, 1997). Intermediating languages can range from simple (interlanguages) to complex (“pidgin”) and eventually, a shared language can emerge (“creole”)
(Collins et al., 2007; Galison, 1997). These languages make it possible to interact and
exchange goods despite differences and without homogenizing the inherent diversity in
their communities (Galison, 1997).

The research trajectory of this dissertation
This PhD research project began with a focus on Big Data, but Big Data proved to be
nebulous. When I started the project in 2016, some people in the healthcare field told me
that “Big Data was already out of fashion” and that now “they only spoke of machine
learning.” I quickly realized that the shift toward data-driven healthcare should become
the object of study in this dissertation and not “strictly” defined, temporarily hyped techniques such as Big Data.
This move was necessary as I noticed that different vocabularies led to boundaries between
disciplines, actors and organizations. It is well known that practices of defining are largely
about demarcating those who can play a role or have a say in certain developments from
those who cannot (e.g. Seaver, 2017). I also saw this happening: “Big Data” conferences
were deemed unattractive for “machine learning” experts even if similar themes were
discussed. Being flexible in the inclusion of the various technologies meant that I could
empirically explore data-driven healthcare practices across different disciplines, actors and
organizational boundaries.
In line with the STS tradition of studying knowledge practices, I based this research project
on an ethnographic sensibility. However, I realized that capturing the reconfiguration of
knowledge practices through various nebulous, fleeting technologies required multi-sited
ethnography (e.g. Hine, 2007; Marcus, 1995). This is the most suitable approach when an
object of study is not bound to one site. It enabled me to follow an object as it circulates
through institutional sites and epistemic practices.
Many authors in CDS and CAS argue that fleeting and nebulous data-driven technologies
create particular methodological challenges for empirical research (Burrows and Savage,
2014). They argue that data-driven methodologies are often portrayed as powerful yet
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inscrutable entities that govern, shape and control our lives in unprecedented ways and
that we need flexible methodologies to understand and reflect on their influence on our
social lives (Ziewitz, 2017). Examples are using combinations of qualitative and quantitative
tactics, creative explorations (such as algorithmic or data walks), and other interdisciplinary
approaches (e.g. Kitchen et al., 2014; Hyysalo et al., 2019; Ziewitz, 2017).
Seaver (2017) highlighted multi-sitedness and flexible methodologies by arguing that
ethnographers should take a “scavenging approach” to study data-driven technologies.
He said that we should see ourselves as eclectic “scavengers” moving from site to site,
using mobile approaches to collect data drawn from disparate sources. A scavenger traces
an object as it travels and is enacted across various sites. The scavenger “replicates the
partiality of ordinary conditions for knowing – everyone is figuring out their world by piecing together heterogeneous clues – [and] expands on them by tracing cultural practices
across multiple locations” (Seaver, 2017: 6-7).
I found the idea of scavenging eminently suitable for this research project. In the wild,
scavengers feed themselves partly or wholly on decaying bodies. Therefore, they need to
be alert, look around and pick up all sorts of traces to find something to eat. Much like
foragers, they collect scraps, the leftovers and use them to assemble their next dinner,
instead of hunting down other animals. To succeed, scavengers need to be flexible in
what they eat and good at adapting to new environments compared to other organisms.
Scavengers have an important role in ecosystems as they break down all sorts of organic
material and process all sorts of nutrients for others coming after them in the food chain.
Similarly, I sought traces of data-driven technologies and tried to collect heterogeneous
clues in diverse locations. I sifted information on data-driven technologies from several
conferences on Big Data and data science media, pursued online courses on machine
learning, picked through informal conversations with friends, family, and people in the
healthcare field more familiar with programming and data-driven technologies than myself, and discussed and experimented with algorithmic walks with my students.
Some of the scraps I found needed more attention and became my research sites. I traced
the envisioning of data-driven technologies back to writing in scientific journals from the
healthcare domain (Chapter 2) and in the accounts of experts involved in Big Data initiatives
stimulated by the European Union (Chapters 3 and 4). I tracked down the construction
of data-driven technologies to a pioneering hospital-based initiative in the Netherlands
(Chapter 5) and again in a machine learning training program for medical professionals
that stimulated the normalization of the technologies (Chapter 6).
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To make sense of all the traces found in diverse healthcare settings, I had to be flexible and
adapt my research methods to the setting. I used a combination of qualitative methods,
depending on what was suitable and possible in each research site. The data collection
lasted from December 2016 to July 2019 and involved a total of 164 interviews combined
with more than 250 hours of observations and extensive document analyses. When necessary, I also experimented with innovative methods of data analysis. For example, I developed a text mining tool to analyze a large amount of data in Chapter 4. As a scavenger, I
did not collect and analyzed all these data alone; scavengers often work in packs or teams.
Similarly, all the empirical chapters were written collaboratively with my co-authors, with
whom I frequently discussed the data.

Outline of the chapters
In the following chapters, I assemble healthcare practices that are reconfiguring responsible
knowledge practices in response to data-driven technologies.
Chapter 2 traces data-driven technologies back to the editorials of scholarly journals in
the healthcare domain. Here, we study how Big Data is perceived by identifying which
epistemic discourses are influential in envisioning Big Data. The chapter is based on a
systematic literature review and gives insight into how Big Data use is validated, reinforced
and its epistemic superiority is claimed. It highlights five discourses that frame data-driven
technologies. Three discourses (the modernist, instrumentalist and pragmatist) disseminate
a compelling rhetoric that presumes that Big Data are benign and lead to valid knowledge.
The two other discourses (the scientist and critical-interpretative) question the objectivity
and effectivity claims of Big Data, but are in the minority.
Chapter 3 focuses on the ethical framing of data-driven technologies in envisioning datadriven healthcare. It is based on 137 interviews with diverse experts involved in Big Data
initiatives in eight European countries as well as document analyses. The chapter identifies
three forms of ethical framing: ethics as a balancing act, as a technical fix and as a collective thought process. Each way assigns roles and responsibilities to various actors in order
to create responsible knowledge practices.
Chapter 4 uses the metaphor of dreams to gain insight into how experts in Big Data
initiatives envision data-driven technologies to improve knowledge practices in healthcare.
Again, this chapter is based on the 137 interviews and document analyses mentioned
above. It describes how experts dream that data-driven technologies can help overcome
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general, scattered, slow and uncontrollable information in healthcare and gives insights
into the experts’ motivations, values and considerations.
Chapter 5 is based on six months of ethnographic fieldwork in a Dutch hospital-based
data-driven initiative in psychiatry. It observes how medical practitioners invited data
scientists to construct prediction models of patient outcomes based on machine learning
techniques. It analyzes the differences in epistemic culture and shows how data scientists
and medical practitioners negotiate on epistemic virtues to create responsible knowledge
practices.
Chapter 6 focuses on epistemic responsibility-in-the-making. The chapter is based on
ethnographic fieldwork observing 14 Dutch mental healthcare professionals studying the
basics of machine learning during a four-month course while pursuing a machine learning
project in their own organizations. The chapter draws upon feminist literature on care
to study how both the technology and the medical professionals care for responsible
knowledge production.
Chapter 7 presents my conclusions. I reflect on the various healthcare settings studied in
the chapters and answer the research questions presented in this introduction. I outline the
theoretical, practical, methodological implications and, finally, suggest a research agenda
for future research on data-driven technologies.
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Introduction
In recent years, the healthcare sector has welcomed an emerging field of practices captured under the umbrella term of ‘Big Data’ 1 . Big Data initiatives are welcomed because
of their envisioned benefits for faster and more representative knowledge that is presumed
to improve the process, management and predictability of care (Murdoch and Detsky,
2013). The healthcare sector traditionally favors high-quality evidence from randomized
controlled trials (RCTs) and observational studies to guide treatment decisions and to organize the field (Timmermans and Berg, 2003). However, as the persistent discussions about
evidence-based medicine show, the field has been struggling with the reductionist and
generalized character of this evidence (Berwick, 2016; Greenhalgh et al., 2014). Patient
guidelines are, for example, often based on time-consuming RCTs and done on selective
populations, which makes it hard to extrapolate results to individual patients (Felder and
Meerding, 2017). Big Data seem to offer an attractive alternative and are surrounded by
claims of quick and comprehensive analysis of data and “with the aura of truth, objectivity
and accuracy” (boyd and Crawford, 2012: 663).
Publications about Big Data frequently discuss topics related to knowledge generation,
evidence and causation (e.g. Anderson, 2008; Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier, 2014).
Provocatively, these publications celebrate the inevitable decline of traditional research as
Big Data are supposed to handle large volumes of messy real-world data more efficiently
and can uncover hidden correlations. In response to these claims, there has been a recurrent call for more studies into the epistemological implications of Big Data (boyd and
Crawford, 2012; Crawford et al., 2014; Mittelstadt and Floridi, 2016), which scholars have
started to address. As a result, a critical scholarly discourse that reflects on how Big Data
shape our knowledge and understanding is forming in, primarily, the fields of STS and
CDS (e.g. Kitchin, 2014; Leonelli, 2014; Rieder and Simon, 2016). While these fields have
been instrumental in elaborating the neglected and problematic dimensions of Big Data,
it remains an open question how and to what extent such insights become embedded in
other fields, such as healthcare.
This chapter critically reviews the epistemological claims and envisioned implications that
accompany Big Data in healthcare. The healthcare sector is, in general, characterized by a
strongly institutionalized set of epistemological principles and generally accepted scientific
methodologies (Timmermans and Berg, 2003). Big Data challenge these principles and
methodologies with the consequence that the epistemological implications of Big Data
practices could be particularly profound. What we value as evidence and knowledge has
implications for the way medical decisions are taken and healthcare is organized. Opening
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up the assumptions allows us to evaluate the role of Big Data in healthcare critically and
open up opportunities for debate and fruitful intervention.
We base the chapter on a systematic and comprehensive review of scientific editorials as
these, in particular, summarize and reflect upon developments in the field. We focus on
discourses surrounding Big Data in the analysis and construct five ideal typical discourses
based on a detailed analysis of the language conveyed in the editorials. The discourses
show the diverse ways in which Big Data and the epistemological claims are conceptualized. We chose this focus as language is the medium through which people come to
understand Big Data and it influences the way Big Data initiatives are performed and legitimated. Three questions guide our analysis: (1) What Big Data discourses can be identified
in scientific healthcare literature? (2) How do the discourses conceptualize the meaning of
evidence? (3) What are the consequences of these conceptualizations for the way Big Data
is understood in healthcare?

Big Data as material practice and semantic reality
Many authors have discussed the ambiguity surrounding the term Big Data. The term is
often characterized by its volume, velocity and variety (‘the 3Vs’, Mayer-Schönberger and
Cukier, 2014). However, many believe that these three characteristics do not sufficiently
capture Big Data. The 3Vs are thus often extended with extra ‘V’s, such as value, viability,
variability, visualization and veracity (DeVan, 2016; Kitchin and McArdle, 2016). Others
use different qualifications to characterize Big Data, such as exhaustively, relationality, extensionality and scalability (boyd and Crawford, 2012; Kitchin and McArdle, 2016; MayerSchönberger and Cukier, 2014). Despite the many attempts, there is still no consensus
about the term Big Data.
Inspired by the approach of Beer (2016) and Rudinow Saetnan and colleagues (2018), we
conceptualize Big Data as a set of practices and ideas that exist in both (1) real material
practice and in (2) a semantic reality. First, Big Data exist in specific actions, technologies
and initiatives that are introduced to restructure healthcare. It is linked to the collection and
aggregation of available data and correlation, pattern-recognition and predictive analyses.
These data and analytics are subsequently used in real initiatives that aim to collect data,
track, profile and predict behavior, preferences and characteristics (Mittelstadt and Floridi,
2016). Second, Big Data exist in a semantic reality as it is something that we talk and write
about in order to anticipate the (possible) effects. In this semantic reality, we envision and
give meaning to the present and future of Big Data. Of course, the way we describe Big
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Data subsequently influences the way Big Data are performed and legitimated and vice
versa.
In this chapter and our analysis, we focus on the semantic reality of Big Data and discourses
and metaphors. This is not to argue that detailed empirical investigations into material
practices are less important. However, if we want to explore the implications of Big Data,
we also need a better understanding of how Big Data are discursively constructed. The
crucial role of metaphors 2 in people’s experience and sensemaking of the world has been
long recognized (Lakoff and Johnson, 2011) as metaphors play a large role in framing debates in particular ways. Metaphors are not neutral as they embody assumptions, imagined
implications and impose opportunities and limitations (Puschmann and Burgess, 2014;
Zinken et al., 2008). This makes metaphors especially valuable as we want to open up the
epistemological claims and assumptions that accompany Big Data in healthcare.

Methods
We conducted a comprehensive and systematic search of scientific literature to show the
different ways in which Big Data and its epistemological claims are being articulated in
the healthcare sector. We chose this approach because we did not want to miss major
views and also gain insight into the relative spread of the articulations. Although our
search of the literature fits the methodological approach of a systematic literature review,
we subsequently departed from this approach in the interpretation and analysis of the
results. While a ‘traditional’ review counts and synthesizes the results and provides an
exhaustive summary of current evidence, we chose to follow a discourse analytic approach
for the analysis because we wanted to move beyond a summary of results to provide an
interpretation of the material (Dixon-Wood et al., 2006). The main advantage of this approach is that it combines the strengths of a systematic, thorough literature search with the
explanatory power of interpretive analyses that provides new insights into a phenomenon.

Identifying relevant studies
A search term was composed with the help of a librarian to select the relevant studies.
The search term covered terms related to (1) ‘healthcare’ and (2) ‘Big Data’ and related
techniques, such as data mining. We wanted to be as inclusive as possible. The librarian and the first author looked for mentioning of the term Big Data in relevant studies
and included those. Also, they started with a small list of techniques related to Big Data
and iteratively added additional techniques to the search term if they were frequently
mentioned in the found studies and resulted in relevant studies. The minimum requirement
for inclusion was the mentioning of unusually large data sets or combinations of diverse
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types of data sets. We choose not to include the search term ‘artificial intelligence’ as this
resulted in thousands of studies more for inclusion. In addition, we decided not to include
‘knowledge’, ‘evidence’ and related terms in the search profile because we assumed that
even studies that do not mention these terms can still make epistemological claims. The
exact search terms can be found online 3. Eventually, we conducted the extensive search
in Embase, Medline Ovid, Web of Science, Scopus, LISTA EBSCOhost and Google Scholar
in January 2017.
We chose to limit our search to editorials from scientific journals in the healthcare domain
because of their distinct characteristics. Editorials are expressions, reflections, or commentaries on developments. They are a medium for editors, researchers and clinicians to
communicate with peers and informed publics, as well as a forum for the explicit expression of beliefs and opinions (Loke and Derry, 2003; Miller et al., 2006). They can contain
substantial scientific content, compelling messages, calls for action and discuss little known
scientific facts with far-reaching consequences (Rousseau 2009). They are usually written
by the journals’ editors or leading authors of the field. Editorials are often accessed and
appear in well-regarded academic journals (Loke and Derry, 2003; Youtie et al., 2016).
We selected editorials instead of viewpoints and opinion articles because we assume that
editorials have a more critical role in defining the standpoint of the journal as compared to
presenting the opinions of individuals. Lastly, editorials set the agenda for specific research
fields and are a basis for future action. Hence, we believe that editorials capture Big Data
discourses in the scientific community and have an important function in disseminating
assumptions about Big Data in the healthcare domain.
Given the size of the original body of selected documents, further selection criteria were
needed to obtain a manageable data set for detailed analysis. Hence, we chose to define
a timeframe (2012–2016) for the review. As other studies have, we noticed an exponential
increase in the number of publications about Big Data in general in 2012 (Youtie et al.,
2016). Therefore, we choose 2012 as the starting point. Also, we included only English
language editorials for practical reasons. If we could not find the editorial text online, we
contacted the first author to gain access. In 24 instances, this did not work, and these
documents were excluded because we could not access the full text.
The final selection of documents contained 1204 original documents. The first author of
this chapter read the title and abstract or the first and last paragraphs (if an abstract was
unavailable) and excluded the irrelevant texts. Documents were excluded in close cooperation with the second and third authors because they either did not qualify as editorials
or were outside the scope of this review (i.e. documents that were not about Big Data or
were unrelated to health or healthcare). After screening, 206 editorials were eventually
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included for detailed review (see also Figure 1). An overview of the included editorials can
be found online 3.

Figure 1. Selection of the editorials

Data analysis
The analysis was conducted in three phases. First, the first author randomly selected 20
editorials and flagged sections of interest. The authors of the chapter discussed trends in
the editorials and composed a list of questions that would be relevant to answer for each
editorial. Subsequently, the first and second authors analyzed another 20 editorials and
the list of questions was finalized. The list contained questions about (1) conceptualization of Big Data (e.g. how is Big Data described?), (2) the epistemological position (e.g.
what is described as a good way of obtaining evidence/knowledge?), (3) the envisioned
consequences (e.g. how are outcomes of Big Data used?) and (4) noticeable discursive elements, such as metaphors and surprising examples or comparisons. In the second phase,
all remaining editorials were analyzed with the finalized analytical scheme by the first
author, second author and a junior researcher. The questions were answered for all the
editorials and organized in a spreadsheet. Ten percent of the editorials were also analyzed
by another member of the research team to ensure analytical consistency. Third, to organize and interpret the spreadsheet and to construct the ideal typical discourses, the authors
of this chapter jointly tested, critically interrogated and experimented with the analytical
themes and organization of results until consensus was reached about the structure and
characteristics of the several discourses. This process eventually resulted in the construction
of the five discourses.
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Results
Description of the data set and overview of findings
Based on our analysis, we were able to construct five ideal typical discourses: modernist,
instrumentalist, pragmatist, scientist and critical-interpretive. We drew inspiration for the
names of the discourses from the relations we saw between implicit assumptions about
evidence and knowledge and diverse philosophical and epistemological positions. The
discourses were distributed over the editorials in the following way: modernist (n = 30),
instrumentalist (n = 26), pragmatist (n = 77), scientist (n = 62) and critical-interpretive
(n = 11; see Graph 1). These discourses should be viewed as ideal types, meaning that
some editorials consist of combinations of various discourses. Co-occurrence especially
consisted between the instrumentalist and pragmatist discourses (n = 16) and between
the modernist and pragmatist discourses (n = 12). The modernist and critical-interpretive
discourses and the instrumentalist and critical-interpretive discourses did never co-occur in
one editorial.

Pragmatist (n=77)
Scientist (n=62)
Modernist (n=30)
Instrumentalist (n=26)
Critical-interpretive (n=11)

Graph 1. Presence of the ideal typical discourses in the editorials

We summarized the discourses and their main characteristics in Table 1. We will describe
the five ideal typical discourses in more detail below. In our description of the discourses,
we will highlight one metaphor that is particularly apt to illustrate the epistemological
positions of each specific discourse.

Conceptualizing Big Data

Epistemological position

Revolutionary amount
of new knowledge

Summarizing metaphor

Presumed consequences of
Big Data

Capturing data

Presumed reliability of Big
Data

New predictions
and increased
understanding to solve
persistent problems

Illuminating data

High

High

Epistemological claim

Improved problem-solving
and decision-making in
healthcare

Harnessing data

High

Inconclusive and
misguided information, if
Big Data are not properly
used

Selecting data

Medium - Low

Inconclusive and
misguided information
and unfair outcomes

Constructing data

Low

Big Data will always
generate limited evidence

Big Data offers
Big Data can offer reliable
increasingly more
information in some
reliable information as
situations
the techniques improve

Big Data offers reliable
information

Big Data can be useful if
strict criteria are met.

Indirect, data
interpretation involves
critical thinking

Indirect, data
interpretation involves
scientific methodology
(hypothesis testing)

Direct, data equals
knowledge (that we
can see through the
techniques)

Direct, data equals
knowledge

Inference from data

Direct, data equals
knowledge (if useful in
practice)

Negative consequences
for individuals and society

Lack of performance
(as traditional studies
perform better)

Techniques do not work
Implementation problems
sufficiently

Not discussed

Discuss the negative
consequences of Big Data

Critical

Be (extremely) careful
with the use of Big Data

Critical

Non-use of Big Data is
explained in terms of

Positive

Start to use Big Data in Enhance and develop
Implement Big Data in
healthcare
the Big Data techniques healthcare

Recommendations for
further development

Positive

Positive

Evaluation of Big Data

A trend that oversimplifies
reality

A useful (managerial)
instrument for decisionmaking

Analytic techniques

Large amounts of data
that can be analyzed

A trend that deals with
data collection, analysis
and outcomes more
flexibly

Big Data is described as

Critical-interpretive

Scientist

Pragmatist

Instrumentalist

Modernist

Table 1. Overview of the discourses

Consequences

Ideal typical discourse
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The modernist discourse: Capturing data
The conceptualization of Big Data
Big Data are often not defined in this ideal type, but the editorials link it to large amounts
of data. Big Data are described as a positive development and the editorials stress the
beneficial effects of Big Data. They state, for example, that it will lead to proactive, predictive, preventive, participatory and patient-centered health (Shah and Tenenbaum, 2012;
Weinstein, 2016). However, the precise meaning of these statements often remains unclear
and ambiguous, as they are not discussed further.
The editorials unanimously and unambiguously recommend the use of Big Data in
healthcare. This is emphasized by three rhetorical techniques. First, these editorials’ tone
is optimistic, signified by such words as ‘explosion’, ‘revolutionizing’, and ‘world-changing
possibilities. Big Data are presented as innovative and as a rupture with the past that will
radically transform healthcare (Restifo, 2013; Weinstein, 2016). Secondly, a sense of urgency is created in the editorials as they often draw a contrast between the medical domain
and other sectors that supposedly already take advantage of Big Data. The medical domain
is presented as slow, conservative and old-fashioned, while other domains are already
taking Big Data analytics for granted. This discursively constructs the field of medicine and
its current approaches as unsustainable and outdated (MacRae, 2012; Risoud et al., 2016).
Third, there is almost no attention to the negative sides of Big Data, such as potential issues
with privacy, consequences of shifting power-relations, or practical questions concerning
implementation. Illustrative of this position is the almost complete lack of non-use of Big
Data as a theme in this discourse.

Epistemological assumptions
Capturing data is the metaphor (Figure 2) that most clearly illustrates the epistemological
assumptions in the modernist discourse. First, because the modernist discourse assumes
data to exist in the world and to have inherent value (like a butterfly or other natural
resources). The assumptions are that the data can be captured and that this results in new
insights, evidence and practices. Second, the metaphor aptly illustrates the epistemological
assumptions in this discourse because capturing is a relatively simple act that also leaves
the data itself unaffected, which shows the ease in which Big Data are portrayed in these
editorials to be able to arrive at knowledge. This process is viewed in such simplistic terms
that data seem to equal knowledge. This creates the idea that only ‘capturing data’ already
leads to new knowledge.
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Figure 2. Capturing data metaphor

Consequences
The modernist discourse strives for a radical change as the traditional ways of knowledge
production in the medical domain are rejected. Editorials in the modernist discourse aim
to overthrow the status quo in order to transform knowledge production in healthcare
radically. Big Data are seen as a legitimate source of knowledge in these editorials because
Big Data are argued to lead to more timely and reliable knowledge that is viewed as
immediately useful in practice. However, the discourse seems to be naïve in the sense
that it only addresses grand visions and is not concerned with, for example, the practical
development and application of Big Data, nor with the societal effects.

The instrumentalist discourse: Illuminating data
The conceptualization of Big Data
In this ideal type, Big Data are understood in terms of a range of analytical techniques, such
as pattern recognition, data mining and machine learning (Amato et al., 2013). The editorials have a positive tone and describe ways in which these Big Data techniques can aid
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healthcare, for example, by predicting disease outcomes and increasing the understanding
of the causes of diseases (Belgrave et al., 2014; Van De Ville and Lee, 2012). The editorials
typically discuss how analytic techniques should be used and how they can be improved.
The editorials contain advice on how one should deal with the missing data, correlated
features and replication and separation of training and validation sets.
The editorials recommend that Big Data techniques should be developed and enhanced
to gain better results. Editorials in this discourse place a high value on experimentation.
For example, innovative studies in which Big Data techniques are used for brain decoding
and the development of clinical decision support systems are presented (Najarian et al.,
2013; Van De Ville and Lee, 2012). Using Big Data techniques for these purposes is by no
means standard practice, but by trying out and experimenting with data analytic processes,
the techniques are improved. Illustratively, terms like improving, experimenting, exploring,
developing and learning frequently occur in the instrumentalist editorials.

Epistemological assumptions
The illuminating data metaphor (Figure 3) best represents the epistemological assumptions
in the instrumentalist discourse and is exemplified by phrases such as ‘casting light’ and
‘highlighting’ in the editorials. Similar to the modernist discourse, in the instrumentalist
discourse data seem to exist in the world and are viewed as having an intrinsic value.
However, the process of knowledge discovery through Big Data is depicted in less simplistic
terms than in the modernist discourse, as the editorials emphasize that information can only
be extracted from highlighting the data with specific analytic techniques so that patterns
in the data can be seen (Amato et al., 2013; Rosenstein et al., 2014). This is an indirect
critique of the more traditional methods for knowledge generation, which are implicitly
depicted as outdated and inefficient. The editorials thus suggest that by constructing and
positioning the ‘light sources’ (e.g. the analytic techniques), we are increasingly able to
‘see’ the data and emerging trends within them. This means that knowledge improves
together with the set of analytical techniques.

Consequences
The instrumentalist discourse promotes the use of Big Data techniques in healthcare as they
become a reliable source for decision-making. Less radically than the modernist discourse,
editorials in this discourse still argue for a change of the ways knowledge is obtained
in healthcare, as Big Data are expected to solve persistent problems in healthcare. The
discourse seems to envision Big Data as a tool to solve problems and the tool is valid to the
extent that it helps make accurate predictions and increases our understanding. However,
similar to the modernist discourse, the instrumentalist discourse also neglects the broader
implications and potential societal effects of the use of Big Data techniques.
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Figure 3. Illuminating data metaphor

The pragmatist discourse: Harnessing data
The conceptualization of Big Data
In this ideal type, Big Data are conceptualized as a useful (managerial) instrument for
problem-solving and decision-making in healthcare (Garrison, 2013; Klonoff, 2013; Potters
et al., 2016). Big Data are discursively constructed in the editorials as a phenomenon that
is already here and is likely to stay (Basak et al., 2015; Ghani et al., 2014; Hay et al., 2013).
Big Data are described as a positive development. However, in this discourse, people are
presumed to have a significant influence on how Big Data take shape, as opposed to
the more technological determinist pattern of thinking that characterizes the modernist
discourse.
The editorials in this discourse primarily focus on how Big Data should be implemented and
describe the steps for successful implementation. They discuss, for example, the training,
recruitment and the introduction of data scientists or knowledge engineers, cultural factors
that need to change in healthcare, new rules and regulations that have to be made, the
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adoption of new platforms and information systems, and how access should be gained to
the data and analytics (Cases et al., 2013; Kottyan et al., 2015; Narula, 2013; Potters et al.,
2016). The editorials do mention concerns and other challenges that need to be overcome
or solved, as the following quote from McNutt et al. (2016: 914) illustrates:
“We envision future systems that incorporate [Big Data] decision support models
into the clinical systems in ways that enable clinicians to improve both the quality
and the safety of care they give and the efficiency with which they give it. To reach
this vision, there remain technological needs and human challenges to overcome.”

Epistemological assumptions
The metaphor of ‘harnessing data’ (Figure 4) best illustrates the ideas and assumptions
about Big Data in the pragmatist discourse. Similar to the previous discourses, data continue to be described as something ‘out there’, simply existing in the world. The data are
viewed as valuable as they can be translated into information and knowledge. Different
is that this discourse sees traditional scientific and Big Data methods as complementary
approaches that can both generate ‘evidence’ and have practical relevance (Basak et al.,
2015; Klonoff, 2013). A more pragmatic attitude towards evidence seems dominant as
evidence is not strictly related to scientific processes. There are no fundamental objections
against using Big Data outcomes. Big Data are viewed as beneficial whenever it helps
to gain knowledge about situations that traditional scientific methods cannot study and
decision-makers pragmatically make choices based on the available evidence. Discussions
about the status of the outcomes of traditional scientific studies and Big Data analyses
disappear to the background in this discourse, as the actionable character is emphasized.

Consequences
Similar to the instrumentalist discourse, the pragmatist discourse envisions a change in the
way decisions are taken as Big Data offer more knowledge than currently is available and
can generate useful new insights for healthcare practice. Big Data are seen as a valuable
source for decision-making next to traditional knowledge-producing approaches. This
discourse deals – more than the previous discourses – with some of the practical issues
surrounding Big Data implementation (such as the recruitment of data scientists). However,
the epistemological and normative changes that Big Data bring are not addressed.

The scientist discourse: Selecting data
The conceptualization of Big Data
In this ideal type, Big Data are described as a new trend that deals with data collection,
analysis and outcomes in a less rigorous way than scientific methodologies do. The edi-
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Figure 4. Harnessing data metaphor

torials mention that Big Data can be useful in some situations because of its potential to
identify valuable research directions, for hypothesis-generation and exploration of massive
data sets (Khoury and Ioannidis, 2014; Krakoff and Phillips, 2016). It can thus only be used
as exploratory, hinting at possible directions for traditional research designs. The tone of
the editorials is critical, especially compared with the modernist discourse, and Big Data are
seen as a potentially dangerous development.
The editorials argue for caution with regards to Big Data and claim that traditional scientific
methods will remain essential despite the arrival of Big Data methodologies. The editorials
try to distinguish ‘proper’ from erroneous science. For example, they do this by comparing
Big Data outcomes and findings from RCTs (Freeman and Saxon, 2015). Some editorials
mention the limitations of traditional studies. For example, they state that RCTs are costly
or not always possible because of ethical considerations (Freeman and Saxon, 2015; Leem,
2016). However, the consensus seems to be that despite the potential of Big Data as a
starting point for research, it always needs to be followed by more substantive research.
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Or as Khoury and Ioannidis (2014: 1054) state in their editorial: “We should embrace (and
not run away from) principles of evidence-based medicine.”

Epistemological assumptions
The epistemological assumptions about Big Data within this discourse can be summarized
by the metaphor of ‘selecting data’ (Figure 5). The notion that Big Data can lead to reliable and valid knowledge is questioned and sometimes outright denied in the editorials.
Two arguments are frequently made. First, the editorials stress that data are essential to
arrive at knowledge. However, data are not viewed as pre-existing in the world. As such,
they cannot simply be captured, illuminated or harnessed, but need to be selected and
processed via specific methods. This position is reinforced by statements like ‘garbage
in, garbage out’ (denoting the idea that the lack of selecting ‘high-quality’ data from the
masses of available, often poor quality data leads to useless analyses), or by presenting the
data of Big Data as erroneous or as a ‘dumping site’ (Brown, 2016; Patrick, 2016). Through
discursively oppositioning high-quality data with ‘garbage’, the editorials point to the need
to have the proper or right procedures for data gathering and analysis in place. Such
procedures are meticulous and less easily abandoned than presumed in, for example, the
modernist discourse. Second, the editorials problematize the assumption that more data
equal better knowledge. This idea is widespread in the modernist, instrumentalist and – to
some extent – pragmatist discourses. According to editorials in the scientist discourse, this
assumption is wrong. As Onukwugha (2016: 92) explains:
“We cannot assume that more data necessarily means more information. Indeed,
as the volume of data increases, it will be important to pay continued (or more)
attention to established concerns regarding measurement, bias, and fallacies
relevant to empirical analysis and interpretation.”
Despite the criticism, the epistemological position is similar to the modernist and instrumentalist discourses as the positivistic notion that truth can be found in data is also present.
However, in the modernist and – to some extent – instrumentalist discourse there seem to
be an acceptance of a rather naïve empiricism that, according to the scientist discourse is
too simplistic. The scientist discourse argues that, for example, Big Data can be informative
but never capture a whole domain and that there remains a need for hypotheses and
theory. So, evidence is assumed to be developed only by correctly applying the scientific
method. Just experimenting with Big Data can lead to wrong conclusions (Gomella, 2016).

Consequences
The scientist discourse argues against a radical change in healthcare as, according to this
discourse, Big Data are not a reliable source of knowledge. The only proper knowledge
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Figure 5. Selecting data metaphor

seems to be scientific knowledge and such knowledge can only come from the use of strict
scientific methods. The consequences of Big Data would be false evidence and knowledge
with possibly large, detrimental effects. This discourse discusses in-depth the epistemological concerns and how Big Data related to traditional structures for knowledge generation.

The critical-interpretive discourse: Constructing data
The conceptualization of Big Data
In this ideal type, Big Data and data are presented as an oversimplified presentation of reality. The critical-interpretive discourse incorporates diverse forms of criticisms. Generally, the
editorials share a concerned tone and their criticisms are both epistemological and societal.
The editorials advocate discussion on the position of Big Data in our society as a whole.
Two lines of critique can be distinguished in this discourse. First, the simplicity of data is
frequently addressed. Big Data are dismissed because it is a reductionist and oversimplified presentation of reality, unable to adequately capture and account for the richness
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and diversity of human experience. Editorials make this point by describing data that are
missing in Big Data sets and by stressing the importance of personal experience, objectives
and preferences (Pope et al., 2014; von Gunten et al., 2016; Zurlinden, 2016). Second,
the editorials stress the normative aspects of Big Data and point out that these aspects are
often overlooked or neglected. For example, the editorials focus on the danger of Big Data
that is not being interpreted by physicians and warn that Big Data can be a first step for
‘dangerous’ automatic decision models. As Von Gunten et al. (2016: 1240) state: “It [Big
Data outcomes] must be interpreted by a seasoned clinician with critical thinking skills.”

Epistemological assumptions
The epistemological assumptions that characterize editorials in this discourse can be best
understood via the metaphor of ‘constructing data’ (Figure 6). In terms of epistemological
assumptions, the critical-interpretive discourse is most distinctive from the other discourses
as it reasons from a different set of epistemological assumptions (building on constructivist
traditions in philosophy of science as opposed to positivist approaches). Consequentially,
data are no longer presented as something given that can be captured or illuminated

Figure 6. Constructing data metaphor
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but understood as the result of the social and political processes that created them. As
Pope et al. (2014: 68) state: “We must remember that all data – big or small – are socially
constructed.” This perspective means a recognition that data always emphasize certain
aspects of the world while leaving out other elements. Importantly, the constructed data
present an image, but editorials in this discourse warn that this image can never be complete. This discourse can especially be contrasted with the modernist discourse, in which
the ideal of ‘complete knowledge’ is maintained. Big Data, therefore, according to the
critical-interpretive discourse, will always generate limited knowledge and data have to be
handled with care.

Consequences
The critical-interpretive discourse warns for the limitations of Big Data. According to this
discourse, while Big Data create new possibilities for generating knowledge, the use of
these possibilities is not seen as a positive change. The starting point is that it is better
not to use Big Data (or at most only with great restraint). The consequences of Big Data
would be that limited data are extrapolated and would lead to erroneous outcomes that
could cause harm to people and healthcare systems. In addition, if people are not able
to recognize the fact that data are constructed, for example, by the use of automated
decision models, essential aspects of care would be lost.

Discussion
Reviewing literature is a first step in gaining a better understanding of the epistemological
implications of Big Data in healthcare. Based on a systematic literature search and consecutive interpretive analysis, we constructed five ideal typical discourses of Big Data in
healthcare. These five discourses all highlight particular aspects of Big Data, neglecting
others, and thereby frame Big Data and its (epistemological) implications in specific ways.
This study is vital because discourses and metaphors pre-structure the way that the material
practices of Big Data take shape. As such, they are highly consequential in shaping current
and future debates on Big Data. In this discussion, we will take the next step by drawing
attention to the political dynamics of the discourses. We build on insights from STS and
CDS to point to issues that have been ignored or neglected in the current construction of
the Big Data debate in healthcare editorials. We end with suggestions for future research.
We noticed that the discourses that frame Big Data in positive terms (modernistic, instrumentalist and pragmatist) were more present in our empirical material (n = 133, 64.6%).
These discourses seem to reinforce each other in the idea that Big Data result in valid
knowledge and that massive data sets and predictive analytics reflect the truth. These
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grand promises could explain the strong positive rhetoric that surrounds the term Big
Data and that drives the implementation of Big Data initiatives in healthcare. The corresponding metaphors of capturing, illuminating and harnessing data all embody closely
related epistemological expectations. Data are presented as benign, objective, an asset
for organizations, and not something that should be questioned. The three discourses
all view the advancement of Big Data into healthcare as inevitable (Mayer-Schönberger
and Cukier, 2014; Murdoch and Detsky, 2013), with the instrumentalist discourse more
concerned about the development of the analytic techniques and the pragmatist discourse
more concerned about the implementation of Big Data.
The discourses that frame Big Data in more critical terms (scientist and critical-interpretive)
were less present in the editorials (n = 73, 35.4%). They both challenge the objectivity,
effectivity and serviceability claims that are dominant in the positive discourse, do not view
Big Data as inevitable and pose alternative possibilities. This is important for healthcare, as
they make sure we reflect on Big Data knowledge. However, both discourses do this from
different implicit philosophical positions (positivist and constructivist). Their metaphors of
selecting and constructing data illustrate another political message that frame Big Data as
limited and claims that positive Big Data discourses obscure the often serious implications
for expertise and evidence.
Especially editorials in the critical-interpretive discourse were limited (n = 11, 5.3%). This
is an interesting observation in the light of the increased attention for the problematic assumptions and epistemological difficulties of Big Data in fields such as STS and CDS, often
offering fundamental criticisms about the claims and expectations surrounding Big Data.
For example, that although data may appear objective, they are still constructed through
subject–technology interactions (boyd and Crawford, 2012; Dalton and Thatcher, 2014;
Kitchin and Lauriault, 2014). An important conclusion that can be drawn from our analysis
is that such work has not broadly infiltrated the domain of medical editorials.
We argue that the healthcare sector would benefit from a more prominent critical-interpretive discourse, as three important issues would be neglected (as they are not addressed
by the other discourses): (1) the normative assessment of Big Data, for example, the role
that automatic decision models should play in the doctors’ office and issues related to data
access and consent (Mittelstadt and Floridi, 2016). (2) Reflection on the situatedness of
data. Data do not speak for themselves and we must remember that they are always an
oversimplification of reality. Reflection on what particular aspects of a phenomenon are
emphasized in the data and what aspects are occluded is therefore crucial (boyd and Crawford, 2012; Mittelstadt and Floridi, 2016). (3) The social and political processes that create
Big Data. While Big Data and data may seem objective to many, they still are subjective
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and contain biases and other limitations which should be opened up (boyd and Crawford,
2012). We believe that the pragmatist discourse deals with the first issues too pragmatically
and the scientist discourse with the last issues too statically and without enough attention
for the social dynamics. Subsequently, the healthcare sector would benefit from more
critical reflection and intervention.
Based on this review, we stress that the epistemological discussion in healthcare needs
to be developed further and that we have to find ways to better integrate aspects of the
critical-interpretive discourse in the healthcare domain. Based on this chapter, we suggest
the following directions for further research:
1. Further study into the five ideal typical discourses could provide important insights into
the ways (and extent in which) similar discourses and dynamics are also noticeable in
other disciplines. Quantitative approaches could investigate correlations between the
background of editors/authors and the discourses they endorse.
2. As discourses are not only part of editorials but also of broader cultural discussions,
future research could study the various ways in which the semantic realities of Big Data
intersect with material practices and vice versa. Especially warranted are comparative
studies that open up the ways Big Data are depicted in different cultural domains and
the sociotechnical imaginaries (Jasanoff and Kim, 2015) in which these depictions are
embedded.
3. Empirical reflections on the material practices of Big Data are warranted as well. Discourses and socio-technical imaginaries are still part of theoretical discussions, while at
the same time, many Big Data initiatives are started in healthcare. Studying such initiatives
ethnographically is likely to provide highly valuable insights into the dynamic encounters
between data and healthcare.
To conclude, the fields of STS and CDS have been instrumental in opening up discussions
about the epistemological and ethical implications of an emerging field of practices, captured under the umbrella term ‘Big Data’. On the basis of this study, we have to conclude
that these reflections have not been embedded in the healthcare sector in any substantial
way. Based on a systematic analysis of scientific editorials, we constructed five ideal typical
discourses to gain a better understanding of how Big Data are discursively constructed.
We observed that editorials in the critical-interpretive discourse were limited (only 5.3%).
We conclude that the healthcare sector would benefit from a more prominent criticalinterpretive discourse since important reflections on the normativity and situatedness of
Big Data, as well as the social and political processes that create Big Data, are not addressed
by the other discourses.
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Footnotes
1

We see Big Data as a set of practices and technologies that is discursively framed under the umbrella term ‘Big

Data’. We do not see Big Data as a coherent unity and therefore set Big Data in plural form.
2

Two recent studies explored metaphors used to describe Big Data in popular mass media and business press. The

first study by Puschman and Burgess (2014) recognizes two Big Data metaphors in mass media. Both dominant
metaphors stress the idea that data accurately reflect nature, society and culture, and that the presented units (e.g.,
data) are comparable and the results are reproduced. The other study (Maiers, 2017) examined business press and
noticed the frequent use of oriental metaphors. Maiers recognized a vertical direction in the metaphors (e.g. deep
analytics, data mining, and drilling down) that suggest the assumption that by going deeper, more details, accuracy
and precision can be found. We were surprised by the strength of the positivistic ideas related to these metaphors
of Big Data because these are not only part of popular mass media and the business press, but are also actively
embraced by many medical researchers and are recognizable in the editorials of renowned scientific journals.
3

These overviews can be found as attachments in the online version of the chapter. See: https://journals.sagepub.

com/doi/full/10.1177/2053951718816727.

Chapter 3
Framing data-driven
technologies
Under review at Science Technology, & Human Values as:
Wehrens R, Stevens M, Kostenzer J, Weggelaar-Jansen AM and de Bont A.
- “We can’t keep hiding behind the ethics”: The role of ethical framing in
the promissory future of data-driven healthcare technologies.
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Introduction
The allure of a ‘data-driven’ future healthcare system continues to seduce many. Driven by
technological developments (Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier, 2013) and increasing opportunities for algorithmic analysis of large and varied datasets (Raghupathi and Raghupathi,
2014), the latest years have seen a continuous stream of hypes and ‘buzzwords’ about
the potential of data-driven healthcare technologies, ranging from Big Data, predictive
medicine and data science to more recent expressions of hope and potential related to
artificial intelligence and subfields like machine learning. The underlying promise is remarkably similar: healthcare is expected to improve significantly because more data are
collected from varied sources and better analytical techniques are available to meaningfully
process these data. Consequently, healthcare delivery is argued to become better, in terms
of ‘prevention’ or ‘personalization’ (Raghupathi and Raghupathi, 2014; Kruse et al., 2016;
Stevens et al., forthcoming). While experts in data science and artificial intelligence may
shun from the conceptual indeterminacy of the above mentioned buzzwords in popular discourses, recent work in STS has analyzed how such buzzwords generate matters
of concern, mobilize people by setting attractive goals, and steer the agenda through
their ‘promissory rhetoric’ (Bensaude Vincent, 2014; Penkler et al., 2019). Indeed, such
promissory rhetoric is highly recognizable in the perceived future of data-driven healthcare
technologies (Hoeyer, 2019; Stevens et al., 2018).
An increasing strand of work in the fields of STS, CDS and CAS has started to interrogate
the saliency of this promissory rhetoric by raising more fundamental ethical questions concerning epistemology, bias, surveillance and security, and opacity of data infrastructures
(boyd and Crawford, 2012; Busch, 2017; Bauman and Lyon, 2013; Kitchin and Lauriault,
2014; Ebeling, 2016). Through this work, authors highlight the ethical dilemmas of datadriven technologies, providing a rich picture of ethical tensions, paradoxes and concerns
(Mittelstadt and Floridi, 2016; Salerno et al., 2017; Winter and Davidson, 2019; Mittelstadt, 2019). An aspect that is less visible in this body of work, however, is how ethical
arguments are used as part of discursive work by various practitioners engaged in datadriven initiatives in healthcare. Rather than a set of abstract principles, ethics can also be
viewed as an emic resource that actors draw upon to distribute roles and responsibilities,
legitimize particular courses of action, and negotiate the tensions and dilemmas involved
in translating ambiguous legal principles into responsible courses of action (cf. Cool, 2019;
Hoeyer et al., 2017).
This chapter argues for more explicit attention to the role of ethical framing in shaping the
promissory future of data-driven healthcare technologies. We propose that studying how
actors - engaged directly or indirectly in the manifold initiatives in data-driven technologies
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currently unfolding in healthcare - discursively conduct such ethics work offers a valuable
addition to literature on ethical dimensions of Big Data and algorithms (Hoeyer et al.,
2017). We conceptualize this with the notion of ‘ethical framing’, which we define as
the discursive work conducted by actors to characterize the ethical dimensions of datadriven healthcare technologies, thereby implicitly or explicitly assigning tasks and roles for
stakeholders and shaping the promissory future of data-driven healthcare technologies.
Conceptually, this chapter seeks to bring together the hitherto separated themes of
promissory futures and an emic approach to ethics as discursive work in the context of
data-driven healthcare technologies. Empirically, the chapter is based on 137 interviews
and document analysis conducted within an international research project, in which we
compared the regulatory and governance dimensions of health-related Big Data in eight
European countries. While work on sociotechnical futures in STS has been instrumental in
explicating their inherent normativities and performative dimensions (Borup et al., 2006;
Brown and Michael, 2003; Van Lente, 2012; Jasanoff and Kim, 2009, 2015; Felt, 2015),
thus destabilizing all-too-sticky narratives of progress and revolution (cf. Jerak-Zuiderent,
2015; Stevens et al., 2018), this work has focused less explicitly on the role of ethical
framing in shaping promissory futures.
The chapter addresses three empirical questions: (1) Which ethical frames are enacted by
key actors in data-driven healthcare technologies? (2) What consequences follow from
these ethical frames in terms of the roles and responsibilities these actors envisage for
themselves and others? (3) How do these ethical frames shape the promissory future of
data-driven healthcare technologies?
In the next section, we further contextualize the theoretical traditions the chapter builds
on, linking literature on promissory futures, ethics of data-driven technologies, and ethical
framing as discursive work. Next, we discuss the methods and introduce the international
research program our analysis is based on. In the results, we outline three widely recurring
types of ethical framing and show their effects on roles and responsibilities attributed
to different actors. In the discussion, we outline the added value of bringing the distinct
bodies of literature on promissory futures and ethical framing together in the context of
data-driven healthcare technologies and outline themes for new research.
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Theoretical framework
New technologies and their promissory futures
The future has been an important trope in STS research. From various perspectives, authors
have analyzed how visions of the future of technology become articulated in imaginaries
and narratives (De Wilde, 2000; cf. Pollock and Williams, 2010).
The sub-field of STS that has engaged most explicitly with promissory futures is the sociology of expectations. The sociology of expectations literature focuses on the informal
production and circulation of expectations in science and technology (Borup et al., 2006).
Key characteristics of expectations include their performativity, temporal variability and
socio-spatial variability (Van Lente, 2012). Expectations can legitimize investments, set
courses of action, steer the options to be explored by researchers and technology developers, and coordinate activities and role divisions of research and industry networks (Van
Lente, 2012). This work emphasizes that expectations harbor values, norms and provoke
role divisions.
To analyze promissory futures, the notion of sociotechnical imaginaries (Jasanoff and Kim,
2009, 2015) proved to be productive. Sociotechnical imaginaries are defined as “collectively
held, institutionally stabilized, and publicly performed visions of desirable futures, animated
by shared understandings of forms of social life and social order attainable through, and
supportive of, advances in science and technology” (Jasanoff, 2015: 4). Originally envisaged as closely tied to nation states, later work emphasized that sociotechnical imaginaries
can also be articulated by other organized groups and communities (Jasanoff, 2015), can
become regionally ‘translated’ in distinctive ways (Levenda et al., 2019), and may acquire
particular meanings in specific technopolitical cultures (Felt, 2015). In the context of
healthcare, several authors have noted that on a European level, broadly similar discourses
on the promissory future of data-driven healthcare circulate (Rieder, 2018; Stevens et al.,
2018; Stevens et al., forthcoming).
Taken together, these bodies of work offer useful analytical anchor points to understand
the functions and effects of promissory futures. The sociology of expectations literature
emphasizes the performative and political dimensions of the informal expectations that
circulate through promissory futures, while the literature on sociotechnical imaginaries
emphasizes how expectations become durable and stabilized in narratives that can be
circulating on an international level, country-specific, regionally bound or tied to particular
groups.
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Ethics of data-driven technologies
Ethical concerns regarding data-driven technologies have received a relatively large amount
of attention in the fields of STS, CDS and CAS. Several review articles have identified key
areas of concern and have sought to map the debate for particular aspects of data-driven
technologies (e.g. algorithmic decision-making) and in particular contexts (e.g. biomedicine) (Mittelstadt and Floridi, 2016; Mittelstadt et al., 2016; Mittelstadt, 2019). Work on the
ethics of data-driven technologies emphasized not only the wide range of ethical dilemmas
that should be considered, but also focused on further theorization (leading to important
discussions on how data-driven technologies can be conceptualized) and problematization
(highlighting the misalignments with traditional ethical principles and theories). Yet, there
is much less focus on how ethical arguments are used as part of discursive work by various actors engaged in the development, implementation and governance of data-driven
healthcare technologies (cf. Cool, 2019; Hoeyer et al., 2017).
For the aim of this chapter, we address several insights that have centered on three ways
in which data-driven technologies are perceived to problematize traditional ethical notions
and theories (cf. Verbeek, 2014). First, many articles argue that ethical aspects should not
be viewed as external to data-driven technologies but emphasize the intertwinement of
technologies and ethical dimensions. Traditionally, such work has focused on the ‘hidden
normativities’ in data-driven technologies (cf. Ziewitz (2016) for a critique on this popularization of what he calls the ‘algorithmic drama’). More recently, the focus has been on how
this intertwinement co-constitutes new relations between human and non-human actors
in diverse practices (Ananny, 2016; Lee et al., 2019; Lee and Larsen, 2019).
Second, many articles focus on the ‘unprecedented’ character of ethical dilemmas, thus
questioning the ability of traditional ethical principles and procedures to adequately deal
with ‘new’ dilemmas. For instance, Metcalf and Crawford (2016: 2) argue how data-driven
technology “fundamentally changes our understanding of research data to be (at least in
theory) infinitely connectable, indefinitely repurposable, continuously updatable and easily
removed from the context of collection”. Such characteristics are fundamentally at odds
with the orientation of most institutional review boards and ethics committees, which
focus on individual risks (Zook et al., 2017).
Third, recent work also developed critiques on the limited usability of classical ethical
theories in the context of data-driven technologies. A core focus of this work has been
on explicating misalignments between data-driven technologies and traditional ethical
principles that emphasize moral agency and come with a strong set of assumptions about
individualism and free will (Zwitter, 2014; Prainsack, 2018). Such assumptions become
especially problematic in the light of data-driven technologies, where the input used for
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decision-making is opaque, effects are hard to oversee and unequally distributed, and
responsibility, trust, and agency become dispersed.
Absent from this literature is an exploration of how ethical arguments become tied to the
promissory future of data-driven healthcare technologies while promissory rhetorics also
shape the way ethics is being done and understood. We therefore argue for the analytical productivity of bringing the dimensions of ethical arguments and promissory futures
together via the notion of ethical framing.

Framing as discursive work
The notion of ‘frame’ has a long history in STS (Orlikowski and Gash, 1994; Bijker, 2006)
and in interpretive policy studies (IPS). In the latter, the notion originates in both the symbolic interactionist tradition of Goffman (1974) and the public policy analysis developed
by Rein and Schön (1993). Goffman used the notion of ‘frame’ to understand how people
implicitly ‘define the situation’ in interpersonal encounters as they negotiate the meaning
of their interactions. The policy analytic approach of Rein and Schön originally focuses on
frame analysis as a methodology for the analysis of policy controversies. Through frames,
policy actors can highlight certain features of a situation, ignore or select out other features, and bind the highlighted features together into a coherent and comprehensible
pattern (Van Hulst and Yanow, 2016). The act of framing then highlights the interactive
processes through which frames are constructed through naming, selecting, storytelling,
sensemaking and categorizing (ibid).
These two scholarship branches (STS and IPS) highlight the discursive dimensions of framing by placing their analytical focus largely on the shared interpretation of the (technological) object or (policy) issue at stake. Framing however, also generates particular tasks and
role divisions for various actors, and through framing, roles and responsibilities become
distributed and defined in particular ways. Recent ethnographic work in organization studies has sought to explicate how framing as a discursive activity contributes to role divisions,
tasks and responsibilities of different actors (Oldenhof et al., 2016; Berghout et al., 2019).
Specific to ethics, this point is reinforced by taking into account Wainwright et al.’s (2006)
study of ethical boundary work that highlights how scientists conduct ethical boundary
work as a process of social demarcation.
To summarize, discursive approaches in IPS and organization studies are instrumental to
better understand the specific effects of framing – as a discursive activity - on the interpretation and representation of the technological object or policy issue at stake, and the
distribution of specific roles and responsibilities for the various actors involved.
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Methods
The data on which this chapter is based is part of a broader project to investigate the
regulatory and governance dimensions of health-related Big Data 1 in a European context.
We have conducted 137 semi-structured expert interviews in eight European countries:
Austria, France, Germany, Ireland, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, and the United Kingdom. Respondents were identified via the network of the project consortium members

2

and via desk research. We selected respondents amongst the categories: (1) healthcare
professionals and managers involved in Big Data-pilots that are part of the project consortium; (2) ethical and legal experts who are knowledgeable about the key discussions
in their country, (3) technology developers and data scientists who are involved with the
technical dimensions of Big Data analyses; (4) representatives of patient and professional
associations; (5) visible actors in the public debate in order to capture public perspectives
on Big Data; (6) policymakers and additional policy experts who can provide input on key
governance strategies and challenges.
The goal of the semi-structured interviews was to develop insights into governance approaches, regulatory challenges, ethical dimensions and societal debates about Big Data,
resulting in one infographic per country. 3 Upfront a predefined topic list was made including (1) policy goals and strategies; (2) the main regulations for health-related Big Data and
how such regulations are perceived; (3) ethical questions and debates that are generated
by Big Data; (4) reflection on how social and cultural aspects are perceived to influence the
practices and regulation of Big Data. The large majority of interviews was conducted face
to face, with interviews conducted via video conferences or phone in exceptional cases.
In all cases, permission to record the interview was obtained. All interview transcripts are
stored in a secure server (Workspace).
A supplementary document analysis was conducted for each country to become familiar
with the different health systems, public discussions and policy strategies of health-related
Big Data. Interview data were triangulated with policy documents, news articles, scientific
papers, presentations and grey literature provided by the respondents.
In the analysis of the material, we used a method of constant comparison (Strauss and
Corbin, 1990) to facilitate peer review between team members, increase mutual understanding and facilitate in-depth comparison. We organized several full-day meetings to
present our initial analysis and reflect on similarities and differences between countries.
The theme of ethical framing emerged inductively as one interesting aspect in the data.
We were triggered by several remarks of respondents who explicitly referred to what they
viewed as a useful approach to the ethics of Big Data, thereby often ascribing a particular
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position to ethics and ethical arguments. We therefore conducted additional abductive
analysis (Tavory and Timmermans, 2014), iterating between our empirical material and
theoretical work on ethics of Big Data and the variety of STS-literature on sociotechnical
futures. In this process, we gradually zoomed in on ways of ethical framing.
We interpreted ‘ethical’ statements broadly in our material, focusing in general terms on
what respondents described as things we ought to do or when they referred to things
they considered good, valuable, worthwhile or laudable. It was not our intention to define
ethics upfront. Instead, we took inspiration from Heeney (2017), who does not attempt
to distinguish between the ‘real’ ethical position and interviewees’ interests, but instead
states that she is “interested in the discourses interviewees employ and create, and […]
use[s] the interview data to consider what they think ought to be considered in relation
to what is and is not ethical in terms of practice” (2017: 11). We recognize with her that
interviewees appear not only as ‘practicing actors’ but also as ‘thinkers’ who relate their
desires for their own practices with the wider normative, scientific, and social implications
of what they do (ibid.).

Results
We structure the results around three widely recurring types of ethical framing: ethics as
‘balancing act’, the technical ‘fix’, and ethics as ‘collective thought process’. We outline the
characteristics of these frames and discuss their implications for the envisaged roles and
responsibilities of various actors.

Framing strategy I: Ethics as ‘balancing act’
“I think that in general […] we have to develop a balance. [Big Data] is not
something where you can have everything: full privacy, full usage of all data and
knowledge gain. We have to bring it in balance. First, there is data protection.
Here [we] must find the balance between protection for patients’ privacy and the
possibility to do research with it. […] It is the task of the policy and lawmakers to
find a good balance. So that those that are feeling threatened feel kind of safe,
but at the same time, the researchers can do what they have to do. […] Also
ethically, I have to balance it. […] It is nothing else than finding a balance between
risk and benefit” (Interview information scientist, Austria).
The first type of framing we encountered is ethics as a balancing act. The perceived role
for ethics in shaping the promissory future of data-driven healthcare technologies is to
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balance. This framing entails discursive work in which different ethical values or principles
are outlined in relation to each other, as exemplified in the above quote. Such relations
are, then positioned as either being weighed differently in various contexts, as being in
tension with each other, or as being opposite ends of a spectrum. Ethical use of datadriven healthcare technologies according to this frame then presupposes the search for an
adequate mean between various values, or, in other terms, about finding an appropriate
balance. As different values become outlined in relation to each other, the ‘ethical’ thing
to do becomes envisaged as an attempt to find the right balance: between economic
values (such as innovation capacity), public values (such as privacy and data protection),
professional values (such as delivering good care), scientific values (such as knowledge
development, learning), and legal values (such as data integrity). Respondents implicitly
assign the task to all stakeholders involved; the quote expresses this role as both a general
assignment (“we have to”) and a personal obligation (“also I”).
The promissory future of data-driven healthcare technologies is presented as a mixed set of
benefits and risks that are not neatly aligned. In some variants of this frame, the balancing
act is explicitly presented as a precarious and temporary achievement; like a pendulum, the
ethical focus within a country is argued to shift from an emphasis on one value to another.
The following quote from a professor in health information in Ireland expresses this variant
of the balancing frame as he reflects on what he views as a gradual movement from the
emphasis on one ethical value to the current overemphasis on another:
“[In Ireland] there is a fear to the point of paralysis of sharing data because of
data protection issues. A lot of it is unfounded, but everyone kind of fears data
protection and therefore [many organizations] are saying: no, I am not sharing my
data. […] So the pendulum has swung far too far over to the protection of the
patient and I think we are potentially at the point where we are not protecting the
patients’ care. We are protecting their data, but we may not be protecting their
care. So there is a sweet spot in between those two. You know, in the past, I’d say
we could have been more on the other end you know: share everything and no
control. I think we probably are going too far at the other way as well” (Interview
professor health information, Ireland).
This example shows how a discursive contrast is created between different values, but in
this example, they become linked to a (critical) narrative of gradual change over time and
overemphasis on the ethical value of data protection at the perceived cost of the ethical
value of patient protection.
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The frame of the ‘balancing act’ can also be used as a strategic attempt to reframe the
ethical questions that are considered to matter. For instance, various high-level policymakers discursively attempted to reframe the ethical debate towards a recognition that not
sharing available data is as ethically troublesome as sharing data:
“We can’t keep hiding behind the ethics. We say that it is not ethical to use
people’s data, but maybe it is just the other way around. It is not ethical not to
use the data. So I think that this is sort of changing and people are very open to
donate to healthcare. […] If we say that it’s not ethical to use my data in a wider
context, it is always very easy to hide behind that, to say: “no, we can’t move
in this direction with utilizing data in this way”. […] It’s easy to stay where we
are right now and say that this is the right ethical framework. But I think from a
patient perspective, it’s not ethical not to use the data” (Interview policymaker
county council, Sweden).
This quote shows a policymaker implicitly utilizing the frame of ethics as a ‘balancing
act’ as a way of reframing the current debate on data sharing, which according to her
focuses too much on values like privacy and data protection. It can also be understood as
an attempt to depict the current position of ethicists as ‘easy’: critically commenting on
ethical questions and dilemmas raised by data-driven healthcare technologies is depicted
as one-sided and as a way to ‘hide’ from the discussion about whether it is not equally
unethical to create barriers for data sharing, as this is argued to lead to patient risks. This
reframing also comes with frequently used metaphors such as ‘data donation’, highlighting ‘collective’ principles and discursively linking ethics of data sharing to notions of ‘good
citizenship‘ (i.e. as something that ‘responsible’ citizens do) (cf. Puschmann and Burgess,
2014). Such collective principles again tie into the framing of ethics as a ‘balancing act’
as they highlight that the emphasis is currently placed too much on individual principles.
An important implication of framing the role of ethics as a balancing act is that values are
perceived as comparable. This way of framing thus assumes that values can be ‘weighed’
against each other in a utilitarian cost-benefit type of analysis. As such, this way of framing
offers less space for values that are considered to be incompatible. The search for the
adequate balance mostly implies that more of one type of value leads to less of the other
type of value.
This way of framing also has consequences for roles and responsibilities implicitly aligned
to ethicists and other actors. The role of ethics implicit here is one that is well-demarcated,
but simultaneously minor, as ethics becomes primarily about finding and maintaining the
right balance between ethical values in particular use contexts of data-driven healthcare
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technologies. The quotes make clear that balancing is not necessarily tied to ethical
experts: policymakers and, indeed, any actor can engage in ‘ethical reasoning’ of this
kind. While this act of framing can be perceived as an attempt at democratization, it also
obfuscates aspects that various scholars would describe as important for ethicists in their
role as experts. For one, this framing neglects the role of ethical experts as actors whose
value lies in their ability to disrupt all too optimistic or instrumental narratives (cf. Swierstra,
2018). Another aspect of ethics that becomes marginalized in this way of framing is the
attention for ethical dilemmas that do not neatly ‘fit’ in the implicit cost-benefit structure
of the frame, and for which again many scholars would argue a particular kind of ‘moral’
or ‘ethical expertise’ is warranted (Grunwald, 2004; Priaulx et al., 2016). Thus, this way of
framing comes with an implicit set of tasks and role divisions that highlights the role of ethics as ‘ethical reasoning’ any actor can engage in, while neglecting a more ‘fundamental’
role of ethics as ‘disruptor’.

Framing strategy II: The technical ‘fix’
“I guess one of the difficulties we have at the moment is our ethics committee
here. Our institutional review board is still grappling with GDPR regulation […].
So, while they are still grappling with that, there is a little bit of stagnation with
the ethics process. And that can be [troublesome], but none of that is insurmountable. […] I guess everyone is figuring it out together you know, which is fine. It’s a
bit unchartered territory […]. But once we can demonstrate that we are compliant
in anonymizing everything, not making it linkable back to the patient, then I don’t
foresee a problem. And nor did our data protection officer” (Interview physician,
Ireland).
The second type of framing we encountered is the frame of the ‘technical fix’. The perceived
role for ethics in shaping the promissory future of data-driven healthcare technologies is
to solve. The above quote from an Irish physician, working on a Big Data project to reuse
hospital data for analytical purposes, is illustrative for this type of framing. This framing
entails discursive work in which the ethical problems with data-driven healthcare technologies are recognized, but simultaneously presented as ultimately solvable through technical
or instrumental means. Thus, while many actors recognize ethical risks of re-identification
and lack of informed consent, these ethical risks are not viewed as insurmountable. Rather,
given the right instrumental and technical solutions, the idea is that ethical risks can be
contained and dealt with adequately via existing institutional structures such as ethical
review boards.
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Perceived solutions frequently envisaged within this type of framing cluster around three
approaches. First, better technical solutions. Some respondents focused, for example, on
techniques for anonymization or pseudonymization as they were perceived as sufficient
safeguards for the ethical use of health data. Second, better procedures that clarify the
stakes or seek to navigate around the most problematic ethical aspects. For example, by
asking ‘broad’ consent forms for research areas as a ‘solution’ for the ethical problem of
repeatedly asking for individual consent. Lastly, developing proper legislative frameworks
and principles. This can be seen, for instance, in the way discussions about ‘proper’ (i.e.
‘ethically acceptable’) use of health data congregated around the narrow question of
whether practices aligned with the new European General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) or not.
As with the framing of ethics as ‘balancing act’, the framing of the ‘technical fix’ also
comes with various implications. First and foremost, this way of framing comes with the
normalization (and with this the ‘deflation’) of ethical dilemmas. Ethical issues are implicitly
perceived as ‘fixable’ with additional procedures, guidelines, instruments or legislation. As
such, this way of framing can result in ‘ticking-the-box-ethics’, even though experts question the saliency of such solutions (cf. Zook et al. (2017)’s final ‘rule’). Second, the belief
in a technical fix in this way of framing backgrounds ethical processes of joint deliberation
and compromising. Third, the role of ethics becomes narrowed to ‘fighting symptoms’, as
this way of framing emphasizes ethical aspects that are relatively easily ‘doable’, instead
of the more complex ethical issues that are often raised in more critical literature on datadriven technologies (boyd and Crawford, 2012; Mittelstadt and Floridi, 2016; Mittelstadt,
2019; Grote and Berens, 2020).
As with the previous type of framing, the frame of the technical fix also comes with consequences for the roles and responsibilities assigned to ethicists and other actors. Similar to
the framing of ethics as a balancing act, this type of framing also implies a well-demarcated
and relatively minor role for ethics. In essence, all three variants implicitly render ethical
expertise subordinate to other domains or at least render ethical issues and dilemmas
‘solvable’ through other domains: whether by technicians (who can develop the ‘right’
solutions), by policymakers and health managers (who are positioned to develop such
‘better procedures’), or by lawmakers (who can develop ‘proper legislative frameworks’).
Such implicit task distributions come with risks as well. A potential risk exists in equalizing
the development of the ‘right’ procedure as such with the idea of ‘ethical use’ of data.
While the development of transparent procedures is undoubtedly valuable in terms of
specifying ethical criteria for access and restriction of sensitive health data, the procedure
as such is unlikely to ameliorate the broader ethical discussions, for example, about forms
of opacity, pernicious feedback loops that reinforce effects of inaccurate data, bias, or
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discrimination, and the ways in which professionals may become narrowly embedded in
‘epistemic niches’ that constrain or undermine the practical wisdom necessary to make
moral decisions (Hayes et al., 2020).

Framing strategy III: Ethics as ‘collective thought process’
“Ethics is an eminently collective, plural concept. [Therefore], […] the CNIL could
not lay claim to any sort of monopoly over ethical discussions on digital technology. On such a vast and cross-cutting subject, on no account should these be
held behind closed doors. […] It was in this mindset that the CNIL set a collective
approach in motion for several months overseeing a public debate with the help
of partners from various sectorial fields (health, justice...). In this respect, ethics
is just as much about the process itself as it is about the outcome” (Commission
Nationale de l’Informatique et des Libertés, 2017: 3-4).
The third type of framing we encountered, is the frame of ethics as a collective thought
process. The perceived role for ethics in shaping the promissory future of data-driven
healthcare technologies is to deliberate. The above quote from the Commission Nationale
de l’Informatique et des Libertés (CNIL), the French national data protection agency, is
illustrative for this type of framing. This framing entails discursive work in which ethics
becomes viewed as an open-ended process of joint deliberation. In the example above,
the CNIL has organized a series of public debates about the development of new digital
technologies. It has explicitly positioned ethics as the “crafting [of] a collective and pluralist
ethical thought process” (CNIL, 2017: 8). Key underlying ideas in this way of framing
are notions of deliberation and continued reflection, which are perceived as crucial in
engaging with the ethical dimensions of data-driven (health) technologies in a ‘good’ way.
Through its emphasis on the processual dimensions of ethics as a form of deliberation, this
frame also recognizes the open-ended character of ethics: technological developments are
perceived as fundamentally uncertain and thus likely to require continued attention and
revision.
Aligned with this way of framing is a critique on a narrow expert focus. A policy approach often seen is to ‘outsource’ ethical discussions to expert advisory organizations
and committees. In Austria, for example, discussions about new data-driven healthcare
technologies are mostly organized in terms of expert deliberation. A patient representative
working at an advocacy organization enacts the frame of ethics as a collective thought
process to question this narrow focus on experts:
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“So, the debate [on data-driven healthcare technologies] takes place in a very
small group, so it does not take place in the general population […]. But then it
is immediately…when it is no longer an urgent topic, it breaks down relatively
quickly. So, the general population doesn’t really take part in the debate. These
are debates that actually run among the experts” (Interview patient representative, Austria).
In this way of ethical framing, the tendency to limit ethical debates to experts is explicitly
problematized. This line of reasoning can also be seen in the argumentation of the CNIL,
as the institute outlines how such limitations may lead not only to public mistrust and
suspicion, but also because expert perspectives are insufficient given the complexities and
uncertainties in the evolution of digital technologies (CNIL, 2017: 4).
Again, this way of framing comes with a set of implications. The implications of this frame
are primarily that it asks for a democratization of ethics, with the aim to include not only
‘ethical experts’, but to open up the realm of ethics to many stakeholders, including laypersons affected by new technological developments. Often underlying this way of framing is
an implicit rationale that new technologies will affect many citizens and that this entitles
them to become involved in ethical deliberations. As such, ethics and ‘citizenship’ become
discursively entwined in this way of framing. Another implication of this way of framing is
that it explicitly allows for – and even seeks to organize – forms of multiplicity and diversity.
As with the previous ways of framing, the frame of ethics as a collective thought process
comes with consequences for the roles and responsibilities assigned to ethicists and other
actors. Most notably, it comes with a broadening of responsibility to a much more varied
set of actors. As ethics becomes a public concern that is not limited to a set of expert
actors, nor something that can be fixed procedurally or technically, anyone can – and one
might even say ‘should’ - become involved in ethical reasoning. In this sense, the frame
explicitly distances itself from a perspective on ethics as belonging to a specialist domain.
Simultaneously, the way this frame is enacted can also affirm organizations in taking up
a key position. The example of the CNIL shows how this agency positions itself as the
‘custodian’ of key ethical principles and as the organization most suited to organize this
process of inclusive deliberation. As the CNIL decides on the core ethical principles, their
role becomes one of facilitating debate and crafting key messages to policymakers (which
involves a lot of translation efforts; not only summarizing the debate, but also selecting
the most important outcomes and tailoring these to policy recommendations). Next to
setting the ‘rules of the game’ and translating outcomes, one could argue that this role
of ‘custodian’ also involves responsibilities of ensuring ‘voice and choice’ (who is included
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and under what terms?) and creating favorable conditions to prevent subtle exclusion
strategies (cf. Oldenhof and Wehrens, 2018).

Discussion
In this chapter, we have sought to bring together STS-literature on promissory futures,
ethics literature on data-driven technologies, and policy literature on framing as discursive
work in order to study how ethical arguments become tied to the promissory future of
data-driven healthcare technologies. This chapter argued for more explicit attention to the
role of ethical framing in shaping the promissory future of data-driven technologies. We
have identified three widely recurring types of ethical framing: ethics as a balancing act,
the technical fix, and ethics as collective thought process. These types of framing come
with different perceived roles for ethics in the promissory future of data-driven healthcare
technologies: ‘to balance’, ‘to solve’, and ‘to deliberate’.
With our analysis, we aim to contribute to both ethical literature about data-driven
technologies and STS literature on promissory futures. First, we argue that more explicit
attention for ethics as a discursive act offers a relevant new perspective to existing ethical
literature on data-driven technologies. Existing work has predominantly focused on issues of agenda-setting (making visible ethical dilemmas), theorization (leading to new
conceptualizations of data-driven technologies) and problematization (highlighting the
misalignments with traditional ethical concepts and principles) (boyd et al., 2014; Zwitter,
2014; Metcalf and Crawford, 2016; Mittelstadt and Floridi, 2016; Zook et al., 2017; Lee
and Larsen, 2019; Mittelstadt, 2019). We argue that there has been less focus on how
ethical arguments are used as part of discursive work by practitioners engaged in the
development, implementation and governance of data-driven healthcare technologies (cf.
Cool, 2019; Hoeyer et al., 2017). Our analysis shows how such discursive work, which
we have conceptualized through the notion of ‘ethical framing’, attempts to shape the
promissory future of data-driven healthcare technologies in various ways.
In line with insights from the sociology of expectations (Borup et al., 2006; Van Lente,
2012), acts of ethical framing appear to come with similar performative effects: they
generate particular types of concerns, they mobilize different people, and they steer the
agenda in particular ways. Framing ethics as a balancing act generates as main concern for
data-driven healthcare technologies that they come with a mixed set of benefits and risks
that need to be carefully aligned. This frame mobilizes policymakers and other stakeholders as rational actors who should engage in utilitarian decision-making. The balancing
frame moreover steers the agenda by focusing on finding an ‘optimum’ between this
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contrasting set of benefits and risks. Framing ethics in terms of a technical fix generates different concerns, such as the lack of clear instruments, guidelines and legislation.
This frame mobilizes legal experts, policymakers and technicians as key actors and steers
the agenda to the provision of such legislation and the development of clear guidelines
and instrumental solutions in order to ‘solve’ remaining ethical concerns. Framing ethics
as a collective thought process highlights yet other concerns as this frame stresses the
fundamental uncertainty and unpredictability of technological developments. This frame
mobilizes all citizens to become involved in deliberative processes and steers the agenda
towards such forms of deliberation as crucial to enhance the perceived legitimacy of datadriven healthcare technologies.
Attention to the role of ethics as a discursive act thus offers a valuable additional perspective
to ethical literature about data-driven technologies because it places analytical attention
towards the effects of framing by various actors. The focus on ethics as discursive practice
also leads to new questions, for instance about which actors utilize what kind of ethical
‘vocabulary’ and what this renders visible and invisible, about how we should evaluate
various acts of ethical framing (e.g. under which conditions and under what circumstances
do we consider particular acts of framing to be justified or not), and about what types of
framing become dominant at which moment in time, and to what effects.
A second body of literature this chapter contributes to, is the STS literature on promissory
futures. While the normative dimensions of such promissory futures are widely recognized
(Borup et al., 2006; Van Lente, 2012; Jasanoff and Kim, 2009, 2015; De Wilde, 2000), we
argue that the focus on ethical framing adds a valuable new dimension to our understanding of these normative dimensions. Our analysis shows how strategies of ethical framing
further interact with the performative and political aspects of promissory futures, generating particular concerns and steering the agenda in particular ways. Our study moreover
suggests that, in addition to earlier observations that broadly similar discourses on the
promissory future of data-driven healthcare circulate in different countries (Rieder, 2018;
Stevens et al., 2018; Stevens et al., forthcoming), we can similarly recognize distinctive
types of ethical framing that are prevalent irrespective of country-specific or regionally
bound traditions and data practices (cf. Tupasela et al., 2020; Felt 2015).
More attention to acts of ethical framing in shaping the promissory futures of new technologies is also likely to expand our analytical focus towards interesting new domains. For
one, longitudinal studies could highlight whether and how different actor coalitions are
involved in ‘framing struggles’ over time and how this may affect the perceived cultural
legitimacy of data-driven healthcare technologies (cf. Geels and Verhees, 2011). Second,
it would be insightful to extrapolate our findings to different domains (e.g. policing,
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media, law) as such fields may come with different promissory futures and alternative
discursive acts of framing (e.g. Asaro, 2019; Egbert, 2018). Relatedly, our exploration of
the relations between promissory futures and acts of ethical framing could be extended
to other potentially ‘disruptive’ future technologies, as these acts of framing are likely to
play an important role in the development of such technologies as well. Third, comparative
ethnographic studies of different data-driven initiatives and practices could focus on ethical framing ‘in action’. There is still much to be learned about how ethical questions are
navigated in medical practice, how grounded considerations are made and justified, and
how data scientists, technologists and medical practitioners negotiate norms and values in
concrete initiatives (cf. Stevens et al., 2020). A focus on ethics as discursive work offers a
valuable addition to such ethnographic studies as it can highlight how ethical questions are
framed and what roles and responsibilities such frames imply for different actors.
To sum up, this chapter argued for more explicit attention to the role of ethical framing in
shaping the promissory future of data-driven healthcare technologies. If readers recognize,
as is our conviction, that the prevalent ways of framing the ethical dimensions of datadriven healthcare technologies has wider saliency, we hope to have inspired others to focus
on the ways ethical arguments become entwined with the promises of new technologies
in other domains as well.

Footnotes
1

We utilized a broad interpretation of Big Data, which moves beyond specific technologies for data aggregation

and analysis. This broad interpretation is in line with the sociotechnical approach developed in boyd and Crawford
(2012). We summarized it here under the term ‘data-driven healthcare technologies’.
2

3

See https://www.bigmedilytics.eu/ for more information about the consortium.
See https://www.bigmedilytics.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/D5.2_Country-specific-infographics_v1.0-includ-

ing-infographics.pdf

Chapter 4
Dreaming of data-driven
technologies
Under review at Big Data & Society as:

Stevens M, Wehrens R and de Bont A – Data-driven dreams: personal
sensemaking of data promises for new healthcare information.

Dreaming of data-driven technologies

Introduction
The ‘future of healthcare will be data-driven’ is a common imaginary associated with Big
Data, data science and related techniques (e.g. Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier, 2014;
Stevens et al., 2018). We interviewed 137 professionals from eight European countries
involved in a European Union project on data-driven initiatives in healthcare. All our respondents recognized the grand promises of data, shared their own stories with us and
explained why they decided to invest time, energy and resources into realizing data-driven
healthcare. We argue that personal sensemaking is understudied in CDS and related fields,
whereas it is valuable for understanding the persistence and recurrence of data-driven
promises. In our study, we set out to explore the sensemaking of diverse professionals with
the metaphor of dreams.
For years, the healthcare sector has been subjected to a rhetoric that promises that datadriven techniques will lead to an awe-inspiring healthcare revolution, gloriously improved
healthcare planning and increased quality of healthcare delivery (Ames, 2018; boyd and
Crawford, 2012; Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier, 2014; McAfee and Brynjolffson, 2012).
While specific terms go in and out of fashion, the underlying assumption stays the same.
Technical developments have made it possible to collect all sorts of data about our lives,
bodies and health. These data can now be stored, combined and analyzed in various ways
leading to new information, insights and certainties that can be used to improve healthcare
in many ways (Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier, 2014).
Scholars in CDS, STS and related fields argue that we should look beyond the hyped
nature of promises, but focus instead on the dynamics of the promises to study what
they produce and neglect (e.g. Ames, 2018; Smits, 2006; De Wilde, 2000). These scholars
have developed ways of studying and theorizing on promissory rhetoric, such as critically
analyzing future-oriented discourses (Smits, 2006; Stevens et al., 2018), focusing on the
performative effects of buzzwords (Bensaude Vincent, 2015; Hoeyer, 2019; Penkler et
al., 2019) and expectations (Borup et al., 2006; Van Lente, 1993; 2012) and exploring
the analytically productive notion of sociotechnical imaginaries (Jasanoff and Kim, 2015).
This work continually emphasizes that promissory rhetoric is particular to a specific time
and place, hides all sorts of normativities and is a huge driver for change because of its
performative effects.
While this work does offer valuable insights, we argue that it is as important to pay attention to the diverse professionals who work daily on making data-driven healthcare a reality.
These people are motivated by the overarching promises in media, scholarly journals and
policy documents, for instance. They attach value to these promises, and take consider-
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ations into account before investing time, energy and resources into making data-driven
healthcare come true. Professionals do not naively believe all the amazing prospects for the
future, nor will they work on nonsensical or unfeasible projects. Their motivations, values
and considerations – professional sensemaking – offer valuable insights into the nature of
data-driven promises.
Data-driven promises are omnipresent in European healthcare. Indeed, the European
Commission actively stimulates data-driven initiatives (Rieder, 2018). Emphasizing that Big
Data are crucial to maintaining EU competitiveness (EC, 2014; Rieder, 2018) in 2017 the
European Commission decided to fund a large, multinational public-private partnership in
healthcare in an effort to “transform healthcare through Big Data” (BigMediltyics, 2020).
This led to 12 data-driven healthcare initiatives, concentrated in eight European countries,
intended to demonstrate the added value of intensive use of data technology. We were able
to conduct interviews with diverse professionals working on these data-driven initiatives.
The interviews helped us answer the following research question: how do professionals
make sense of the promissory rhetoric of data-driven information in the healthcare sector
in eight European countries?
We introduce the metaphor of dreams to present insights into the personal sensemaking
of data-driven promises and answer this question. Although the concept of dreams is
often used nowadays, it is underdeveloped in CDS as illustrated by the many publications
in the journal of Big Data & Society that mention or refer to dreams but do not theoretically develop the term. “Dreams” are used as an adjective (e.g. dream house) (Steeves,
2020), to indicate particular visions of the future (Gillespie, 2020; Koed Madsen, 2018;
Rexhepi, 2016; Wadmann and Hoeyer, 2018; Wilmott, 2016), to mark naïve portrayals of
technological developments in contrast to reality (Ames, 2018; Aradau and Blanke, 2015;
Chalmers and Edwards, 2017; Seaver, 2017; Törnberg and Thörnberg, 2018; Venturini et
al., 2017) or seen as highly personal just like our thoughts and memory (and, therefore,
should be protected against invasion of privacy and overly dominant technological approaches) (Andrejevic, 2020; Barnes and Wilson, 2014; Thrift, 2014).
In this wide yet unspecified range of usage, we see two recurring characteristics that
make the metaphor of dreams useful for our purpose. First, we see that the term is often
linked to positive portrayals of a future that is different from the current situation. Second,
dreams are often seen as specific and highly personal. We argue that this combination
(both highly personal and about envisioning different worlds) makes dreams a valuable
metaphor to obtain insights into the personal sensemaking of data-driven promises.
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This chapter is relevant for CDS scholars in that it develops the metaphor of “dreams” to
understand the personal motivations, values and considerations that play a role in datadriven initiatives. Thereby, we answer the call by Jasanoff and Kim (2015) and Rieder (2018)
to gain a better understanding of Big Data imaginary, its origins, values and inscribed politics. The insights from this study may help ensure that data-driven technologies become
and stay responsive to societal needs. They may help stakeholders decide on policy for the
future, encouraging explicit connection with professionals in the field and understanding
their motivations, values and considerations with regards to new techniques.
In what follows, we sketch the theoretical background of the chapter and our methodology. We will elaborate on concepts used to study promissory rhetoric and explain the
added value of the metaphor of dreams. In the results section we discuss how professionals
link data-driven promises to longstanding issues in healthcare and explain the roles of
the professionals’ motivations, values and considerations. Finally, in the discussion, we
reflect on the metaphor of dreams and consider what paying more attention to personal
sensemaking adds to CDS literature.

Theoretical framework
Promissory rhetoric
Scholars in STS, CDS and related fields have developed various ways of studying and
theorizing on the future. This work emphasizes that promissory rhetoric are particular
to a specific time and place, hide all sorts of norms and are simultaneously a huge driver
for change because of their performative effects. It teaches that we should be critical of
the celebratory rhetoric that surrounds data-driven technologies and drives their implementation by pointing out its unrealistic nature, opening up (implicit) assumptions and
explicating changing social dynamics (e.g. Ames, 2018; Stevens et al., 2018). This work
is helpful in exploring alternative, more diverse portrayals of the future and articulating
counter stories (Konrad et al., 2017). We will illustrate this by elaborating on the value of
future-oriented discourses, buzzwords, expectations and sociotechnical imaginaries that
have been important in this expanding body of work.
First, scholars have focused on future-oriented discourses that arise with new technologies (e.g. Achterhuis, 2002; Ames, 2018; De Wilde, 2000; Smits, 2006). Future-oriented
discourses are often overly positive or negative (e.g. Smits, 2006) as is recognizable in the
promissory rhetoric that surrounds data-driven technologies (e.g. Ames, 2018). Through
discourse this body of work highlights how interpretive social repertoires are formed and
given meaning. Discourses play an important role in shaping conceptions of technological
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abilities and determining what role the technologies may play in society. In analyzing these
discourses and related metaphors, the scholars stimulate more nuanced discourse on the
social implications and consequences of technology (e.g. Stevens et al., 2018).
Second, recent work focuses on particular discursive constructs, namely buzzwords (Bensaude Vincent, 2015; Hoeyer, 2019; Penkler et al., 2019). These scholars look at concepts
such as Big Data, data science and algorithms that can be characterized by a lack of
conceptual clarity. Instead of defining and specifying these terms, they argue that we
should look closely at the dynamics of buzzwords and what they produce. The scholars
argue that it is precisely the inconsistency and vagueness of buzzwords that allow them
to act as boundary objects that can bring actors from different social worlds together and
coordinate actions (Penkler et al., 2019). Buzzwords steer fields in particular directions,
set attractive goals and create matters of concern (Bensaude Vincent, 2015). Thereby,
they create new collectives (Penkler et al., 2019) and can help to overcome value conflicts
(Bensaude Vincent, 2015).
Third, work on expectations traces how both formal and informal expectations shape
technologies and technological fields (e.g. Borup et al., 2006; Konrad et al., 2017; Van
Lente, 1993; 2012). Actors and institutions expect specific futures. These scholars use expectations to analyze the anticipatory practices of these actors and institutions. This body
of work builds on concrete empirical cases to show how expectations mobilize actors, but
also legitimate and justify investments, set courses of action, and steer the options to be
explored by researchers and technology developers (Konrad et al., 2017; Van Lente, 2012).
Lastly, sociotechnical imaginaries have gained attention as an approach that highlights
the temporal, situatedness and political dimensions of future-oriented thinking (Jasanoff
and Kim 2009; 2015). Sociotechnical imaginaries are defined as “collectively held, institutionally stabilized and publicly performed visions of desirable futures, animated by shared
understandings of forms of social life and social order attainable through, and supportive
of advances in science and technology” (Jasanoff, 2015: 321). Imaginaries are used to
explore, mostly on the national level, the ways collective imaginaries legitimate certain
policies while foreclosing others. This has resulted in studies that compare imaginaries and
case studies that explain how particular imaginaries arise, circulate, gain traction and are
sometimes contested in particular countries or social groups (Jasanoff, 2015).
We argue that for a critical analysis that strives to ensure that data-driven technologies are
responsive to societal needs, it is important to pay attention to the personal and collective
processes of various actors in sensemaking. The literature described above teaches that
promissory rhetoric profoundly affects practice. However, neglected within this body of
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literature is the role of personal sensemaking of various actors in their daily work. The
literature seems to assume that people working in the field on these technologies are
“mesmerized” by the utopian discourses and imaginaries or “mobilized” through buzzwords or expectations. We argue that analytically this is unsatisfactory. Professionals are
not known to naively follow the promissory rhetoric for the future, nor are they willing to
participate in projects that are nonsensical or infeasible. They tend to be highly critical of
the adoption of new technologies and other innovations if these cannot be embedded
usefully in the daily flow of their work (e.g. Berghout, 2020; Stevens et al., 2020).
Current attention to individuals in scholarly work on promissory rhetoric is limited to “key”
actors with particular roles in the origination and spreading of promises. For example,
Jasanoff talks about “daring individuals” (2015: 324) who play a role in the origin of
certain sociotechnical imaginaries in a certain time and place. Similarly, Konrad and colleagues explain that “strategic voicing and dedicated promotional efforts” (2017: 487) of
individuals are important for developing expectations.
Alternatively, we focus on the sensemaking of data-driven promises of the more “ordinary” actors. Attending to the personal sensemaking of, in our case, professionals gives
additional insight into the motivations (why are people mobilized by the promises?), values
(why do they find the promises important?) and considerations (what are the trade-offs
that they make?) that professionals consider important. These insights help us understand
why certain futures do gain traction while others do not, and are thus useful in formulating
and prioritizing different futures.

The metaphor of dreams
We argue that the metaphor of dreams is valuable in studying the personal sensemaking of
grand rhetoric. As declared in the Introduction, scholarly work in CDS frequently mentions
“dreams” but rarely develops the term theoretically. In the use of the term, we noticed
that dreams are about envisioning other worlds yet, at the same time, are highly personal.
This combination makes dreams a valuable metaphor to obtain insights into the personal
sensemaking of data-driven promises.
Our use of “dreams’ lies close to the term Jasanoff (2015) uses occasionally in her work
on sociotechnical imaginaries. She describes how individuals can “dream up new worlds”
(Jasanoff 2015: 324) and how some dreams can grow into imaginaries, or as Jasanoff puts
it: “Imaginaries by definition are group achievements (…). Individual dreams and aspirations take hold and acquire collective force only when key actors mobilize the resources for
making their visions durable” (Jasanoff 2015: 25). However, attention to dreams is largely
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lost in the analyses of sociotechnical imaginaries as these studies focus on collectiveness
and dynamics of imaginaries.
The role of dreams in the work of Jasanoff (2015) emphasizes the generative nature of
imaginaries, yet, we would argue that dreams can have a broader function. Literature from
dream scholars (e.g. Barrett, 2020; Bulkeley, 2019; Nielsen, 2020) theorizes that dreams
have a complex role in making sense of all sorts of experiences. Dreams have a range of
functions, such as replaying fragments of experiences, solving problems and regulating
emotions. Recent work describes, for example, how the recent COVID-19 pandemic influences our dreams, how much we dream and how well we remember them, and that these
dreams also can reinforce certain perceptions of the pandemic (Barrett, 2020). Based on
this work, we argue that the dream is not only valuable for understanding the origin of a
promissory rhetoric, but also for understanding the broader sensemaking process of the
rhetoric. This means that the metaphor of dreams also can give insights into the growth,
circulation and debates of technological promises.
To summarize, while current work on promissory rhetoric is highly useful to gain a better
understanding of how shared promises influence the practice of particular technological
innovations, this body of work neglects personal sensemaking processes while insight in
the personal sensemaking of technological promises is valuable in understanding the potential value and future of, for example, data-driven technologies and why people attach
particular values to the developments. We apply the metaphor of dreams in this chapter to
gain insight into the underlying motivations, values and considerations that lead people to
participate in technological innovation.

Methods
Context
As mentioned in the Introduction, the European Commission stimulated the formation of a
large multinational public-private partnership in healthcare that consists of 35 consortium
parties working in diverse European countries. The goal of this project was to (1) use Big
Data technologies to improve productivity in the healthcare sector, (2) ensure long-term
affordability of healthcare services and (3) stimulate the adoption of Big Data usage in
the sector (BigMedilytics, 2020). As one the consortium parties, we (the authors) have
investigated various social dimensions of data-driven technologies. We focused on eight
countries in which the European partnership concentrated their efforts: Austria, France,
Germany, Ireland, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden and the United Kingdom. This study
uses the data collected in these countries.
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Data collection
We divided the countries among the members of the research team, basing our approach
on a combination of qualitative methods (Wehrens et al., 2020). First, we conducted desk
research, analyzing policy documents, news articles, scientific papers and gray literature to
become familiar with the different health systems, the public discussions about data-driven
technologies and the diverse perspectives and positions of the countries. This document
analysis resulted in draft reports about data-driven technologies for each country.
Second, between April and October 2018, we conducted a total of 137 interviews with
professionals involved in data-driven technologies. The goal was to form an understanding
of the governance, regulatory, ethical and social approaches and challenges regarding datadriven technologies for each country. This meant that we were interested in national policy
strategies, rules and regulations, ethical debates and societal discussions that surrounded
the technologies. We identified respondents via the members of the 35 consortium parties and our document analyses. We strived for a balance between different professional
categories (healthcare professionals, ethical and legal experts, technology developers and
data scientists, patient representatives and visible actors in the public debate and policymakers), yet also chose to be pragmatic and inclusive in our approach. The interviews
lasted between 30 and 180 minutes.
Most of the interviews were conducted during country visits as this meant that respondents
could show us their organizations, their projects and we could quickly build rapport. Some
interviews were held online or by phone. The semi-structured interviews were based on a
predefined topic list, focusing on several core themes yet allowing room for flexibility and
adjustment. At the start of each session, we asked permission to record the interview. In
all cases, permission was obtained, and the interviews were recorded and subsequently
transcribed ad verbatim.

Data analysis
As team members, we found it important to work closely together throughout the project.
We conducted a thematic analysis of the material, using the method of constant comparison (Corbin and Strauss, 1990; Deville et al., 2016) to facilitate peer review between team
members, increase mutual understanding and facilitate in-depth comparison. This meant
that throughout the project we organized several full-day team meetings to discuss and
present our initial analysis and reflect on similarities and differences between the countries.
Meanwhile, we sent each other creative exercises, such as “capture, in an original manner,
your most challenging interview” or “select an image that reflects the main surprise you
encountered in the documents that you have read about your countries”. These exercises
often inspired creative findings and helped us to think beyond the obvious lines of thought.
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Lastly, we worked intensively together to analyze the material in various ways to develop
infographics that summarize relevant regulations and practices (BigMedilytics, 2018) and
other papers that focus on ethical framing and legitimacy (Wehrens et al., 2018; Wehrens
et al., forthcoming).
During our collaboration, we noticed not only similar promissory rhetoric in all the European
countries, but also similarities in the ways that professionals made sense of the rhetoric.
This inductive finding made us decide to focus on personal sensemaking in Europe and not
to generalize country-specifics for this chapter. What followed was an abductive analysis
(Timmermans and Tavory, 2012) in which we moved to and from between our empirical
material, the theoretical literature on promissory rhetoric and the dream metaphor.
We decided to focus our analysis on the epistemic dimensions of promissory rhetoric, thus
the promises related to new information and revolutionized knowledge production. We
made this choice because many promissory rhetorics surrounding data-driven technologies
are related to promises for new information (e.g., Andersson, 2008; Mayer-Schönberger
and Cukier, 2014; Stevens et al., 2018). This meant that we did not look at sensemaking
of promises related to cost saving or quality improvement as we assumed that many of
these promises are implicitly related to epistemology. Hopes for more efficiency and costreduction of healthcare at least assume that the analytics are correct and produce relevant
information.
During our analysis, we paid particular attention to instances where respondents shared
personal experiences. These were the moments when a respondent became genuinely
enthusiastic, included a touching personal story or changed their tone and began telling
why something mattered or what they hoped for or dreamed about. We also looked for
“nightmares” as sometimes it was easier for respondents to describe their fears than their
hopes and wishes. In addition, because we had to deal with many interview transcripts, we
built a simple text-mining tool to search for specific keywords, such as dream, wish, hope,
personal, nightmare, story. This helped us to find key passages more easily.
We used the metaphor of dreams to analyze the material. We asked ourselves: who is
dreaming this and why? What is the dream a response to? What are the related nightmares? What are the consequences of the dream? What does the dream lead to? This
process eventually led to descriptions of four overarching data-driven dreams concerning
healthcare information. The overarching dreams present four ways in which overarching
promissory rhetoric is linked to the professionals’ longstanding frustrations, ideas, values
and experiences in the healthcare sector. We presented the results to key respondents as
a member check.
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Results
During the interviews, the respondents could suddenly switch tone and begin to “dream”.
Discarding managerial-speak with its abstract statements on the importance of data and
generic talk about “progress”, “improvement” and “revolution”, they began telling personal stories to explain why data-driven technologies were important to them. This is the
story of a Spanish lawyer who specializes in data protection regulation.
“For example, my daughter illness […] They [medical doctors] told me that the
one doctor who has seen the most cases like my daughter’s […] had seen only
four in his whole life! If you can’t gather information on all the people who have
the same disease, you have nothing to work with! It’s so important that people
know that we must share information because only then can you generate a pool
of knowledge that allows you to compare one situation to many other similar
situations. Big Data lets you do this” (Interview lawyer, Spain).
Full of emotion, the lawyer explained that Big Data technologies could have helped cure
his baby daughter who had a very rare disease. His daughter was lucky and eventually
recovered, but the experience was horrific. He hoped that other parents and children did
not have to go through the same. He saw innovative Big Data technologies as the solution
and this meant that every day he worked to make safe data sharing possible.
Most respondents based their data-driven dreams on particular experiences with illness and
health or longstanding frustration with the organization of healthcare. These frustrations
often had to do with electronic patient records, the lack of data sharing and the difficulty
of obtaining information. For instance, the respondents were frustrated that healthcare
professionals in some hospitals still used “paper-based patient records” (interview research
manager, Spain) and “fax machines” (interview professor in health informatics, Ireland).
In these cases, the respondents linked the promise of data-driven technologies to their
frustration, which became a motivator to revolutionize data use through new technologies.
To our surprise, we saw many similarities between the dreams of the professionals, even
when the respondents regarded their dreams as individual, particular or “only” a personal
anecdote. In the following, we describe four ways in which the professionals made sense
of the data-driven promises using the dream metaphor. In each section, we elaborate on
the motives and ways professionals link data-driven technologies to particular experiences
and frustrations. We also highlight the values that are implicitly or explicitly prioritized and
the considerations made. To set the tone, each section starts with our own characterization
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of the relevant dreams and related nightmares, based on our own interpretation of the
various stories we encountered in our interviews.

Dreams of being seen
The dream: you are a patient entering a hospital. The counter staff greet you warmly. They already know
that you are coming, remember you from a previous visit and point your way to the consultation room, even
without asking! The doctor takes their time with you, listens properly, shares their thoughts and uses the best
available evidence, tailored to your needs and displayed on a fancy computer screen that you can see too.
You do not feel like any old patient. You feel that the doctor really sees you. Both of you look at the ways in
which you can be treated and supported. At the end of the consultation, you feel great, you feel supported
and are confident about the chosen treatment.
The nightmare: you are one of a crowd of patients in a hospital waiting room. The hospital feels like a big
factory. Everyone is in a hurry and no professional makes eye contact. Once in a while, a doctor peeks out of
a consultation room, and calls a name… another name… and yet another name. Eventually, they call yours
and you follow the doctor into the office. The doctor asks a few general questions and quickly moves on to
the usual procedure, based on the usual evidence. You get a standard folder explaining what you should do.
You do not feel seen. You feel invisible.

In dreams of being seen, the respondents hope to see a data-driven future that tailors
healthcare information to patients in their own context. Dreams of being seen were
considered important when respondents talked about their own healthcare experiences
or that of family and friends. As for the Spanish lawyer mentioned above, these dreams
express the hope for diagnoses and treatments that are closely tied to individual patient
characteristics. Sometimes the importance of tailoring patient care became more apparent
through a professional’s fears and worries. The “nightmares” depict the fear that they or
their loved ones are not being seen and they will lose their identity or particularity. These
nightmares portray a healthcare system that does not adapt information to the patient’s
situation, leading to “incorrect labeling of people” (interview chief medical information
officer, the Netherlands) and other sorts of misjudgments.
Similar expressions for optimizing individual patient care have been around for decades
but have not been broadly realized (e.g. Prainsack, 2018; Tutton, 2012). In the interviews,
respondents often explicitly related the promises of data to their wishes for personalized
care. For example a computer scientist from Sweden said, “I think it’s the basis of it all,
at least here in Sweden, of lots of expectations: personalized medicine, tailored medicine,
optimized healthcare based on individual needs, and so on” (interview computer scientist,
Sweden). Ideas initially popular in genetics and genomic research seem to have moved into
the realm of data. Genetics research promised individualized treatments based on our DNA.
The hope now is to personalize care by including all sorts of lifestyle and environmental
data (Prainsack, 2018).

Dreaming of data-driven technologies

Dreams of being seen inhabit a widely shared sense of dissatisfaction with the general
level of information used in the healthcare sector. Medical professionals often work with
general guidelines or make decisions based on research conducted on specific patient
populations (often “White” male, without other medical conditions) (e.g. Epstein 2009).
Care information is thus about certain groups of patients, averages and usual responses
and this restricts its application. Patients often receive a particular treatment because it
worked for many other patients or because it is the protocol to do it that way. This means
that healthcare professionals are often unable to predict exactly which treatment will work
best for which patient.
These dreams prioritize values such as individuality, personalization and uniqueness. The
assumption is that everyone is different, particular and out of the ordinary and should
be treated as such. At the same time, the dreams tend to overlook such values as collectiveness, generalization and universality. However, knowledge and insights can be
obtained because a particular situation is compared to a general situation. Knowledge can
be obtained because something has been seen before. Seldom about individuals, it may
have more of a focus on groups. The data-driven techniques promise individualization but
in reality, deal more with specific groups. The underlying hope is to make more precise
comparisons based on data and analytics.
An important consideration of this dream is that individualized information is more important than data protection. Take, for example, a health insurer from France. During his
interview, this Frenchman began dreaming about a pre-diabetes test: he linked ideas about
data use for individualization to his own case of being, in his words, “slightly overweight”
and thus at risk for diabetes.
“I’m not sure but I don’t think I’ve ever been tested for pre-diabetes. I’m in my
early fifties, slightly overweight. So, I could be at risk of developing diabetes. Look
at me, I don’t think I’m obese (but) truth is, nobody really cares. I’d love to have
somebody tell me that I need to take a pre-diabetes test […]. I’d love to have
somebody tell me if it’s right for me to do that. And of course, you’d need a set
of data, otherwise, it’d just be an opinion. [...] Maybe […] checking if I’m at risk
shouldn’t just look at scientific data but at my behavioral data as well. Most of my
spending is by credit card. I don’t really buy fast food or stuff like that very often.
But if I did, maybe using [behavioral] data would let somebody catch it and get
back to me. So, I’ve been a bit specific, but that’s what I’d like to see in the future”
(Interview health insurer, France).
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He says that currently “nobody really cares” about his health and lifestyle. He would love
to have a healthcare professional bring together his data, physical and behavioral characteristics to determine whether he needs specialist treatment. He does not mind disclosing
personal information about his shopping patterns (credit card behavior), because he thinks
it is valuable to have information about his specific risk for developing a disease.

Dreams of being in control
The dream: you are a doctor seeing a patient in the outpatient clinic. The patient explains his problem. You
decide to open the medical dashboard on your computer. You see a comprehensive overview: five suggestions
for the most likely diagnoses, but also highlights of the patient’s history. You decide to click on the top
diagnosis. Now, you see how the system came to this particular diagnosis and you get a good overview of
treatment options and chances that they will cure the patient’s problem. These overviews make you feel in
control. You have all the necessary information at hand and can use it to make treatment decisions.
The nightmare: you are a medical doctor trying to treat a patient. You listen to their story and try to make
treatment decisions. But you cannot get a grip on the situation: new side effects constantly appear, and new
symptoms develop as soon as you have cleared a symptom somewhere else. You cannot manage the disease
and the patient’s condition deteriorates. You look up the scientific evidence, medical guidelines and ask for
advice from other professionals. You try to control things, but nothing works. Everything keeps on breaking
down around you and you do not understand why.

In dreams of being in control, respondents hope for a data-driven future in which healthcare information is known and controlled and decision-making can be optimized. They
dreamed, for example, about developing medical dashboards that “doctors can use and
draw conclusions from” (interview patient representative, the Netherlands) or about other
useful ways to present information. These dreams were also apparent in comments on
using specific data, methods and analyses. For instance, a medical researcher from Ireland
stresses the importance of data quality when she argues for using proper strategies to
obtain good quality data:
“Coming from the health research world, I would see Big Data as […] tapping into
large cohorts of populations and patient studies […] to find data in the proper
quality with the proper integrity in place […] and then re-use them” (Interview
medical researcher, Ireland).
Sometimes the respondents’ worries expressed the importance of being in charge of data
and information. In such nightmares, professionals fear losing control over healthcare
decisions. For example, because healthcare decision-making is outsourced to self-learning
systems and knowledge production is “black-boxed and so locked up too much” (interview
professor in public health, Sweden) for human intervention.

Dreaming of data-driven technologies

Control dreams inhabit a widely shared sense of dissatisfaction with the uncontrollable and
out-of-reach character of information in the healthcare sector. Diagnostic and treatment
processes are complex collaborative activities, with medical doctors collecting information
from various sources (Balogh et al., 2015; Van Baalen, 2019). Doctors rely on patients, their
family members, technological experts, laboratory staff, and their colleagues. They also rely
on medical guidelines, scientific studies and all sorts of technologies to develop a diagnosis
or treatment (Van Baalen, 2019). Through an iterative process, medical professionals try
to gather information and reduce uncertainty as much as possible. However, diagnostic
and treatment processes are not easy for medical professionals under time constraints. The
gathering process is complex and sometimes little evidence is available (Balogh et al., 2015;
Grote and Berens, 2019).
Data-driven technologies might enhance decision-making (diagnostic and treatment) processes by offering new kinds of certainty (Grote and Berens, 2019). For example, a Spanish
lawyer explained that he hoped that data-driven technologies would enable new sorts of
information that let us “really understand what is happening”:
“I believe that we have the technical means that allow us to gather the biggest packets of information that have been blurry so far. I mean, they were hard
to collect, put together and analyze consistently. Now, we can get information
from very different sources. We can run algorithms that let you interpret what’s
happening. This was so hard to do before, when we didn’t have all those, you
know, computers and algorithms. [Now we] really understand what’s happening”
(Interview lawyer, Spain).
Similar desires for control of health and illness have always been present in healthcare
but now they are fueled by the emergence of data science as a field (Ribes et al., 2019;
Stevens et al., 2020) and repeat many scientific promises: that with certain methods and
technologies we can uncover the truth about illness and disease, and we will be able to
intervene successfully.
These dreams prioritize such values as consistency and control. These promises often seem
to portray a one-sided view of data, evidence and information. What seems to be lacking
is an acknowledgment that information cannot always be added together coherently;
instead it can lead to opposing insights and suggest multiple interpretations (cf. Mol,
2002). These dreams neglect the values of inconsistency and flexibility. The idea is that all
the information in the world will provide a complete, coherent overview, whereas all this
gathered information might also produce a cacophony of insights.
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The respondents consider human authority and control highly important in these dreams.
Some shared examples of self-learning systems could produce information that could
conflict with the professional assessment of a medical doctor. In such a case, humans
would have final authority as the respondents felt it was important to be in control, to
understand where information comes from and how it is obtained. A Dutch think thank
employee explained:
“I don’t believe in that doomsday scenario: that a self-learning system will take
over from us and go its own way. Ultimately, as humans, we’ll still be the ones
who program it, who’ll teach the device how it should learn” (Interview think
thank employee, the Netherlands).

Dreams of timeliness
The dream: anyone can log into a [health risk warning] system to find out what disease(s) they might get in
future. You are happy with this advance because it gives you time to take all sorts of precautions. You can
change your lifestyle and watch out for early signs of disease. It means that you can catch it early so that it
will have less of an impact. Because early intervention is possible, it could stop some diseases from happening
at all.
The nightmare: you have no idea what will happen to your health in future. So many diseases lie in wait,
and you do not know if and when a particular disease will hit you. You try to watch for the signs and take
precautions, but what will happen and what direction to take is a mystery. This makes you insecure and
hesitant to do anything.

In dreams of timeliness, the respondents talked about real-time analytics that would remove any delay between data collection and analysis. They shared their hopes for improved
prediction and prevention, so that professionals and patients could know what will happen
in the future and act accordingly. A policymaker from Sweden explains:
“It’s a way of make a healthcare dream come true: not only treating patients
when they have fallen ill, but preventing them from even getting ill” (Interview
policymaker, Sweden).
Again, the professionals’ fears and worries expressed the importance of timeliness. In these
nightmares, the respondents are taken surprise by unexpected disease or are too late to
intervene.
These dreams inhabit a widely shared sense of dissatisfaction with the lack of timely information in healthcare. Indirectly, this dream critiques current scientific methodologies, such
as healthcare experiments, as they often take a long time and provide information that is
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not always easily applicable to everyday healthcare (Nicolini et al., 2008; Stevens et al.,
2020; Timmermans and Berg, 2003).
During the interviews, the respondents explored the opportunities to act on timely information. For instance, a professor in health informatics from Ireland thought about how
overweight people could be nudged into adopting a healthier lifestyle:
“We can make interventions earlier; we can try and identify people’s risk of conditions quicker. […] If we know someone is overweight, we can monitor what they
are buying. If we see that they are buying really poor food, if we know that they
have a very sedentary lifestyle […] then we could actually intervene and try and
encourage them to change their lifestyle a small bit. Try and hopefully prevent
them from getting diabetes and thus, a lifetime of difficulty. It relates to education
[…], to policies […]. But the potential is there! […]. Why could we not develop
wearables and take that data and start to really look at it? Why could we not
allow those patients to manage themselves better at home? We have machine
learning systems that are keeping an eye on them and flag up when they are
potentially going off track and (when) we need to intervene. Then the nurse or
the doctor, the general practitioner, can pick up the phone and […] check up
and make sure you’re ok. I think there’s tons of potential like that. How far away
are we? Five, ten, fifteen 15 years but, definitely, you can see where it’s going”
(Interview, professor in health informatics, Ireland).
The quote illustrates a central idea behind the hope for timely information: quick identification of a person’s health risks facilitates intervention. Here the underlying assumption
seems to be that past knowledge, grounded in enough data, could let us predict the future
with near certainty (Busch, 2016).
These dreams prioritize such values as foresight and timeliness. It is important to know that
something will happen, but at the same time, values such as unexpectedness, unawareness
are neglected. The dreams assume chronological trajectories and that intervention is possible when things are known sooner. However, as others have argued, the complexity of
our social world makes it hard to fix the past and predict the future (Busch, 2016).
Although these dreams consider both timeliness and the opportunity to act important,
they neglect the fact that sometimes nothing can be done, given a particular prediction.
This means that people are given the obligations to act and to know, which leads to all
sorts of new responsibilities (Mol, 2006). People can be turned into “partial patients” or
“patients in waiting” (Harris et al., 2006) when no action plan may be available.
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Dreams of connectedness
The dream: you are a doctor facing a patient with a rare disease. You do not know what to do because you
have never seen a case like this before. Luckily, you can use data-driven technology. You can look up the
patient’s complete medical history and download data from the patient’s wearables. You can compare this
information on a database of patients with similar diseases worldwide. This connected information enables
you to diagnose the patient and decide on treatment.
The nightmare: you have the same patient sitting in front of you. You do not know what to do but cannot
find good information. You find a study here, something interesting over there, but cannot connect these
together. This means that you must tell the patient that you do not know how to help him. You are at a loss.

In dreams of connectedness, the respondents frequently talked about connecting data and
datasets and stressed the importance of data sharing. They emphasized the distributed
nature of data in the current healthcare sector, where many organizations collect, store
and use only their own data. A computer scientist from France explained the desire for
more general sharing:
“I would like generalized medical records, so I know when I go to the hospital that
the doctor in front of me has immediate access to all my data and can treat me”
(Interview data scientist, France).
The importance of being on time sometimes became apparent in the respondents’ expressed fears and worries. One clear example is the quote by the Spanish lawyer with his
critically ill daughter. He nearly lost her due to the lack of information sharing in this case
of a very rare disease.
These dreams confront the fragmented, distributed nature of knowledge in the healthcare
sector, where data are stored in every imaginable format at numerous locations under the
control of many different people (Nicolini et al., 2008). Many respondents shared their
frustration with the lack of digitization of all sorts of healthcare information. A medical
researcher from Ireland dreamed about a national system that would enable easy sharing
of electronic health records:
“We don’t have electronic health records. At the individual disease stage some
hospitals have electronic databases of patients, kind of patient case-report forming. But they are not part of a national link, [they’re not] joined-up. Type in your
number and all your health records are in the [system]. That’s the stuff of dreams”
(Interview medical researcher, Ireland).
Some respondents take this idea even further and see the potential of connecting medical
data from hospitals to patient wearables and other data-gathering technologies that gather
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even larger datasets. Here the underlying assumption seems to be that bringing together
different data sources creates greater mass, leading to improved information overall. This
is reminiscent of a “modernist discourse” that assumes that data are “out there” and only
need be found and brought together to come to new information (Stevens et al., 2018).
These dreams prioritize such values as harmony and sharing but neglect such values as
incompatibility and competition. While it might not be straightforward as even within
hospitals, many groups have diverse interests that do not necessarily align (Tamuz et al.,
2011).
The respondents considered many aspects of interoperability and standardization important
in these dreams. They mentioned technical, semantic and organizational functionality, as
well as international standardization of regulations and procedures and norms and values
that need bringing together. However, these efforts at connection disregard the particularity and context in which data are gathered and analyzed (boyd and Crawford, 2012).

Discussion
“The critic is not the one who debunks, but the one who assembles. The critic is
not the one who lifts the rug from under the feet of the naïve believers, but the
one who offers the participants arenas in which to gather” (Latour, 2004: 246).
In this chapter, we set out to explore the personal sensemaking of diverse professionals
working on data-driven initiatives in healthcare. The aspect of personal sensemaking is
largely absent from both techno-optimistic analyses of the promises data-driven technologies bring to the health domain and many critical analyses of the rhetoric, buzzwords and
expectations that surround such technologies. Applying the metaphor of dreams, we
explored data-driven dreams about healthcare information in order to highlight the motivations (why are people mobilized by the promises?), values (why do they find the promises
important?) and considerations (what are the trade-offs that they make?) in pursuing datadriven healthcare care. We highlighted four dreams in particular: dreams of being seen, of
being in control, of timeliness and of connectedness. Here we reflect on the metaphor of
dreams and consider how bestowing precise analytical attention to personal sensemaking
processes can contribute positively to the CDS literature.
The metaphor of dreams helped us understand how professionals working on data-driven
initiatives make sense of the grand promissory rhetoric surrounding data-driven technologies. We saw our respondents bring grand promises back to the sphere of the personal
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that they can influence and understand. The respondents link the grand promises to their
own experiences with health and healthcare, which could include general, scattered, slow
or uncontrollable information. They also connect the grand promises to desires and needs
that are arguably fundamentally human: being seen, feeling connected, feeling secure,
and feeling protected against harm. Our analysis of personal sensemaking through the
metaphor of dreams has produced new insights into the affective, relational and attentive
dimensions of data-driven promises.
CDS scholars have done valuable work on exposing the harms and assessing the many
consequences of data. CDS scholars open up data processes by showing, for example,
how data is shaped, what work is required to obtain data (analyses) and how they produce
specific knowledge (e.g. Pine and Bossen, 2020; Prainsack, 2019; Shelton, 2020; Whitman,
2020; Ziewitz, 2017). They also reveal the patterns of power, for instance, by exposing
forms of data governance, control and exploitation (e.g. Micheli et al., 2020; Tanninen,
2020). And lastly, CDS scholars pay meticulous attention to a wide variety of negative
effects and how these (re)produce forms of discrimination and inequality (e.g. boyd and
Crawford, 2012; Lee and Larsen; 2019; Tubaro et al., 2020; Cruz, 2020).
While these studies produce a range of valuable insights, they also feature an uneasy
emphasis on the negative effects of data-driven technologies. CDS is excellent at critically
assessing technological developments and has created a sharp set of analytical sensitivities
for probing the range of ethical, epistemological, political and ontological complexities
and tensions that surround data-driven technologies. However, as in any discipline, there
are also blind spots, as is exemplified by the personal sensemaking of such actors as legal,
governance and ethical experts, healthcare staff and data scientists. This means potentially
neglecting the complex practices surrounding data-driven promises in healthcare that are
already full of affectivities and normativity. It also means potentially introducing overarching normative elements from the outside that do not do justice to the normativity in the
studied practices themselves (Zuiderent-Jerak, 2007).
A consequence of this criticism from the sidelines is that many research insights do not
actually reach the professionals working in the field on data-driven initiatives. We have
argued previously in this journal (Stevens et al., 2018) that insights from CDS do not
seem to infiltrate the healthcare domain as there is little attention for the constructed
nature of data and its epistemological assumptions. Discussions about the permissibility of data-driven techniques are for the large part outsourced to ethics and limited to
such themes as privacy (Wehrens et al., 2018). Moats and Seaver (2019) describe similar
“divides” between CDS and data science practice, highlighting that computer scientists
often raise concerns about their disciplines but tend to base these on their own normative
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assumptions “about what constitutes ‘robustness’ or even ‘research’ in the first place”
(Moats and Seaver, 2019: 2) thereby missing other CDS concerns.
The divides between CDS and other fields are not natural, nor are they inevitable. On the
contrary, they are shaped and can be negotiated on in concrete practice (Galison, 1997;
Stevens et al., 2020). There is an urgent need for constructive approaches and creative
concepts to overcome the differences, to break people away from abstract theories and
(statistical) methods that can obscure opportunities for collaboration (Stevens et al., 2020)
and can stimulate communication between fields without rehearsing the distinctions
between actors, practices and methodologies (Moats and Seaver, 2019). However, this is
not easy to achieve, as our initiatives could very well reinforce the divides and differences,
if only inadvertently (Moats and Seaver, 2019).
In conclusion, if the above interpretation is recognized, it leads to an important question:
how to proceed? Given the need for increased learning and understanding “between” our
insights and those in healthcare practice in order to “create hybrids” (Moats and Seaver,
2019), we argue that it is vital to study data-driven practices and shed light on the affective
engagements through which data-driven technologies and initiatives are formed. Our way
of studying these dimensions has been through the metaphor of dreams, but there are
many more options. Most important is that we dive into the complexities, interdependencies and tensions involved with data in practice to help care (Puig de la Bellacasa, 2017) for
“responsible” data-driven technologies.
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Negotiating on data-driven technologies

Introduction
Data-driven initiatives aim to analyze large volumes of data from varied sources to improve
healthcare delivery by predicting future health risks and treatment responses (MayerSchönberger and Cukier, 2014; Murdoch and Detsky, 2013). Examples of such initiatives
are machine learning applications that analyze medical images (Sample, 2018) or predict
readmissions on intensive care units (PacMed, 2019) and artificial intelligence systems that
assist in the diagnosis of cancer (Somsashekhar et al., 2017).
Such initiatives often come surrounded by promissory discourses that emphasize how
large-scale or innovative data analysis will result in valid information to be used to enhance
healthcare provision. These discourses result in a strong positive rhetoric about data-driven
initiatives and as such drives their implementation. However, more cautionary discourses
frame these initiatives in more critical terms and see the new initiatives as only a possible
(or even a risk) to current epistemic practices in the healthcare sector (Stevens et al., 2018).
As fields originating in different disciplines, medical and data scientist communities have
diverse epistemic practices, which come together in data-driven initiatives. Epistemic
practices guide how members of a field propose, communicate, evaluate and legitimize
knowledge. These epistemic practices are part of particular epistemic cultures (Knorr
Cetina, 1981) that can be described as sets of specific norms, values, beliefs and traditions,
that are “bonded through affinity, necessity and historical incidence” (Knorr Cetina, 1999:
1). This means that epistemic cultures are known for specific activities for reasoning and
establishing evidence, thereby determining what and how we know in communities.
The literature on data-driven techniques seems to either downplay or overemphasize the
epistemic differences between data science and medical fields. On the one hand, data science scholars and some medical professionals easily dismiss their differences (e.g. Amato
et al., 2013; Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier, 2014; Murdoch and Detsky, 2013). They
imply that it is only a matter of time before the methods and standards of data science
become part of established medical practice, thus suggesting an ultimate trajectory of
convergence that downplays distinctions between their epistemic practices.
On the other hand, scholars are critical of the evidentiary claims of data scientists and
primarily stress the epistemic differences. Some medical professionals explain in detail
where and how the methods of both communities differ by theorizing on the specific role
of data-driven approaches. They contrast grand concepts like causality and correlations
and argue that data science can, for example, only be used to generate hypotheses and to
explore valuable research directions (e.g. Khoury and Ioannidis, 2014). They argue for the
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specific use of data-driven approaches by highlighting the distinctions in terms of methods
and evidentiary standards.
The aim of this chapter is to study the concrete negotiation of differences in the epistemic
cultures of data science and medicine without assuming either absolute incommensurability or deterministic complacency. Earlier studies about technological innovations have
shown us that comparing (downplaying or emphasizing) the distinctions with the status
quo is not helpful (Janssen, 2016; Smits, 2002; Van Lente, 2012) and we argue that it
is more interesting to study where and how the epistemic cultures of data science and
medicine overlap and differ. Such an approach is more likely to capture all the nuances,
efforts and workarounds in practice. In addition, a more detailed empirical understanding
of the negotiations in practice can also provide useful insights into how practitioners from
diverse fields find ways to work with each other despite epistemic differences. This has
broader implications for interdisciplinary knowledge practices that are increasingly more
common and more expected (e.g. large European projects) (Rathenau, 2018).
We conducted a case study of a data-driven initiative in the context of psychiatry. Psychiatry is a particularly interesting case to study the introduction of data-driven initiatives
as this field is characterized by considerable uncertainty relating to disease ontology and
treatment effects. Moreover, it relies primarily on narratives of patients and qualitative
questionnaires to make sense of patients’ conditions and guide treatment decisions. This
means that uncertainty related to data collection and use, which is also part of other fields
of medicine, is amplified in the field of psychiatry.
The chapter is based on an ethnographic, empirical study of the development and
implementation of a hospital-based data-driven initiative in the Netherlands. Within this
initiative, data scientists were brought into a psychiatric hospital department to develop
prediction models of patient outcomes based on machine learning techniques. We approach this initiative through the sensitizing concepts of “epistemic virtues” (Daston and
Galison, 2007) and “trading zone” (Galison, 1997). The notion of epistemic virtues enables
us to ethnographically focus on the differences in epistemic cultures, while the concept of
trading zones allows us to zoom in on how the differences are negotiated. This leads to the
following research question: how are epistemic differences negotiated by data scientists
and psychiatrists in a hospital-based data-driven initiative?
In the next section, we sketch the theoretical background and elaborate on epistemic
differences by introducing the concepts of epistemic virtues and trading zones. We explain
how this combination helps analyze the practices in the initiative. This is followed by the
case description and methodology. In the results, we introduce the data-driven initiative
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and present two cases from our fieldwork that illustrate the process of trading epistemic
differences. The discussion concentrates on the role of epistemic virtues and how they play
a role in interdisciplinary cooperation.

Theoretical framework
Epistemic differences
A central theme within STS has been critiques and reflections on the idea of “epistemic unity
of the sciences” (Galison and Stump, 1995). In this tradition, Knorr Cetina (1981;1999)
developed her work on “epistemic cultures”. She is known for her ethnographic comparison between experimental high-energy physics and molecular biology. She shows that
knowledge is created in diverse scientific cultures and this results in a wide array of scientific
practices and preferences that all coexist. Building on this body of work, we conceptualize
data science and psychiatry as two different, but not necessarily incommensurable cultures
of knowledge with their own epistemic practices.
This conceptualization of data science and psychiatry as diverse epistemic cultures is
grounded in literature. Scholars investigating data science have, for instance, pointed out
how the field is characterized by an epistemic tradition with a specific history that is different from the epistemic culture described in literature about psychiatry. It is known that
data science is a relatively new field (Baru, 2019) that grew with the capacities to gather
and analyze large amounts of data and the increasing “datafication” of aspects of our life
(Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier, 2014). It originated from computer science, statistics and
mathematics, but more explicitly engages with “real” data under “real-world” constraints
(Baru, 2019). A strong positive rhetoric and commercial successes led to the increased
realization that real data are a valuable commodity and new methods, infrastructures,
technologies and skills were being developed to handle these data (Leonelli, 2014). The
field is described as relatively a-theoretical, as it is a general approach that can be applied
to analyze data drawn from a wide variety of fields and domains (Ribes, 2019).
Epistemically, the field of data science assumes that there is a (be it, complex and multifaceted) real world or reality that can be better or more completely captured by real-world
data (Stevens et al., 2018; Leonelli, 2014; Ribes, 2019). Thus, the field assumes that there
is a strong connection between the real-world and data. This sentiment leads to the suggestion that we can know more and act better from the careful grouping and analysis of
real-world data and extrapolating them into the future. This commitment to these data
means that this field is (in principle) respectful of any statistical relationship between two
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data values and accepts that some relations might never be understandable or explainable
(Leonelli, 2014).
The field of psychiatry has a longer history than the field of data science. Since the twentieth century, the field of psychiatry has undergone numerous and by no means monolithic
transformations (Rüppel and Voigt, 2019). During this time, psychiatry has been influenced
by the evidence-based medicine (EBM) movement that resulted in a preoccupation with
randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and experimentation (Timmermans and Berg, 2003;
Rüppel and Voigt, 2019) and also by the “molecularization of the “medical gaze” (Rose,
2007) that led to studies into genetics and biomarkers that aimed to localize diseases
within the body (Rüppel and Voigt, 2019). However, the EBM-movement had more impact
in other fields, as measurements could be obtained under more controlled conditions and
with more exactitude and accuracy. Therefore, psychiatry can still be characterized by
considerable uncertainty relating to disease ontology, treatment effects and strong reliance
on patient narratives.
Epistemically, the field of psychiatry assumes that diverse genetical, neurobiological,
environmental, biographical factors and the interactions between them lead to the development of psychiatric diseases in some people (Rüppel and Voigt, 2019). Thus, the field
assumes that there are (strong) causal connections, but they are complicated and often
unknown. This sentiment results in diverse kinds of research that aim to capture relationships between events and outcomes. These studies and their evidence are consequently
ranked and evaluated based on their quality and conventions (Vidal and Ortega, 2017).
The preference for specific research methods means that the field is critical about scientific
methods (e.g. large observational studies and RCTs are preferred above individual case
studies). This contributes to gaps in evidence that need to be bridged by clinical interpretation in practice (Rüppel and Voigt, 2019).
This literature suggests that both data science and psychiatry assume a strong and complex
connection between events in the world and data that are gathered about them. These
data can be analyzed and are, in principle, a sound basis for decision-making. However,
there are differences in the sort of data and methods that are used and how they are
valued.

Epistemic virtues
In order to understand where and how the epistemic cultures of data science and psychiatry differ and to study how these differences are concretely negotiated in data-driven
initiatives, we build on the concept of epistemic virtues. Research in philosophy of science
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and STS have shown that epistemic norms and values play a role in scientific communities
and guide what is perceived to be normal and acceptable (Kuhn, 1962; Latour, 1987).
Epistemic virtues can be conceptualized as epistemic norms and values that are internalized
and acted upon by data scientists and psychiatrists (Daston and Galison, 2007: 40–41)
and are one of the ways of studying epistemic norms and values. Both data science and
psychiatry have internalized norms about, for instance, certainty, representativeness and
objectivity. These can be understood as virtues that are acted upon in specific ways, for
example, in the judgements that medical practitioners pass on one another’s work. They do
not use the word “virtue” or “vice”, but their praise or blame often relates to qualities of
work that they consider “good” or “bad” (Paul, 2011: 7). The concept of epistemic virtues
thus helps us to look ethnographically at precisely those moments when specific judgements are made by data scientists and psychiatry practitioners. Epistemic virtues enable us
to interpret such moments as not merely a methodological discussion, but as examples that
signal underlying differences in epistemic cultures.
In contrast to approaches that tend to list epistemic virtues considered relevant for knowledge gathering (e.g. Marcum, 2017; Pigliucci, 2017), our use of epistemic virtues stresses
the dynamic and social character of epistemic virtues (and hence also epistemic cultures).
This understanding of the notion emphasizes that: (1) epistemic virtues are actively
constructed and continuously re-evaluated and, (2) epistemic virtues are situated, which
means that people, often together, always give meaning to epistemic virtues in specific
circumstances.
We are inspired by the work of Daston and Galison (2007) around the notion of “objectivity”. They showed how the meaning of the epistemic virtue “objectivity” was (re)
constructed throughout the years and showed how objectivity was understood differently
by scientists in the eighteenth, nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Their approach inspired
us to look at the multiple interpretations that are given to epistemic virtues and what this
says about sameness and differences of two epistemic cultures. As a useful addition to
the work of Daston and Galison (2007), we suggest that the notion of epistemic virtues
is not only useful to study longitudinal changes in scientific development, but can also be
fruitfully applied to study the in situ negotiation of differences in epistemic cultures (Knorr
Cetina, 1981).

Trading zones
While the notion of epistemic virtues enables us to ethnographically focus on the differences in epistemic cultures through concrete moments of judgment, the concept of
trading zones allows us to zoom in on how these differences are negotiated. We frame
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the data-driven initiative as a trading zone (Galison, 1997). Galison (1997) also challenged
the “epistemic unity of the sciences” in his work about trading zones as he was intrigued
by the extraordinary variety and disunity of scientific languages and practices (Galison
and Stump, 1995). He analyzed how distinct communities in physics – such as theorists,
experimentalists and engineers - create in-between vocabularies that facilitate communication and alignment of activities (Galison, 1997). These intermediating languages can range
from simple (interlanguages) to complex (“pidgin”) and eventually a shared language can
emerge (“creole”) (Collins et al., 2007; Galison, 1997). These languages make it possible
to interact and exchange goods despite differences and without homogenizing the inherent diversity in their communities (Galison, 1997).
Galison’s notion of trading zone is used as a tool to analyze a wide variety of interactions between different communities, ranging from cross-boundary interactions between
surgeons and engineers (Baird and Cohen, 1999), ways in which team members with
different backgrounds cooperate in a marketing firm (Kellogg et al., 2006) to communication between NASA engineers and their subcontractors (Vaughan, 1999). This body of
(ethnographic) work continuously stresses that the different communities do not meet
each other “with gaping incomprehension” (Harmen and Galison, 2008: 568), but that
members of the diverse communities coordinate their actions temporarily and locally. They
navigate their differences in language and culture only as needed (Kellogg et al., 2006;
Galison, 1997) and this is exactly what gives science its strength and coherence and underlies the experience of scientific continuity (Galison and Stump, 1995).
The trading zone literature pays attention to the linguistic and material components that
help cross-boundary interactions. Galison emphasized the importance of language right
from the start. Later, Collins et al. (2007) expanded on the linguistic understanding of
trading zones with their work on “interactional expertise”. This concept highlights two
things. First, that not only communities but also independent third parties can gain interactional expertise in talking to both communities in some approximation of their language
(Collins et al., 2007; Collins and Evans, 2008). Second and more importantly, interactional
expertise emphasizes the social processes and tacit knowledge that are passed on through
language and that are important to facilitate exchange (e.g. Epstein, 1996). This work
highlights that socialization is important for learning another culture because through
day-to-day immersion, people learn and understand the rules that cannot be written down
(Collins and Evans, 2008; Wehrens, 2015).
Besides the linguistic components, there has been a focus on material, “boundary” (Star
and Griesemer, 1989) objects that facilitate exchanges largely in the absence of linguistic
interactions. The objects facilitate trading because they are “plastic enough to adapt to
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local needs and constraints of the several parties employing them, yet robust enough to
maintain a common identity across sites” (Star and Griesemer, 1989: 411). The objects can
mean something distinctively different to both parties and help interactions because they
do not vitiate the communities’ separate projects (Collins et al., 2007).
In this chapter, we focus on the negotiation of epistemic differences and while language
and objects can help to facilitate exchange, much is still unknown about the role of
epistemic virtues in trading zones. Galison (1997) remarks that communities can have
diverse norms, values and virtues. According to Galison (1997: 401, 807), the communities
persistently try to incorporate the virtues of the other. However, a more in-depth exploration of the role of epistemic virtues in trading zones still has to be developed. We aim to
contribute to this development by paying attention to precisely those moments in the
initiative when specific judgments are made by data scientists and psychiatry practitioners.
We argue that the focus on epistemic virtues as concrete moments of judgment can be a
useful additional dimension in the empirical study of trading zones, next to linguistic and
material dimensions developed by other authors.

Methods
Case description
This study focuses on a data-driven initiative by a psychiatric department in one of the
largest Dutch University Hospitals. Combining outpatient and inpatient treatment, this
department contains four specialist units that specialize in affective, psychotic and developmental disorders, acute and long-term care. The department treats approximately 2000
unique patients annually. There is a strong focus on research in the department as it is
linked to various research groups, and many psychiatric practitioners are also involved in
research. Studies focus, for example, on genetic predispositions, brain morphology, and
risk factors that play a role in the development of psychiatric disorders. The department is
well-established as a research center, both in the Netherlands and worldwide.
The data-driven initiative was initiated by the medical head of the department in 2015 as
she set out to experiment with data-driven techniques to improve treatment for psychiatric
patients, in addition to research initiatives already being conducted in the hospital. The
department attracted data scientists who had worked for the major companies or were
involved in data science start-ups. The initiative secured the help of an IT company and
acquired funding from the Dutch government and other organizations. With these funds,
the data scientists could start pilots, build structures that automatically supplied data and
start working toward making care improvements for patients.
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When we followed the initiative, the core of the data-driven team comprised four data
scientists, that were supported by multiple students, six external data scientists and one
data engineer. Students (e.g., medical, psychology) helped the data scientists with small
projects. The six external data scientists were hired to work on short-term subprojects
with specific goals in mind (they followed the funding). The data engineer worked for the
university that was linked to the hospital and provided technical support.
At the time, the team worked on several data-driven subprojects. Besides presenting
straightforward business analytics (e.g. how often is a certain medicine prescribed?), the
team worked on developing decision-support systems that would aid psychiatrists by
making predictions based on machine learning algorithms and experimented with the
implementation of the machine learning models. Two major subprojects tried to predict
which antipsychotic or antidepressant would be the most effective while producing the
least side effects for certain patients. These projects were relevant because they would
(1) avoid the current trial and error method, where psychiatrists must try several drugs
before finding the right one; (2) reduce hospital stay; (3) be expandable to other psychiatric
medication in the future.

Data collection
Our empirical analysis builds on a combination of qualitative methods. First, MS observed
the data-driven team between September 2017 and February 2018 (approximately 200
hours). After an initial meeting with the medical head of the department and the leader
of the data-driven team in which we explained our research focus, we could meet and
shadow the data-driven team. MS shadowed the data scientists while they were doing
their analyses and followed them around to meetings in the hospital, taking field notes to
capture the setting and interactions between data scientists, medical staff and researchers
(Oldenhof, 2015). MS introduced herself and the research to all involved and made sure
ongoing informed consent was obtained. Informal conversations helped build rapport and
provided insights into the pertinent issues and tensions. The field notes were expanded as
soon as possible and discussed with RW and AdB.
Second, MS conducted seventeen semi-structured interviews with nineteen people (directly and indirectly involved with the data-driven initiative) to explore particular topics in
more depth: nine data scientists, three psychiatrists, two nurses, one data engineer, one
data manager, one consultant, one hospital manager and one medical researcher. The
interviews posed open questions about the initiative and the collaboration, such as: how
do you go on collaborate with others? All interviews lasted 40–60 min and were recorded
and transcribed ad verbatim. We asked permission for the interviews, the use of quotes
and anonymized the material.
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Finally, MS conducted an analysis of online and offline documentation about the initiative,
such as presentations and newsletters. This resulted in more than 400 pages related to the
initiative. An ethical waiver was obtained for the study.

Data analysis
We began our analysis with open coding (Mortelmans, 2007). We performed general readings and highlighted notable passages in the data. For example, we marked passages in
which practitioners from one community expressed that they did not understand the other
community. MS conducted most of the analysis, but researcher triangulation ensured that
key themes emerging from the analysis were discussed and refined (Mortelmans, 2007).
Through several iterations of the analytical process, we focused on three key categories:
(1) epistemic claims and ideas, (2) the negotiations and discussions between data-driven
and psychiatry practitioners, and (3) the coordination of the meanings and ideas about
knowledge production.
Although analysis began with open coding, the total process employed an abductive approach involving an iterative to-and-from between analytical themes and relevant theoretical concepts (Timmermans and Tavory, 2012). After identifying the literature on trading
zones and epistemic virtues as crucially relevant for the analysis of the empirical material,
we developed the analysis further through posing such questions; (1) what is traded here,
by whom and where? (2) Which epistemic virtues are in play? (3) What does this say about
the respective epistemic cultures?
In the end, our analysis focused on eighteen key practitioners involved in the initiative.
Table 1 provides an overview of the practitioners per community, their role and data
collected about them. The remaining people under observation had a minor role in the
trading process. Their interviews helped to gain more information about the structure
of the trading zone and details of the various projects. Due to time constraints and high
workloads, not all psychiatric practitioners could be interviewed.
We incorporated member checks in various phases. During data collection, we kept in
touch with two (key) respondents to clarify unclear situations. After the data collection,
we presented our initial results and a first draft of the chapter to gain feedback on our
analysis. The respondents recognized their work in the analysis and pointed out minor
misunderstandings (e.g. datasets were updated on a weekly basis instead of a daily basis).
We presented the final draft of the chapter to our respondents to gain their permission to
use quotes and asked them to check our use of this material (Mortelmans, 2007).
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Practice Who

Main involvement

Data collection

Team leader, all research projects

Interview, observations
(17 days)

Antipsychotic project

Interview, observations
(18 days)

Antipsychotic project

Interview

Antidepressant project

Interview, observations
(16 days)

Antipsychotic project

Interview, observations
(6 days)

Antipsychotic project

Interview, observations
(7 days)

Antidepressant project

Interview, observations
(11 days)

Various projects

Interview, 12 days
present in observations

Professor, medical head of department,
initiator of the data-driven team, various
research projects

Interview, observations
(4 days)

Psychiatrist J

Department head, studied schizophrenia,
antipsychotic project

Observations (2 days)

Psychiatrist K

Studied social cognition in schizophrenia,
antidepressant and antipsychotic project

Observations (3 days)

Psychiatrist L

Studied gene-environment interaction and
antipsychotic project

Observations (3 days)

Psychiatrist M

Studied developmental disorders in
children. Advisor to the data-driven team

Interview

Psychiatrist N

Studied genetic predispositions in relation
to mental illnesses, antidepressant project

Interview, observations
(3 days)

Assistant professor, expertise in
neuroimaging. Advisor to the data-driven
team

Interview

Assistant professor, expertise in genetic
epidemiology, antipsychotic project

Observations (2 days)

Involved in antidepressant project

Interview, observations
(1 day)

Advisor of the data-driven team

Interview

Internal data scientist A
Internal data scientist B

Data science

Internal data scientist C
Internal data scientist D
External data scientist E
External data scientist F
External data scientist G
PhD, data scientist H

Psychiatrist I

Psychiatry
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Researcher O

Researcher P
Nurse Q
Nurse R

Table 1. Overview of key practitioners of both communities

Results
In the next section, we will present the hospital-based data-driven initiative and the data
science and psychiatry practitioners involved. Afterward, we analyze the process of trading
epistemic differences, illustrated by two examples derived from data science subprojects
developed in the initiative.
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The trading zone
We learned that not all the psychiatry practitioners greeted the data scientists with enthusiasm, when they arrived at the hospital. There were diverse criticisms. Some psychiatrists were
skeptical because of previous costly, time-intensive ICT projects had limited added value.
Others said that the rapid nature of developments in data analysis would quickly outdate
any initiative. They argued it would be better to wait and see how techniques developed in
other contexts. Also, some questioned the methods used. Psychiatrist M explains:
“When they first presented the ideas [on the initiative], I really had to hear them
a few times and think about them. That’s how it works for me! […]. I’ve learned
to be very suspicious of connections that you find in data. The more you look for
certain connections, the greater the chance that you will find one, but it could
well be complete nonsense” (Interview psychiatrist M).
The data scientists decided to focus their attention on psychiatry practitioners who were
enthusiastic about the initiative and willing to cooperate. The psychiatry practitioners
who participated in the data-driven initiative hoped to find new sorts of information that
could help them to improve the treatment of patients. Several psychiatrists described the
unpredictability of psychiatric diseases. They mentioned, patients with long-lasting depression who unexpectedly recovered, patients who benefited from strange combinations of
medicines or patients who developed severe, unanticipated side effects. Psychiatrists relied
on a combination of scientific evidence and their professional experience to treat patients
but realized that their experience did not always provide clear evidence and contained
biases. As psychiatrist I explained:
“We try to treat patients to the best of our ability, but often we would like to
have more information. There are guidelines for extreme situations, but there is a
large gray area. Those guidelines are fine, we don’t need to change them, but we
do need more guidance in this gray area. We don’t know much; there is simply
not a lot of evidence. We need some sort of … intermediate evidence” (Interview
psychiatrist I).
The data scientists kept in touch with the medical practitioners through face-to-face meetings, via e-mail and by accompanying them on the daily rounds. We observed practitioners
in both communities discussing the data that could be included in a prediction model,
validating preliminary machine learning outcomes and brainstorming on verifying the
decision-support models. We highlight two cases: the first case is illustrative of the majority
of the negotiations we observed. The second case because negotiations were most fierce
and challenging.
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Negotiations during the development of a prediction model for
antidepressants
The first case is of a typical meeting between data scientists and psychiatrists. The meeting
is part of the trajectory in which the data scientists are trying to develop a prediction model
that will help determine which antidepressant is best for certain groups of patients. During
this meeting, data scientists (A, D and G) and psychiatrist N are sitting in N’s small office.
The data scientists have extensively studied prescription data and guidelines and have
had similar meetings with other psychiatry practitioners. Now, they want to validate their
findings and come to a decision about how to proceed.
Case 1. How to define a successful treatment?
The meeting starts with a discussion about prescription behavior and the possible side effects of
antidepressants. Data scientist G explains that the data scientists are trying to distinguish between “successful”
and “unsuccessful” medical treatment as the first step in developing their prediction model. After consulting
with various psychiatrists and studying the guidelines, he is considering the following conditions. First, a drug
must have been prescribed for a minimum amount of time so that it has enough time to be effective. Second,
the Hamilton depression score [a measure of the severity of depression] must be at least 50% lower than on
the patient’s admission date or should be equal to 8 [indicating sufficient improvement or a “normal” value].
He is thinking of including Beck scores and the Functional Disability Inventory [both aimed at measuring
depression severity]. The only problem is that they are embedded in text fields in the patient files, which
makes them hard to use. Data scientist D adds that they have heard from other psychiatrists that MADRS
[another depression scale] might be relevant. However, they noticed in the data that medical professionals in
this hospital do not use the MADRS scale.
Data scientist G argues that the Hamilton score seems most important. Psychiatrist N nods in agreement, but
sighs: “What a shame that it’s so hard to analyze free text fields in patient files.” Data scientist G explains
that they are unsure about the “50% lower” or “equal to 8” criteria as these seem quite random threshold
levels. Psychiatrist N disagrees because, according to him, most medication studies use the same threshold
levels. He gives some context: “A Hamilton score can go up to around 25 points when someone is severely
depressed. You should be more worried about measurement variation because medical students fill out the
questionnaire with the patients during their internships and they don’t always take it seriously.” This is new
to the data scientists, but, as data scientist A remarks; “We do not really have another measure that we can
use, so this is our best option.” Psychiatrist N agrees.
Data scientist G shows a graph of the current distribution of Hamilton scores for patients treated with
antidepressants [see Fig. 1 for a similar but fictional graph]. The graph reveals that only a small portion
of patients lands in the “lower or equal to a score of 8” (area 1), meaning that they have had “successful
treatment” according to the current criteria. A more substantial group of patients have had successful
treatment if “50% improvement” (area 2) is also considered. A few patients show a partial response (area 3),
and even fewer show no or a negative response (area 4). The data scientists suggest also including patients
with partial response (area 2 and 3) in their definition of “successful”, as their Hamilton scores improved after
medical treatment.
Psychiatrist N looks at the graph more closely and remarks that the graph is different than what he would
have expected, based on the scientific literature. He asks the data scientists what sorts of data they used to
make the graph. He goes to his computer, intending to look up a scientific study, when suddenly his phone
rings, interrupting the meeting. Something is happening to one of his patients. It seems quite serious because
psychiatrist N excuses himself and, heading off to the ward, adds, “We must continue this conversation next
week.” (Observation notes).
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This first case shows how the data scientists and psychiatrist negotiate on the data to
include and adequate threshold levels. During the meeting, they were able to navigate
some of their differences and make the decision to base the prediction model solely on the
Hamilton data. At one point, the data scientists were afraid to lose their last data source
(Hamilton data) when psychiatrist N started to talk about measurement variation. At that
moment, both parties decided pragmatically to use the Hamilton data as it was “the best
option”.

Figure 1. Graph of treatment response of individual patients

The trading process took place during formal meetings and it helped that the data scientists learned to speak in the vocabulary of questionnaires and depression scales that is
understandable for the psychiatrist. Simultaneously, psychiatrist N confirmed the struggles
of the data scientists and contributed to the negotiations by stating “what a shame that
it’s so hard to analyze free text fields”, thereby showing that he understood the importance of these data for the data scientists. The trading process was also stimulated by the
systematic approach of the data scientists. This virtue was recognized by psychiatrist N. He
understood the importance of determining outcome measures, as it was also an important
part of the scientific research he conducted in the past. The graph also helped to visualize
the threshold dilemma and thereby contributed to the cross-boundary interactions.
There were also epistemic virtues that needed to be negotiated. The data scientists looked
for completeness in the data. They wanted to include as much data about depressions as
possible; several measurements, qualitative data and data of patients that partially respond
to the treatment. At the same time, psychiatrist N was more selective about the data to use
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and threshold levels to select. N referred to scientific studies during the meeting. With his
mentioning of scientific literature, he brought in authority and the rich scientific history of
psychiatry. He stressed the importance of being selective in the kinds of data to include and
thresholds to uphold while simultaneously highlighting the embeddedness of psychiatry in
practice.

Negotiations during the implementation of a prediction model for
antipsychotics
The second case highlights a trading process about the importance of statistical significance
between data science and psychiatry practitioners. The discussion became most evident
during the antipsychotics subproject. Within this project, both parties had to negotiate
the standards and measures to uphold for determining the performance of the prediction
model and the conditions under which the model could be implemented in healthcare
practice.
Case 2. When to introduce a machine learning model in daily healthcare routines?
The psychiatry practitioners needed certainty that the models would significantly improve current healthcare
practices. They argued that, while not perfect, statistical significance would be a necessary step to test
the performance of the models before introducing them in daily healthcare practices, since it would help
determine the reliability and ensure that the success of the model was not based on chance. They argued that
it was necessary to set up a RCT-inspired approach, in which the performance of the model would be tested
against care-as-usual.
The data scientists did not completely understand the focus on statistical significance. Some of the data
scientists previously worked in the commercial sector, where they never had to work with statistical
significance. They searched for findings with the biggest impact and tended to look at prediction accuracy
instead of statistical significance. Data scientist G explained: “If you started to talk about significance in such
a [commercial] setting, everybody would look at you and say: “what are you talking about?” (Interview data
scientist G). The data scientists explained that they use their own methods to validate their findings and to
see if their model is performing well:
Data scientist E: “Significance is just not that interesting with techniques like machine learning! Well, that
might be a bit exaggerated, but …”
Data scientist C: “It is not the ONLY measure!”
Data scientist E: “We often use lots of data to generate our models, when significance is not necessarily
the most important measure. There are other ways to validate that your model is doing well and in what
circumstances.” (Interview data scientists C and E).
The notion of statistical significance caused misunderstanding and miscommunication. At the beginning
of the project, the data scientists had proudly presented some of their initial findings when a psychiatry
practitioner asked if the results were statistically significant. The data scientists answered that such a statistical
test was less important nowadays. It was more important to validate your findings with medical professionals.
Psychiatric researcher O was critical about this approach:
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“I don’t agree with the approach. I mean, I think you still have to make sure that a result is statistically
significant and not produced by chance, so I wonder about dismissing this statistical test as somewhat
unimportant.” (Interview psychiatric researcher O).
The presentation of the data scientists had ended with a fierce discussion and became a story that was retold
in both communities.
During the end of our fieldwork, uncertainty remained about the conditions under which the data scientists
could implement their machine learning models in practice. The psychiatry practitioners continued to hold the
opinion that statistical significance was crucial for the evaluation of the prediction models. Some argued that
data scientists should not even present non-statistically significant findings to them, as this could negatively
influence their behavior. Data scientists stated, by contrast, that “it would be a pity not to use all the nonsignificant results. You waste a lot of information that could be used to our advantage” (data scientist F).
The data scientists tried to obtain some leeway by organizing meetings with psychiatry practitioners that were
interested in their methods. This allowed the data scientists to explain their alternative validation methods.
Also, strategic meetings with more senior staff were organized to bring both parties together and make
workable agreements. Simultaneously, the data scientists agreed with the RCT-approach to compare their
models with care-as-usual as they understood the benefit of such a comparison.

This second case shows how data science and psychiatry practitioners negotiated about the
implementation of the machine learning models in practice. There was a partial compromise as both parties agreed on the RCT-approach to compare the prediction model against
the care-as-usual. The data scientists did see the value of this approach and understood
the responsibilities of the medical practitioners. However, the negotiations were far more
intense and developed differently than in the first case.
In this case, trading was for the large part done by backstage politics. The data scientists
did set up meetings with interested medical practitioners to make them familiar with their
epistemic culture and to teach them their “language”. Besides, the strategic meetings
with senior staff were organized. These persons were respected by both communities and
could stimulate the negotiations. Also, it helped that both the data science and psychiatry
practitioners felt that data, models and outcomes had to be verified and recognized the
importance of having validation standards as a virtue. The negotiation process that unfolded was about the sort of validation process to use.
There were epistemic virtues that needed to be negotiated and this was not straightforward. The psychiatry practitioners, while enthusiastic about the prediction models,
were reluctant to introduce these models into their care routines. They needed certainty
about the functioning of the model and the methodologies used. This was not necessarily
unwillingness on their part, as it also ties closely to the various epistemic responsibilities
and risks that they face (e.g. treatment responsibility and malpractice claims). The data
scientists could be more flexible in the outcomes and evidence they selected as they do
not face these responsibilities and risks. The flexibility was also visible in the statement of
data scientist E when he talked about validating that “the model is doing well in certain
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circumstances”. This shows that, for the data scientists, the necessary degree of flexibility
or certainty was dependent on the impact of the analysis. This would mean that a datadriven model for deciding on deep brain stimulation needed more assurances than a model
used for scheduling staff. This more dynamic use of information meant that data scientists
often accepted more flexibility in their methods and stressed that they might have to revise
their analyses after a few years or based on new data.
The trading process, in this case, was more difficult than in the first case. It was not
helpful that both communities retold stories (such as about the discussion on statistical
significance) within their own communities as it emphasized the differences between
the communities. The negotiations were already difficult, especially because the virtues
(flexibility versus certainty) were so different and complex statistical theories clouded the
discussions.
The field of psychiatry is used to be working with causal inference and research that looks
for causation. This type of research aims to give answers to questions such as: “how much
more effective is antipsychotic A compared to antipsychotic B for (a group of) patients?”.
Medical practitioners can use this information to change the treatment practice for their
patients. The practice of prediction modeling of the data scientists is based on another
statistical theory. This type of research tries to predict what the chance is that someone
improves when prescribed a particular type of antipsychotic. As such, it allows medical
practitioners to be reactive to situations. It, for example, presents the chance that a side
effect will occur in a patient and this enables psychiatrists to anticipate on the side effects.
The discussions about significance illustrate that it is complicated to understand and act
upon these different sorts of information. Causality thinking forms such a considerable
aspect of the culture of psychiatry and is so embodied by all practitioners that might be
difficult to grasp alternative approaches and vice versa.

Discussion
In this chapter, we study the convergence and divergence of the epistemic cultures of
psychiatry and data science. We argue that such similarities or differences are not pre-given
but depend on situated negotiations and actions. Through the notions of “trading zones”
and “epistemic virtues”, we have been able to analyze how differences between epistemic
cultures are negotiated in situ by data science and psychiatry practitioners. In this discussion, we argue that our combined theoretical framework offers a fresh way to study how
cooperation between diverse practitioners develops and where it can be improved. We
make a call to bring epistemic differences into the open as it makes a grounded discussion
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about the added value of data-driven initiatives and the role they can play in healthcare,
possible.
Our ethnographic approach showed that practitioners from both communities actively
sought collaboration to improve care for psychiatric patients. Many epistemic differences
needed to be negotiated. Situated judgments about the need for being complete or selective in the data to include and about the amount of flexibility or certainty that is permissible, revealed the role of specific epistemic virtues. We found that it is not simply the case
that diverse communities persistently try to incorporate the epistemic virtues of the other
(Galison, 1997: 401, 807). The dynamics are more complex and far messier as epistemic
virtues get their meaning in concrete practices.
Our study of the data-driven initiative shows how epistemic differences are traded locally
and temporarily. Our work aligns with earlier work on trading zones in highlighting the
importance of boundary objects (the graph in the first case), interactional expertise (data
scientists learning the medical language in the first case) and socialization (data scientists
becoming embedded in the culture of psychiatric measurements in the first case) in stimulating cross-boundary interactions (Galison and Stump, 1995; Galison, 1997; Knorr Cetina,
1999). Our research adds to this literature by highlighting two additional processes. First,
our work shows the importance of validation of the other culture in helping to navigate
differences. The remark of the psychiatrist in case 1 about how unfortunate it was that
free text fields are so hard to analyze, showed that he learned enough about the culture
of the data scientists, and by explicating these differences he showed respect for the
other culture. Second, shared epistemic virtues, such as the systematic approach and the
validation standards, helped to stimulate the negotiation processes and create space for
negotiation, despite differences.
In both cases, the communities were able to navigate some of the differences in culture.
However, the negotiations in the second case were more complicated, because epistemic
virtues were too different (e.g. flexibility and certainty) and hidden within complex statistical theories. What also complicated the interactions, was the retelling of stories that
emphasized the epistemic differences.
The study has two limitations. First, our distinction between the two subcultures might be
considered too simplistic or artificial as there is never just one single data-driven culture
nor only one medical culture (Harmen and Galison, 2008; Knorr Cetina, 1981). We argue
that while there is variation, there is evidence that shows an overarching medical and datadriven epistemic culture as we described in our theoretical framework. For the purpose of
this study, aimed at exploring the similarities and differences in epistemic culture, we drew
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a division based on the participants’ positions in the hospital-based initiative, but different
divisions could be made.
Second, while rich in detail and extended with other data collection methods, our
ethnographic study of this data-driven initiative lasted six months. The relatively short
timeframe made it impossible to observe, more longitudinal process changes, such as the
development of shared language or more gradual changes in epistemic virtues. As such,
more longitudinal ethnographic research projects, following data-driven initiatives over an
extended period, would be a welcome addition.
We argue that it is important to bring epistemic differences into the open as this enables
a grounded discussion about the added value of data-driven initiatives and the role they
can play in healthcare. This study shows the added value of ethnographic, action-based
research in making subtle differences in epistemic cultures visible in concrete data-driven
initiatives. Data-science initiatives are not impossible or simply possible in healthcare and
epistemic virtues help to study where problems arise and how practitioners deal with them.
This approach helps to make a more grounded discussion possible, about the type of
data to include, thresholds to uphold and the necessary steps for the implementation of
prediction models.
Such ethnographic studies can subsequently be used to organize moments of reflexivity for
data-science and healthcare practitioners, for example, by starting initiatives and experiments that stimulate discussions. Think of organizing focus groups and data deliberation
sessions, involving the relevant communities, such as professionals, patients, data scientists,
researchers and policymakers, to explore the epistemic differences and similarities (Haan
et al., 2018; Madsen and Munk, 2019; Moats and Seaver, 2019; Ziewitz, 2017). Epistemic
cultures are not fixed, and they can change. The epistemic cultures of data science and
psychiatry are in some respects relatively similar but also differ in myriad ways. It is highly
relevant to study the differences and see how both cultures can learn from each other.

Chapter 7
Conclusions: Reﬂecting on
data-driven technologies
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Introduction
“All epistemology begins in fear – fear that the world is too labyrinthine to be
threaded by reason; fear that the senses are too feeble and the intellect too frail;
fear that memory fades, even between adjacent steps of a mathematical demonstration; fear that authority and convention blind; fear that God may keep secrets
and demons deceive” (Daston and Galison, 2007: 374).
Many data-driven technologies envisaged through hopes and fears are based on assumptions about the relation between technology and epistemology. Some people dream that
data-driven technology will fundamentally change epistemic practices in healthcare. They
hope that the new data can be used to make better predictions, smarter decisions and
more personalized interventions. Other people, however, fear that data-driven technology
will lead to incomplete, inscrutable and misguided decision-making with possibly detrimental effects.
The aim of this dissertation is to critically investigate how data-driven technologies reconfigure responsible knowledge practices in healthcare. Over the years, epistemic practices
have been developed in healthcare, guided by particular norms and virtues as to what is
deemed responsible evidence, information and decision-making. Data-driven technologies
promote the disruption of the existing epistemic cultures in the healthcare sector. This
means that healthcare actors must rethink and reposition their epistemic practices as they
need to relate to these new technologies and decide what data, information and knowledge is responsible to use in healthcare.
This dissertation takes an emic perspective in terms of what is deemed a responsible knowledge practice. It views epistemology as something enacted in practice rather than as an
external category or a set of abstract criteria. It means that epistemic practices cannot be
separated from actions and doings. In healthcare, people do not explicitly discuss “epistemology”, but they value particular information, decide what evidence to use and negotiate
on methodology. Such practices give insight into the epistemic cultures of healthcare fields,
in defining which norms and values play a role, in deciding what is responsible knowledge
and in terms of the actions that follow from this.
In the introduction I argued that this emic perspective is a necessary addition to current
discussions about the permissibility of data-driven healthcare. First, adopting an emic
perspective allows me to move beyond the artificial distinction between ethics and epistemology as it accounts for the interrelatedness of both (Jasanoff, 2004; Simon, 2015).
Second, because it explicitly considers the embedded normativities and affectivities that
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are already playing a role in healthcare practices (cf. Zuiderent-Jerak, 2007). Current ethical
literature does excellent work in (1) agenda-setting for particular ethical and epistemological dilemmas, (2) theorization by focusing on particular normative and epistemic trade-offs
and (3) problematization by highlighting how data-driven technologies misalign with our
current ethical concepts and principles. Yet, these approaches risk introducing overarching
normative elements from the outside that do not do justice to the normativities in the
studied practices themselves.
The main research question I addressed in this dissertation is: How do various actors reconfigure responsible knowledge practices in data-driven healthcare?
This main question is divided into the following sub-questions:
1. How do actors in data-driven healthcare envision responsible knowledge practices?
2. How do actors in data-driven healthcare construct responsible knowledge practices?
3. How are roles and responsibilities with regards to knowledge practices in data-driven
healthcare reconfigured?
Like a scavenger, I looked around and picked up diverse traces to gain an understanding of
how responsible knowledge practices were reshaped based on data-driven technologies.
I needed to move flexibly from site to site, using diverse methods to gather and analyze
my data. All data were gathered between December 2016 and July 2019 and in total
164 interviews were combined with more than 250 hours of observations and extensive
document analyses.
In the previous chapters, I assembled accounts of various epistemic practices in healthcare
which have introduced data-driven technologies either by envisioning or by day-to-day
construction. I traced the envisioning of data-driven healthcare back to writing in scientific
journals from the healthcare domain (Chapter 2) and the accounts of diverse experts
involved in Big Data initiatives stimulated by the European Union (Chapters 3 and 4). I
tracked down the construction of data-driven technologies to a pioneering hospital-based
initiative in the Netherlands (Chapter 5) and a machine learning training program for medical professionals that stimulated the normalization of the technologies (Chapter 6).
Here I will answer the research questions, based on the findings of the previous chapters,
and reflect on the answers in terms of existing scholarly work. Then I will discuss the
implications this study has for theory, practice, and methodology and follow this with
suggestions for future research. The chapter ends with some personal reflection and
concluding remarks.
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Envisioning responsible knowledge practices
For the first sub-question, I set out to study how actors envision responsible knowledge
practices in data-driven healthcare. The reason for including the envisioning of data-driven
technologies is that the expectations surrounding data-driven technologies are filled with
many epistemic claims. I used the concepts of discourse (Chapter 2) and ethical framing
(Chapter 3) and the metaphor of dreams (Chapter 4) to explore various aspects of envisioning that surround data-driven technologies.
Chapter 2 describes three dominant positive discourses that seem to equate data-driven
technologies with responsible knowledge practices. Two-thirds of the editorials on Big Data
in scientific journals in the healthcare domain between 2012 and 2016 are positive about
the shift toward Big Data. These discourses seem to reinforce one another in the idea that
data-driven technologies are highly reliable; they frequently highlight the many benefits
for knowledge production. The most extreme version (the modernist discourse) posits that
current epistemic practices in the healthcare sector are even unsustainable and outdated,
suggesting that it is irresponsible not to use the new technological opportunities.
Scholarly editorials pay less attention to the scientific and critical-interpretive discourses
than to the positive discourses. These more critical discourses argue that Big Data could
also lead to irresponsible knowledge practices as it too easily discards scientific methodologies, or because it ignores the context of data, leading to biased, wrong conclusions.
The strong presence of positive discourses discussed in Chapter 2 can explain the drive
toward data-driven healthcare. Many scholars emphasize the performative effect of the
expectations surrounding emerging technology. They say that such expectations do not
merely describe reality but profoundly influence the role and function of technology in our
society (e.g. Konrad et al., 2017; Jasanoff and Kim, 2015; Van Lente, 2012). This led me
to conclude that the strength of the positive discourses between 2012 and 2016 and their
assumptions about improved knowledge production offer important explanations for the
many data-driven initiatives that have started since then (e.g. KPMG, 2020; Jiang et al.,
2017; Rieder, 2018).
Chapter 3 addresses how the promise steers us toward particular responsible knowledge
practices, explicitly with the notion of ethical framing. Actors, sometimes without being
aware of it, distribute roles and responsibilities in their depictions of how ethics should
deal with data-driven technology (cf. Cool, 2019; Hoeyer et al., 2017). The chapter thus
broadens the focus on how actors envision responsible knowledge practices by taking
into account the role of ethical framing. We distinguish three ethical frames: (1) Framing
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ethics as a ‘balancing act’ mobilizes policymakers and other stakeholders as rational actors
who should engage in utilitarian decision-making by finding the optimal balance between
contrasting ethical principles. (2) Framing ethics as a ‘technical fix’ mobilizes technicians,
policymakers and policymakers to develop clear guidelines and instrumental solutions to
‘solve’ ethical concerns. In contrast, (3) framing ethics as a ‘collective thought process’
mobilizes affected stakeholders and even citizens more broadly to become involved in
deliberative processes and steer the agenda toward forms of deliberation. This chapter
shows that the specific ways of framing ethics steer the promises and expectations toward
particular responsible knowledge practices. What responsibility in this context means and
by whom it should be enacted thus depends on the ethical frame.
By focusing on the experts working in data-driven initiatives, Chapter 4 provides deeper
insights into why positive discourses seem to prevail. Other scholars have described how
individuals flexibly connect their images for technological futures to their own past and
present experience (e.g. Konrad et al., 2017; Van Lente, 2012). We wanted to gain insight
into such epistemic-affective sensemaking processes by applying the metaphor of dreams
to look at the experts’ motivations, values and considerations. The chapter addresses how
experts link the grand promise of data-driven technology to their own experience of the
generalized, scattered, slow and uncontrollable nature of health information. The experts
also seem to connect data-driven technologies explicitly to desires and needs that are
arguably fundamentally human: being seen, feeling connected, feeling secure, and feeling
protected against harm. This suggests that the way data-driven technologies are envisaged
offers much flexibility for experts to link them to their own needs and wishes for improving
epistemic practices.
Chapter 4 also highlights how experts working on data-driven initiatives nuance the promises surrounding data-driven technology. They make trade-offs in the way they envision
data-driven healthcare, depending on their motives, values and considerations. The chapter clearly shows that actors make such trade-offs. For example, in describing their dream
of tailoring healthcare information to individual patient’s needs, the experts realized that it
must be made easier to disclose personal information, thereby portraying a particular idea
of a responsible knowledge practice needed to achieve their dream.
To sum up, strong positive discourses surrounding data-driven technologies see opportunities for improving epistemic practices in the healthcare sector and promote the notion
that using technology is responsible. Healthcare actors make sense of such promises by
flexibly linking the promises to their own experiences and desires for improving knowledge
practices. At the same time, the promises are far from neutral as they hide all sorts of
trade-offs and ethical frames ascribe particular roles and responsibilities to actors.
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Constructing responsible knowledge practices
To answer my second sub-question, I aimed to investigate ethnographically how actors
construct responsible knowledge practices in data-driven initiatives in the healthcare sector, inspired by the positive discourses that surround data-driven technologies. Chapters
5 and 6 report on my studies of such initiatives in the mental healthcare field. I identified
three ways in which actors create responsible knowledge practices.
First, actors construct responsible knowledge practices by creating separation between
data-driven technologies and healthcare-as-usual. Chapter 5 reports on a data-driven initiative by the psychiatry department of a large Dutch hospital. This initiative created various
forms of separation between the technologies and healthcare-as-usual. It founded a new
“innovation” team, recruiting data scientists from outside the (mental) healthcare sector.
Framed as a “pioneering” initiative that experiments with the use of these technologies, it
was set apart from the regular, day-to-day care provided in the department. Such separation is also visible in Chapter 6, where healthcare professionals learn the basics of machine
learning and work on a machine learning project for their own organization. The machinelearning course they were on repeatedly framed the initiatives as “test cases”.
Creating separation from “fields-out-there” is a phenomenon extensively addressed in
the STS literature on experimentation and laboratory studies (e.g. Knorr Cetina, 1992;
1995). This body of work describes how researchers start an experiment to study how, for
instance, a particular technology might work and to showcase its possibilities (e.g. Lezaun
et al., 2017). The idea is that secluding – in this case – of machine learning experimentation from healthcare-as-usual helps to establish what is viewed as the “truth” about the
workings of the technology in relative separation from all the irregularities, exceptions and
noise of routine healthcare practice (cf. Knorr Cetina, 1995; Ivanova, 2020).
The healthcare professionals and data scientists understood that they were separating datadriven technologies from healthcare-as-usual. In Chapters 5 and 6, they kept talking about
the necessary conditions for introducing data-driven technologies to healthcare practices.
In Chapter 5, the psychiatrists negotiated with data scientists on what kind of “certainty”
was needed before medical decisions could be based on the prediction models (that were
based on machine learning techniques). One conclusion was that the models should be
tested extensively against care-as-usual. In Chapter 6, discussions centered on when and
how to present the outcomes of the prediction models to other therapists uninvolved in
the development process. The healthcare professionals who developed the models found it
important to be transparent to their peers about the choices they had made for the model
and to not steer healthcare practice too little or too much in any particular direction. These
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examples serve to illustrate that for these healthcare professionals, introducing data-driven
technologies to healthcare routines is only responsible when the technology has been
tested in full and are accompanied by “the right amount” of contextual information.
Second, the actors construct responsible knowledge practices by adapting the data-driven
technologies to specific healthcare settings. The actors understood that introducing datadriven technologies to healthcare practice was more than a simple matter of implementation. They realized that they must go through a process of translating data-driven technologies to the particularities of their settings (cf. Janssen, 2016; Latour, 1987). Chapters
5 and 6 highlight that knowledge practices of the healthcare field led the data-driven
initiatives. Psychiatrists (Chapter 5), and “domain experts” (psychiatrists and therapists in
Chapter 6) played an important role in corroborating the work of data scientists and the
outcomes of the prediction models.
Chapter 5 gave an example of how psychiatrists and therapists adapted data-driven
technologies to their practices. The first case was typical in revealing the different approaches to shaping data-driven technologies. The data scientists and a psychiatrist tried
to negotiate on the sort of data to include for an antidepressant prediction model. The
data scientists took a flexible, inclusive approach to selecting data and questioned the
need for cut-off points and threshold levels that the psychiatrist regularly used. In contrast,
the psychiatrist was strict on data inclusion –not all data were of “good” quality – and
upheld the importance of maintaining the threshold levels. The chapter shows how the
actors negotiated their differences in situ. They worked through the various types of data
and possible threshold levels and made decisions for them all. In these discussions, the
psychiatrist upheld many of his current norms, which meant that the data scientists had to
adapt their methods to the epistemic practices of the healthcare field.
Third, the actors construct responsible knowledge practices by specifying the use of datadriven technologies. Healthcare actors ascribe data-driven technologies to specific issues
and questions in which their role is deemed responsible, without letting the technologies
“overflow” to areas where their use is uncertain.
The actors in Chapters 5 and 6 come to understand data-driven technologies as playing
two roles. According to the first role, data-driven technologies can help psychiatrists or
therapists to develop adequate diagnoses and treatments. They can use the technologies
to predict potential side effects of medication (Chapter 5) or to estimate which patients will
likely drop out of addiction treatment (Chapter 6). The idea is that this kind of insight can
be a timely signal for psychiatrists and therapists, for intervention or to adjust treatment to
the individual patient’s needs. These settings that are currently known as highly uncertain,
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meaning that there is little information or evidence to base decisions on. But the professionals maintain a leading role in treatment trajectories and must be able to ignore any
signals. According to the second role, data-driven technologies can enhance the efficiency
of healthcare organizations with regard to “safe” topics. The technologies can be used to
schedule staff, organize patient beds and predict treatment costs and time (Chapter 6).
These sorts of topics are deemed safe, as they do not directly interfere with patient care
and are currently surrounded by much uncertainty.
To conclude, in contrast to the views put forward in positive discourses, the actual construction of data-driven healthcare is a complex, slow process. Healthcare actors assess and
study the possibilities of data-driven technologies in relative separation from care-as-usual.
They only consider introducing the technologies to the healthcare field once the innovation
has been properly tested and adapted to the epistemic practices of their particular field,
and its use is restricted to areas of healthcare that are considered “responsible”. In this
way, healthcare professionals tame data-driven technologies to fit their epistemic practices
(cf. Smits, 2002).

Reconfiguring roles and responsibilities
The final sub-question asked how roles and responsibilities are reconfigured with regards
to knowledge practices in data-driven healthcare. Scholars have described how knowledge
is produced in highly entangled, complex networks combining humans and non-human
agents, such as databases, technologies, infrastructures and organizations (Callon and
Law, 1997; Latour, 1987; Simon, 2015). I conclude that knowledge-production networks
become more diverse and complex with data-driven technologies. As the network changes,
actors may rethink their roles and responsibilities and adapt their epistemic practices (cf.
Smits, 2002).
First, new actors are introduced to the knowledge-producing networks in healthcare and
join the negotiations on knowledge. The empirical chapters describe how data scientists
(and data engineers, information scientists, privacy officers) who used to be (partly) on the
outside of care are now exerting a substantial influence on knowledge production in the
healthcare sector. Data scientists, for example, suggest what data could be gathered and
bring in their own understanding of epistemic virtues (Chapter 5). These actions affect the
way knowledge is produced in the network as they lead to in situ ‘trading’ (Chapter 5) and
the internalization of new ways of working (Chapter 6).
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Second, new technologies are added to the networks. Chapter 6 describes how datadriven technologies help shape the knowledge-producing network. We gave the example
of “Lasso”, a machine learning algorithm “wrapper” that can be used in R (a programming language and computing environment) to support analyses. It pre-sorts the analysis
by making specific selections. This example shows that technology also operates as an
actor when it comes to knowledge production.
Responding to changes in the network, human actors such as psychiatrists (Chapter 5)
began to rethink their own roles and responsibilities. As they encountered the new actors,
they were asked to explain parts of their epistemic culture that they had not thought
about for a long time. Sometimes they began questioning their own epistemic practices.
In Chapter 5, the psychiatrists faced other ways of determining “certainty” than they were
familiar with. These sorts of encounters made the healthcare actors aware of their own
epistemic practices and opened opportunities for change.
Similarly, data scientists started to rethink their own roles and responsibilities and adapted
their practices to healthcare fields. In Chapter 5, the data scientist learned that healthcare
data were more challenging to analyze than they had initially envisaged. Increasingly they
understood that healthcare fields could not be as easily transformed as, for instance, the
call center of a commercial travel company. Realizing that they needed specific understanding of healthcare, they studied medical guidelines to learning what was necessary
for responsible knowledge practices in the healthcare field and adapting the data-driven
technologies. These findings show that the epistemic cultures in healthcare do not exist
in a vacuum but have flexible borders and that epistemic virtues are open to changing
interpretations (Daston and Galison, 2007; Galison, 1997; Smits, 2002).
At the same time, power relations are clearly visible in these networks (cf. Puig de la
Bellacasa, 2007). The chapters show that the data-driven technologies are received in a
sector with strong ideas about norms and values, roles and responsibilities. The healthcare
actors were not simply impressed by the potential of data-driven technologies and kept
their practices as leading. Especially the psychiatrists and therapists (Chapters 5 and 6) had
powerful roles in deciding on data, methodologies and outcomes. This meant that many
of the existing roles and responsibilities in healthcare fields with regards to knowledge
production were reinforced and maintained.
To sum up, I observed some reconfiguration of roles and responsibilities in knowledge practices in healthcare. The most important finding is that the knowledge-producing network
becomes more complex and existing relations are reshaped with the introduction of new
human and technological actors. As a result of the changes in networks, healthcare actors
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and data scientists reflect on their own roles and responsibilities. However, the power to
decide on epistemic practices in healthcare remained in the hands of certain healthcare
actors.

Overall conclusion
The answers to the sub-questions helped me answer the main question of this study: how
do various actors reconstruct responsible knowledge practices in data-driven healthcare?
Contrary to the modernist vision of radical revolution with the sudden arrival of new
information and knowledge practices, achieving data-driven healthcare is proving to be
a slower and more collaborative process. Envisaged through shared hopes and personal
dreams, healthcare actors invite data-driven technologies and data scientists to experiment
with data-driven healthcare in their field as they assume it has potentially beneficial effects
for their epistemic practices.
When looking at the practices, the chapters show that data-driven technologies are not
being introduced in an empty playing field. They arrive in settings in which all sorts of
norms and values continue to play strong roles. Much discussion and negotiation about
responsible knowledge production takes place, following a pragmatist approach as actors do not choose data, virtues and responsibility a priori, but ad hoc, according to the
circumstances (cf. Smits, 2002).
Throughout the chapters, three points characterize the current way of constructing responsible knowledge practices in data-driven healthcare: First, responsible knowledge practices
are reconstructed by keeping a human-centered focus. The development of data-driven
healthcare is often surrounded by stories of uncontrollable automated decision models that
take over knowledge production. This dissertation shows that in the data-driven initiatives
in healthcare that I studied, human understanding and control are perceived as necessary
conditions. Healthcare actors want to understand every stage of knowledge production
based on data-driven technologies and are very careful in handing over their capacities of
knowledge production to technologies.
Second, actors reconstruct responsible knowledge practices with a degree of reluctance
to change epistemic practices too abruptly. Knowledge-producing networks become more
diverse and complex in data-driven healthcare initiatives. The human actors that I studied
in Chapters 5 and 6 were confronted with their own epistemic virtues and assumptions
about knowledge. This made them reflect on their roles and responsibilities in produc-
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ing knowledge, a process that opened up opportunities for change. However, given their
cautious approach to taking unnecessary risks, these healthcare actors remained most
powerful in producing healthcare knowledge and kept their epistemic practices in the lead
of initiatives.
Third, responsible knowledge practices are reconstructed by specifying the role of datadriven technologies in particular settings. Healthcare actors consider some areas of healthcare more suitable for data-driven innovation than others. This dissertation shows that
data-driven technologies are used for specific issues that currently are highly uncertain or
have manageable and overseeable consequences. In this situation, the role of the technologies is deemed responsible.
To sum up, reconstructing data-driven healthcare is a slow process in which actors actively
shape responsible knowledge practices based on three mechanisms: by maintaining a
human-centered focus, being cautious not to change epistemic practices too abruptly and
specifying the role of data-driven technologies in particular settings.

Theoretical implications
This dissertation adds in many ways to existing scholarly work and theories. For example,
it contributes to our understanding of the gradual uptake of data-driven technologies in
healthcare, by offering ethnographic insight into the day-to-day, mundane work in datadriven healthcare initiatives in healthcare. According to many scholars, such work is needed
to interrogate the extreme hopes and fears that surround the technologies (e.g. Ames,
2018; Crawford et al., 2014; Kennedy, 2018; Wehrens et al., 2020). However, I would
like to dedicate this part of the dissertation to describing how my approach to studying
data-driven technologies contributes to existing scholarly work on data-driven innovation.

Ethics-in-practice
This dissertation adds to existing ethics literature by approaching ethics as an empirical
phenomenon. In the introduction, I wrote that much of the ethical literature on data-driven
technologies focuses on agenda-setting, theorization, or problematization (e.g. Floridi and
Sanders, 2004; Grote and Berens, 2020; Mittelstadt and Floridi, 2016; Mittelstadt et al.,
2016; Mittelstadt, 2019; Morley et al., 2020). This is valuable work but also separates
ethics from the concrete practices in which ethical decisions are made and ethical work is
done. This separation often continues in practice by appointing “ethical committees” and
defining “rules and regulations” that portray ethics as a phase one has to go through or
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something that can be reached by ticking all the boxes on a “responsible machine learning” checklist (e.g. The Institute for Ethical AI & Machine Learning, 2020).
The value of approaching ethics as an empirical phenomenon is that it more precisely
shows what norms and values are at stake in situ. This dissertation shows that technologies
are not introduced to an “empty” healthcare field, but a field that has rich epistemological
traditions and in which many epistemic norms and values play a role. Data-driven technologies add another layer to these discussions, negotiations began on the responsible use of
the technologies and conclusions are drawn about the “right” thing to do in a particular
setting. These discussions offer valuable insights into the normativities deemed important
in the field and the choices made can be used for ethical reflection.
This perspective also implies that “doing ethics” is not just reserved for ethical scholars
and committees, but that ethical decisions are made and responsible knowledge practices
are created by everyone working with data-driven technologies (e.g. Ames, 2018). Ethical
scholars and experts have a role in articulating and explicating what ethical decisions are
made and showing the assumptions and tensions involved. In sum, therefore, my dissertation highlights the need for a descriptive, emic approach to ethics that can serve as a useful
addition to prescriptive work that focuses on defining rules and ethical principles upfront.

Epistemology-in-practice
This dissertation adds in a similar way to discussions about epistemology. My dissertation
focuses on epistemology-in-practice when looking at data-driven technologies. In the
introduction I argued that tending to responsible knowledge practices adds to how the
scholarly literature currently addresses epistemology. Ethical literature treats epistemology
as an abstract category, for example, to theorize on the inconclusive, inscrutable and
misguided nature of evidence that can result from data-driven technologies (Lipworth et
al., 2017; Mittelstadt et al., 2016; Morley et al., 2020). Or to discuss how deploying datadriven technologies might shift evidentiary norms of medical diagnosis (Grote and Berens,
2020).
The epistemology-in-practice perspective moves beyond such theorizations as it gives empirical insight into a variety of epistemic concerns and normativities at stake in data-driven
initiatives. It offers a nuanced view that picks up on small changes in epistemic practices
and differences in epistemic cultures.
For example, many ethics scholars discuss the opacity or inscrutable nature of data-driven
technologies. Opacity is deemed problematic as medical doctors cannot assess the reliability of prediction models, which can lead to inappropriate or biased conclusions (e.g. Grote
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and Berens, 2020; Morley et al., 2020; Wachter, 2015). This dissertation nuances these
discussions as it shows that current data-driven technologies can be opaque in different
ways and for different people. Chapter 6 shows, for instance, that technologies can take
over part of the selection process of variables. Such opacity is not considered problematic
by all involved, because such choices are currently already supported by many statistical
tools.
The epistemology-in-practice perspective also highlights how politics is entangled with
knowledge production. Such concerns are often neglected by current literature on ethical
data science. To be clear, this literature is concerned with ethical themes such as bias and
accountability but neglects the broader entanglement of politics and knowledge production
(cf. Moats and Seaver, 2019). Adopting this epistemology-in-practice perspective provides
new insights and concerns. For example, this dissertation concludes that healthcare actors
(in Chapters 5 and 6, psychiatrists and therapists) lead the decision-making process on
epistemic practices in healthcare. Such findings produce new questions, such as: is it right
that healthcare actors play this role in determining what responsible knowledge practices
are? Who else should be involved?

Theoretical conceptualizations
This dissertation puts forward diverse concepts that can be used to study responsible
knowledge practices in data-driven healthcare: ethical frames, epistemic dreams, epistemic
cultures (Knorr Cetina, 1981;1999), epistemic virtues (Daston and Galison, 2007), trading
zones (Galison, 1997), epistemic responsibility (Simon, 2015).
Two of these concepts were developed within this dissertation. The concept of ethical framing allows us to study how ethical arguments become tied to the promises of data-driven
healthcare technologies. The concept brings together STS literature on promissory futures,
ethics literature on data-driven technologies, and policy literature on framing as discursive
work. The concept adds especially to ethics literature by revealing how, in promises, actors
discursively conduct ethics work, by assigning roles and responsibilities.
I introduced the metaphor of dreams to study the personal sensemaking processes and
underlying drivers, values and considerations for actors involved in data-driven initiatives.
It offers another perspective on knowledge practices than found in STS, CAS and CDS
literature that stresses the social dynamics of expectations. This concept adds especially
to CAS and CDS literature, emphasizing the actors’ normativities and affectivities in datadriven initiatives.
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These six concepts can be used to study the construction of responsible knowledge practices in data-driven healthcare. Collectively, these concepts provide a rich and valuable
vocabulary to explore how data-driven technologies are slowly becoming part of healthcare
practices.

Practical implications
This dissertation describes how responsible knowledge practices are created in data-driven
healthcare. The studied practices show that there is no simple way of deriving “responsible
knowledge practices”. What is deemed responsible is always determined in particular settings and in interaction with many actors. I have taken inspiration from the work of Puig de
la Bellacasa (2017) on care and Huijer (2018) on expansive thinking (in Dutch: uitgebreid
denken) to stimulate the development of responsible knowledge practices in data-driven
healthcare. These are my practical implications:

There is time for reflection
The first practical implication concerns the perceived speed of development. Many hyped
technologies and buzzwords have been used to signal the trend toward intensified data
use in healthcare. They promise radical transformation and speedy disruption of existing
knowledge practices, suggesting that healthcare actors and organizations need to hurry
or otherwise they will miss out on the developments and become obsolete (cf. De Wilde,
2000).
However, this dissertation argues that we tend to overestimate the pace of change in
healthcare. I focused on data-driven healthcare practices instead of individual hyped
technologies and their capabilities. This perspective reveals that many of the ideas behind
data-driven healthcare are less innovative than often thought. Chapter 4 illustrates that
many data-driven dreams can be associated with age-old frustrations in the healthcare
sector and fundamental human needs. In addition, shaping data-driven healthcare takes
time as it requires much negotiation, collaboration and reflection between different actors.
The implication for healthcare regulators, managers and professionals is that there is time,
and this time is necessary to reflect on how data-driven technologies can support responsible knowledge practices. Deciding on responsible knowledge practices is not something
for one person or one group of actors to do. This dissertation shows that knowledge is
created in networks in which many actors rely upon each other. When only one person or
group of actors decides what is “responsible” it is likely to lead to disagreement, misunderstanding and missed opportunities for epistemic reflection.
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I recommend arranging broad conversations with medical doctors, nurses, patients,
researchers, data scientists, IT personnel, administrators and all other actors involved in
the knowledge-producing networks. Conversation topics could include, for example, the
data-driven dreams of actors (Chapter 4) and the epistemic uncertainties that actors face
(Chapter 5). Together, actors could look for similarities, find solutions for frustrations and
problems, and decide how their knowledge practices can best be supported (possibly by
data).
Knowledge-producing networks contain both human and non-human actors. Therefore, it
is just as important to get to know the expertise of the technologies involved so that the
strengths of all actors can be used. It can be helpful to imagine how technologies care for
responsible knowledge practices (see also the example of the worms in Chapter 6). We can
learn to involve their perspective, attend to their needs and ensure their contribution to
responsible knowledge practices too (cf. Huijer, 2018; Puig de la Bellacasa, 2017).

Make data-driven initiatives more resilient
This dissertation gives insight into how responsible data-driven healthcare is currently
shaped by actors in the field. However, there is much uncertainty about the influence of
data-driven technologies on future knowledge practices. Responding to uncertainty, we
can choose to introduce rules and regulations in order to determine responsibilities in
advance.
At the same time, rules and regulations alone are not desirable for two reasons. First, rules
and regulations can start to lead a life on their own and lose connection with the field
that they aim to protect. Examples include the debate on regulatory pressure in the Dutch
healthcare sector. Healthcare professionals protest against the great deal of registration
work that they must do to comply with regulations as it hinders their capacity to provide
good care (Felder, 2020). Second, simply because it is impossible to regulate everything.
Healthcare practices often change faster than the regulators can manage to create new
regulations.
I argue that it is important to make data-driven healthcare initiatives more resilient (cf.
Bal et al., 2015; Mesman, 2011). This dissertation shows that actors in the healthcare
field have internalized a strong set of norms and values and have formed strong ideas
about responsible knowledge. Instead of appointing and fixing responsibilities in rules,
it is important to explore the “texture” (Mesman, 2011: 72) of responsible data-driven
healthcare. Achieving new responsible knowledge practices is not only based on errorreducing activities but also on understanding and learning from the responsibilities already
present in the field.
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I would advise healthcare regulators and managers to be careful with introducing too
many rules and regulations. Instead, I would recommend proceeding by identifying and
sharing best practices and encouraging the development of platforms where people can
share experiences. For example, by organizing focus groups and data meetings.
Social scientists and philosophers could help to stimulate resilient data practices and
data-driven initiatives by encouraging conversations, bringing in new perspectives and
articulating opposing views. Empirical research can help to reveal underlying dreams, ways
of framing and expose important principles that might have been backgrounded to the
everyday workings of data-driven healthcare practices.

Ensure continuity in data-driven initiatives
The third implication of this dissertation concerns the experimental character of many datadriven initiatives. This study found that as many data-driven initiatives begun in (relative)
separation of the healthcare field, extensive negotiation and collaboration are required
to make the technologies fit particular healthcare practices. Based on this study, I would
recommend ensuring continuity in data-driven initiatives to facilitate such negotiations.
This means two things:
First, healthcare regulators, managers and professionals should be careful not to separate
data-driven initiatives from concrete healthcare practices in which the technology will
eventually be used. The study shows that data-driven technologies are always adapted to
the particular epistemic practices of a healthcare setting and vice versa. Expecting datadriven technology to be a simple matter of “copy-paste” from one healthcare setting to
another ignores the complex interactions important to developing responsible data-driven
practices.
Second, if data-driven technologies are used in healthcare, they require ongoing attention,
maintenance and repair (cf. Puig de la Bellacasa, 2017). This work is necessary to ensure
that the technologies continue to fit the intended practices. This means that it is important
to invest in continued, in-house expertise, for example, by hiring data scientists or training
medical professionals to work with these technologies.

Develop appropriate rules to safeguard data-driven initiatives
Lastly, it is important to develop appropriate rules to safeguard the settings in which datadriven initiatives take place. This means introducing and evaluating rules that not only
support the collective experimental development process but also take into account the
needs of patients and professionals (Bal et al., 2015).
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Such rules can be very functional in offering opposition to power blocks. This dissertation
shows that negotiation and collaboration on responsible knowledge practices are crucial in
developing data-driven healthcare. It is important to firmly counter concentration of power
that can lead to all sorts of asymmetries in data-driven healthcare (Sharon, 2016; 2018).
For example, large technological corporations that may become such powerful actors they
limit the freedom of individual actors or organizations in the field. In this case, negotiations
can no longer proceed, and resilient practices are under pressure. Appropriate rules are
essential to creating the conditions that enable responsible knowledge practices.

Methodological implications
Methodologically, this dissertation shows that one can study fleeting, nebulous technologies while they are being developed and (start to) reshape locally embedded knowledge
practices. The CAS and CDS literature often portray data-driven technologies as powerful
yet inscrutable entities that somehow govern, shape and control our lives. I noticed that
the technologies are often packed with complex terminology, statistical theories and a lot
of hype. However, by reiterating the complex nature of this phenomenon, we also end up
mystifying a phenomenon that we seek to clarify (Ziewitz, 2017). This dissertation shows
that it is possible to study something that is widely thought to be inscrutable.
For years we have been doing “multi-sited”, “distributed” and “networked” ethnography
(Burrell, 2009; Hine, 2007; Howard, 2002), following objects around that do not stay in
one place. This offers a more in-depth understanding of phenomena than a single case can
provide. We often combine multi-sited approaches with multiple or mixed methodologies,
such as diverse quantitative and qualitative methods.
As a variant of these methodologies, the “scavenger” metaphor has been used in CAS
(Seaver, 2017). It highlights a flexible approach focused on assembling different traces,
allowing the analyst to move flexibly across disciplinary boundaries and combine and
experiments with methodologies to explore the role of data-driven technologies. What
becomes visible is an object of study that is less subjected to the hypes of the day and not
caught up in the boundaries of particular disciplines and the methods that they use.
The scavenger metaphor advocates using and experimenting with different ethnomethods.
In my eyes, such experimentations are a valuable addition to the methodologies that we
normally use. Developing the illustrations for Chapter 2 and the text mining tool I used in
Chapter 4 required me to work together with people from several disciplines. These people
presented data to me in different lights. Thus, reflection across domains is helpful not only
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for the actors in our fields, but also for us researchers to deepen reflection and enhance
“our epistemic practices”.
I find it important to emphasize that more flexibility in selecting cases and developing
methods does not mean that anything goes. It is and remains important to work together
with other researchers (remember; scavengers operate in troops or packs), have member
checks in place that help to put the traces you find into context, and reflect on your role
as a researcher in your setting, for example, by organizing interdisciplinary cooperation.

Strengths and limitations
In this dissertation, I aimed to navigate between all the hopes and fears that surround
data-driven technologies in popular discourses. This stance allowed me to explore the
nuanced subtle shifts that data-driven technologies bring to the healthcare field. However,
this is also a normative position. It highlights current practices and takes those as a starting
point for further development. At the same time, one could argue, that this positions backgrounds more structural negative consequences, such as systematic bias and discrimination
practices. We need to remain aware and critical of such effects. At the same, I believe that
this dissertation contributes by showing the many ways in which data-driven technologies
are steered in healthcare, not only by rules and regulations, but also by cultures, norms
and values.
I chose to focus on the overarching data-driven technologies in general, instead of focusing on particular technologies. The risk of this approach is that is seems to equalize all the
diverse technologies, while neglecting differences (for example, between supervised and
unsupervised machine learning approaches). This broader focus is warranted, I believe, as
in the introduction, I noticed that the technological labels followed each other in rapid
succession but continued to promise similar things. Making this distinction is helpful in
studying overarching trends and strategies.
Another issue to reflect on is that both my ethnographic case studies were conducted in
the mental healthcare field, which could arguably lead to conclusions that are specific to
this field only. The rationale behind zooming in on this field in particular have to do with
historical characteristics. As the mental healthcare field has a history of resistance to quantification and as the success factors for treatment are largely unknown, my assumption
was that the discussions surrounding data-driven technologies (both in terms of perceived
risks and in terms of promise to reduce epistemic uncertainty) would be amplified. Next to
these ethnographic cases, the interviews, document analysis and review of editorials that
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form the basis of chapters 2, 3 and 4 focused on other fields in medicine as well. I believe
that the conclusions reported in this thesis therefore carry wider saliency than the mental
healthcare field.
A final point to reflect upon relates to the various concepts that are developed in Chapters
2, 3 and 4. The notions of ‘dreams’, ‘framing’ and ‘discourses’ all focus primarily on the
envisioning dimension of data-driven technologies. One might argue that these chapters
create a somewhat artificial distinction, leading to different overviews that perhaps could
be captured under one term. However, such critique would neglect the subtle differences
of focus. I believe that it is the combination of concepts that has most value, as the different overviews highlight slightly different things, therefore allowing a richer understanding
of the dimension of ‘envisioning’. While the notion of ‘discourses’ highlights how different
assumptions and metaphors form a coherent whole, the concept of ‘dreams’ allowed me
to capture underlying drivers that motivate individual people to invest time and energy in
data-driven initiatives. The notion of ethical framing adds relevant insights into how ethical
themes are envisaged and with what consequences for roles and responsibilities of other
actors.

Future research
The outcomes of this study provide various opportunities for future research. This study
could be expanded in several ways; it points to areas that need further attention. But allow
me to use this opportunity to present the outline of an agenda for studying data-driven
healthcare.
I recommend that social scientists and philosophers take a pro-active, ongoing role in
studying technological developments while they are being developed. In the field, ethical
and social reflection is too often viewed as a “phase” that initiatives or people must go
through, like “getting approval” from an ethical committee, for example. Responsibility
becomes something achievable, and irresponsibility can be solved instrumentally or technically. A consequence of this way of approaching the issues is that many uncertainties and
issues that accompany technological innovation turn into procedures that must be solved
instrumentally (Wehrens et al., 2019). As researchers, we enable this kind of thinking by
presenting “simple” rules and guidelines for the ethical and responsible use of technologies.
Instead, social scientists and philosophers should take a more continuous role in helping
actors with these initiatives to develop “responsibility-in-practice”. They should not play
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the referee (cf. Huijer, 2018), or provide a clear framework for responsible data practices.
Instead, we should stimulate continuous reflection, provide order in overflowing normativities (Zuiderent-Jerak, 2007) and stimulate discussion. Here, empirical research helps us see
what is going on, it gives professionals a voice and reveals their doubts and caution.
Currently, there is much uncertainty about how to deal with data-driven technologies. It is
impossible to oversee all the issues beforehand. While this often leads to a precautionary
response, I would like to plea, following Verbeek, for a focus on technology ‘accompaniment’: continuously following technological developments, studying the people, data,
methods, cultures, norms and values and providing feedback to help “guide” the technologies to find a good place in our society (Verbeek, 2014; Smits, 2002). This is how we
can carefully help translate those data technologies developed in relative separation from
healthcare (see answer to sub-question 2) to practices in the field.
I would suggest always doing this in the specificity of the field. I do not recommend
increasing the differences between healthcare fields and data-driven technologies by starting up labs or creating extra experimental settings. A recent example lab is the creation
of ELSA (ethical legal societal aspects) labs, in which different partners come together
to experiment on and test the acceptance of technologies. In my opinion, these sorts of
initiatives only increase the separation from the day-to-day work in which the technologies
eventually will take place. Often the idea is that what works in the lab will likely work in
other settings. Instead, I would argue for continual experimentation and development of
technologies for particular settings.

Personal reflection
I am writing the closing words of this dissertation during the Covid-19 pandemic. In this
time of uncertainty, people fear for their health, feel disconnected and are unsure about
the future. It has led to people expressing their own ideas about the way forward, critiquing and questioning scientific studies and protesting openly against governmental policies.
In other times and other places, we might have valued the sudden interest in science and
politics. Now, it just seems to be driving people apart just when we need each other the
most.
In this context, I am presenting a dissertation on responsible knowledge practices that
describes different epistemic cultures, each with their own norms and virtues, existing side
by side. I am explicitly not taking sides and argue that epistemic differences should be seen
as a starting point for rethinking and evaluating our own epistemic culture.
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This might be considered a dangerous combination. Therefore, I would like to emphasize
that I believe that the findings and conclusions of this study can be used to arrange for
more responsible knowledge practices in healthcare. We should move beyond polarized
discussions and encourage reflection on how knowledge is obtained in healthcare. It is my
position that epistemic practices can always be improved by (critical) reflection; correcting
the wrong or unintended consequences of practices is always valuable.
Important, in my eyes, especially in these times, in moving forward is to connect and
present the various actors and positions. I chose to study data-driven technologies across
different disciplines, actors and organizational boundaries. And soon this dissertation,
which started out as a reflection on epistemic practices, also became about interdisciplinary cooperation and making difficult topics a matter of collective reflection.
This fits with my own interdisciplinary background, ranging from medicine to health law,
from philosophy to economy and from social science to healthcare governance. I have
always been averse to disciplinary niches and never wanted to commit myself too strictly
to any field. This is reflected in my research. During my PhD, I was trained in STS – an
interdisciplinary research field – but on the way I could not resist including the philosophy
of technology, CAS and CDS insights (and absorb a thing or two about machine learning).
During this PhD, I also learned that bringing different perspectives together is not always
easy. Occasionally, I met resistance against this research project. I frustrated some medical
professionals who did not understand the distinctions I drew between the epistemic practices of healthcare and those of data science. Data-driven technologies were just a lot of
hype in their eyes. They had already been doing lots of large-scale predictive analyses in the
medical field “for ages and doing them better.” Others kindly told me that I should learn
more about statistical learning before I could say anything about data-driven technologies;
some of their arguments reminded me of the discipline wars between qualitative and
quantitative research.
This resistance, these questions, influenced the research project. It showed me that questions about epistemology are very fundamental for people (as the Daston and Galison
quote at the beginning of this chapter also illustrates). Even asking questions about knowledge, information and evidence was easily experienced as intimidating and interpreted as
criticism, which was not my intention. It led me to develop less-threatening approaches to
discuss epistemology. I hope this dissertation shows that it is possible to reflect meaningfully on complex and obscure themes such as “responsible knowledge practices.”
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I take this as my responsibility in future research: to keep looking for ways to bring people,
perspectives and understandings together; to always try to understand the other first before I form my own ideas and, wherever possible, encourage interdisciplinary cooperation.
Because, if anything, Covid-19 has shown us all the importance of connecting to others.

Concluding remarks
This is the end of this dissertation. A reader looking for easy answers to the construction
of responsible knowledge practices with data-driven technology might be disappointed.
A part of me wishes that the issues we face in healthcare could be solved by in ten simple
steps or by applying an algorithm. Unfortunately, there are no easy answers to complex
problems and this dissertation cannot provide easy answers.
However, this dissertation provides ample insight into the current construction of responsible knowledge practices in healthcare. It highlights the social and technological nature
of our ways of knowing and shows the practices, norms and values that play a role. It
also describes how welcoming interaction with new actors and methodologies leads to
reflection on existing epistemic practices, and shows that our data dreams can inspire us to
create more responsible knowledge practices in healthcare every day.
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Summary

Big Data, machine learning and other data-driven technologies are arriving in healthcare
accompanied by hopes and fears. Many of these hopes and fears are based on assumptions about the relation between technology and epistemology. Some people dream that
data-driven technology will fundamentally change knowledge practices in healthcare. They
hope that data can be used to make better predictions, smarter decisions and to develop
personalized interventions. Other people, however, fear that data-driven technologies will
lead to incomplete, inscrutable, and misguided decision-making with possibly detrimental
effects.
The aim of this dissertation is to critically investigate how data-driven technologies reconfigure responsible knowledge practices in healthcare. Over the years, particular epistemic
practices have been developed in healthcare in which norms and values guide what is seen
as responsible evidence and information. Data-driven technologies promote the disruption
of current epistemic cultures in the healthcare sector. This means that healthcare sector actors must adjust their epistemic practices to these new technologies and determine which
data, information and knowledge is responsible to use in healthcare.
This dissertation takes an emic perspective in terms of what is deemed a responsible
knowledge practice. It views epistemology as something enacted in practice rather than
an external category or a set of abstract criteria. In healthcare, people do not explicitly
discuss “epistemology”, but they value particular information, decide what evidence to
use and negotiate on methodologies. All these practices give insight into the epistemic
cultures of healthcare fields and the norms and values that play a role. The main research
question is: How do various actors reconfigure responsible knowledge practices in datadriven healthcare?
Like a “scavenger”, I looked around and picked up diverse traces to gain an understanding
of how responsible knowledge practices were reshaped, based on data-driven technologies. I needed to move flexibly from site to site, using several methods to gather and analyze
the research data. All research data were collected between December 2016 and July 2019
and 164 interviews in total were combined with more than 250 hours of observations and
extensive document analyses.
The chapters of this dissertation assemble accounts of diverse epistemic practices in
healthcare to which data-driven technologies are introduced, either by envisioning or by
day-to-day construction. I trace the envisioning of data-driven healthcare back to writing in
scientific journals in the healthcare domain (Chapter 2) and the accounts of diverse experts
involved in Big Data initiatives stimulated by the European Union (Chapters 3 and 4). I track
down the construction of data-driven technologies to a pioneering hospital-based initia-
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tive in the Netherlands (Chapter 5) and a machine learning training program for medical
professionals (Chapter 6).
Based on a literature review, Chapter 2 gives insight into how Big Data is perceived in
the healthcare sector. We systematically searched the scientific literature, selecting 206
editorials that reflect on developments in the healthcare sector. We describe five discourses
constructed on the basis of the editorials. All discourses frame data-driven technologies
in particular ways and envision particular consequences. Three discourses (the modernist,
instrumentalist and pragmatist) disseminate a compelling rhetoric that presumes that Big
Data are benign and lead to valid knowledge. The two other discourses (the scientist and
critical-interpretative) question the objectivity and effectivity claims of Big Data but are in
the minority. The chapter suggests conducting further research into the influence of such
Big Data discourses and the construction of actual Big Data initiatives in healthcare.
Chapter 3 focuses on the influence of ethical framing. It is based on 137 interviews with
various experts involved in Big Data initiatives in eight European countries as well as on
document analyses. We describe how experts distribute roles and responsibilities regarding ethics in the way they envision data-driven healthcare. The chapter identifies three
forms of ethical framing: ethics as a balancing act, a technical fix and a collective thought
process. These frames portray the achievement of ethical data-driven healthcare by balancing ethical values, by technical or instrumental problem-solving, or by joint deliberation.
This chapter shows that promises and expectations steer toward particular responsible
knowledge practices by framing ethics in specific ways.
Chapter 4 provides deeper insights into why positive discourses seem to prevail. The
chapter is based on the same 137 interviews and document analyses mentioned in Chapter
3 but focuses on the epistemic-affective sensemaking process of the experts. We use the
metaphor of dreams to describe how experts dream that data-driven technologies can
help overcome general, scattered, slow and uncontrollable information in healthcare. The
chapter also highlights how experts make trade-offs in the way they envision data-driven
healthcare, depending on their motivations, values and considerations.
Chapter 5 is based on six months of ethnographic fieldwork in a Dutch hospital-based
data-driven initiative in psychiatry (September 2017 – February 2018). We observe how
psychiatrists negotiate epistemic differences with data scientists to construct prediction
models based on machine learning techniques. We describe how differences were traded
locally and temporarily, stimulated by shared epistemic virtues (e.g., systematic approach),
boundary objects and socialization processes. Trading became difficult when epistemic
virtues were too diverse, differences were enlarged by storytelling and parties did not have
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the time or capacity to learn about the other. The chapter ends with a call for bringing
epistemic differences into the open as this enables a grounded discussion of the added
value of data-driven technology and its role in healthcare.
Chapter 6 is based on ethnographic fieldwork observing 14 Dutch mental healthcare professionals studying the basics of machine learning on a four-month course while pursuing
a machine learning project in their own organizations. The chapter draws upon feminist
literature on care to study how both the technology and the medical professionals care
for responsible knowledge production in their own ways and how epistemic responsibility
is shared in a network. We argue that this care perspective reveals patterns in the kind of
responsibility taken and points to opportunities to avoid neglect and irresponsibility.
Chapter 7 presents the conclusions of this research and reflects on the responsible knowledge practices that arise in response to data-driven technologies. I conclude that contrary
to modernist visions, data-driven healthcare will not lead to big changes in knowledge
practices in the short term. It is a slow process in which collaboration between actors is
crucial.
The chapters show that data-driven technologies are by no means introduced to an empty
playing field but arrive in settings in which all sorts of epistemic cultures, norms and values
continue to play a role. Data-driven technologies, data scientists and others are added to
the complex knowledge-producing networks, where discussions and negotiations are taking place about epistemic differences and how responsible data-driven healthcare should
be shaped.
Three points emerge from the research that are currently crucial for organizing responsible
knowledge practices with the new technologies. First, data-driven initiatives should be
human-centered. This means that human supervision and control remain essential conditions. Second, the epistemic practices of the healthcare field are leading. This means that
healthcare professionals are reluctant to change their epistemic practices too abruptly
and hold onto many elements of their epistemic cultures. Third, data-driven technologies
should be used in certain healthcare settings. These settings could be (1) deemed safe
and manageable as they have clear boundaries, or (2) are currently known to be highly
uncertain, meaning that there is little information or evidence available to base decisions
on.
This dissertation contributes in three important ways to current scholarly work. First, it
approaches ethics as an empirical phenomenon. This perspective shows more precisely
what norms and values are at stake in situ. Second, it centralizes epistemology-in-practice.
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This offers a nuanced view that picks up on small changes in epistemic practices and
differences in epistemic cultures. Lastly, it puts forward six concepts that can be used to
study responsible knowledge practices in healthcare.
This dissertation has implications for healthcare practice, with its ongoing negotiations
on responsible knowledge practices and data-driven technologies. First, healthcare actors tend to overestimate the pace of changes in healthcare. There is time for reflection
on epistemic practices. Second, it is important to make data-driven initiatives resilient
by focusing on how responsible knowledge practices are created and by learning from
examples. Third, continuity is important as data-driven technologies need constant adaptation to the healthcare practices in which they are used and vice versa. Fourth, appropriate
rules are necessary to ensure that negotiations about epistemic practices can proceed and
data-driven initiatives are safeguarded from too large power asymmetries.
Social scientists and philosophers have an important role in pro-actively and continuously
following the construction of data-driven healthcare. Much uncertainty surrounds datadriven technologies. I stress the importance of doing empirical research and continuously
following technological developments and the people, data, methods, cultures, norms and
values in healthcare practices. These insights can stimulate discussions in the field, bring
in new perspectives and help develop responsible knowledge practices with data-driven
technologies.
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Big data, data science, machine learning en andere data-gedreven technologieën worden
in de gezondheidszorg ontvangen met hoop en angst. In veel van de reacties worden aannames gemaakt over de relatie tussen de technologieën en epistemologie. Sommige mensen dromen dat data-gedreven technologieën de kennispraktijken in de gezondheidszorg
fundamenteel zullen veranderen. Ze hopen dat data gebruikt kunnen worden om betere
voorspellingen te doen, slimmere beslissingen te nemen en gepersonaliseerde interventies
te ontwikkelen. Andere mensen vrezen echter dat data-gedreven technologieën zullen
leiden tot onvolledige, ondoorgrondelijke en misleidende besluitvorming met mogelijk
schadelijke gevolgen.
Het doel van dit proefschrift is om kritisch te onderzoeken hoe data-gedreven technologieën verantwoorde kennispraktijken in de gezondheidszorg veranderen. In de loop der
jaren zijn in de gezondheidszorg specifieke kennispraktijken ontwikkeld, waarin bepaalde
normen en waarden richtinggevend zijn voor wat als verantwoord bewijs en informatie
wordt gezien. De verwachting is dat data-gedreven technologieën gaan leiden tot veranderingen in de bestaande kennispraktijken. Actoren in de gezondheidszorg moeten
zich verhouden tot deze nieuwe technologieën en beslissen hoe ze op een verantwoorde
manier de nieuwe data, methodologieën en informatie kunnen gebruiken.
Dit proefschrift gebruikt een emic perspectief om te kijken naar verantwoorde kennispraktijken. Dat betekent dat epistemologie niet als een externe categorie of een reeks abstracte
criteria wordt gezien, maar als iets dat in de praktijk wordt gedaan. In de gezondheidszorg
spreken mensen niet expliciet over “epistemologie”, maar toch waarderen ze bepaalde
informatie, maken ze beslissingen over welk bewijs ze gebruiken en onderhandelen ze
over methodologieën. Al deze acties geven inzicht in de kennispraktijken in de gezondheidszorg en welke normen en waarden daarbij een rol spelen. De hoofdvraag van dit
onderzoek is: hoe veranderen diverse actoren verantwoorde kennispraktijken in datagedreven gezondheidszorg?
Om inzicht te krijgen in de veranderende kennispraktijken ben ik als een “aaseter” onderzoek gaan doen. Ik keek rond, zocht verschillende sporen om een idee te krijgen hoe
verantwoorde kennispraktijken veranderen door data-gedreven technologieën. Ik heb me
flexibel door verschillende omgevingen bewogen en heb diverse methoden gebruikt om
mijn onderzoeksgegevens te verzamelen en te analyseren. Alle onderzoeksgegevens zijn
verzameld tussen december 2016 en juli 2019. In het totaal heb ik 164 interviews gecombineerd met meer dan 250 uur aan observaties en uitgebreide documenten analyses.
In de hoofdstukken van dit proefschrift rapporteer ik over diverse praktijken in de gezondheidszorg waarin data-gedreven technologieën worden geïntroduceerd. Dit kan
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zijn door middel van verwachtingen of in daadwerkelijke initiatieven. Ik onderzoek de
verwachtingen van data-gedreven technologieën in wetenschappelijke tijdschriften uit de
gezondheidszorg (Hoofdstuk 2) en in de verhalen van experts die betrokken zijn bij Big
Data initiatieven die gestimuleerd zijn door de Europese Unie (Hoofdstukken 3 en 4). Daarnaast onderzoek ik de constructie van data-gedreven gezondheidszorg in een innovatief
ziekenhuis initiatief in Nederland (Hoofdstuk 5) en een machine learning opleiding voor
medische professionals (Hoofdstuk 6).
Hoofdstuk 2 is gebaseerd op een literatuurstudie en geeft inzicht in hoe Big Data wordt
ontvangen in de zorg. We hebben systematisch de wetenschappelijke literatuur doorzocht
en 206 editorials geselecteerd die reflecteren op de ontwikkelingen in de zorgsector. We
beschrijven 5 discoursen die we hebben geconstrueerd op basis van de editorials. Elk
discourse beschouwt data-gedreven technologieën op een bepaalde manier en voorziet
specifieke gevolgen. Drie discoursen (het modernistisch, instrumentele en pragmatische)
verspreiden een heel overtuigende retoriek die veronderstelt dat Big Data goed zijn en
tot geldige kennis leiden. Twee andere discoursen (het wetenschappelijke en kritischinterpretatieve) stellen de objectiviteit en effectiviteit van Big Data ter discussie, maar zijn
in de minderheid. Het hoofdstuk raadt verder onderzoek naar de invloed van Big Data
discoursen en de daadwerkelijk Big Data initiatieven in de zorg aan.
Hoofdstuk 3 richt zich op de invloed van ethische framing. Het hoofdstuk is gebaseerd
op 137 interviews met diverse experts die betrokken zijn bij Big Data-initiatieven in acht
Europese landen in combinatie met documentanalyses. We beschrijven hoe experts rollen
en verantwoordelijkheden met betrekking tot ethiek verdelen in de manier waarop zij
zich data-gedreven gezondheidszorg voorstellen. Het hoofdstuk identificeert drie vormen
van ethische framing: ethiek als evenwichtsoefening, een technische fix en een collectief
denkproces. Volgens deze frames is ethische data-gestuurde gezondheidszorg te bereiken
door respectievelijk bepaalde ethische waarden in evenwicht te brengen, door technische
of instrumentele probleemoplossing of door gezamenlijk overleg. Dit hoofdstuk laat zien
dat beloften en verwachtingen aansturen op bepaalde verantwoorde kennispraktijken
door ethiek op een specifieke manier te kaderen.
Hoofdstuk 4 geeft meer inzicht in waarom positieve discoursen zo dominant lijken te
zijn. Het hoofdstuk is gebaseerd op dezelfde 137 interviews en documentanalyses als
hoofdstuk 3, maar richt zich op de betekenisgeving van de experts. We gebruiken de
metafoor van dromen om te beschrijven hoe experts dromen dat data-gedreven technologieën kunnen helpen algemene, verspreide, langzame en oncontroleerbare informatie
in de gezondheidszorg te verbeteren. Het hoofdstuk laat ook zien hoe experts bepaalde
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afwegingen maken in de manier waarop ze data-gedreven gezondheidszorg voorstellen,
afhankelijk van persoonlijke motivaties, waarden en overwegingen.
Hoofdstuk 5 is gebaseerd op zes maanden etnografisch onderzoek in een Nederlands
data-gedreven initiatief in de psychiatrie (september 2017 - februari 2018). We beschrijven hoe psychiaters onderhandelen over epistemische verschillen met data scientists om
voorspellingsmodellen op basis van machine learning-technieken te ontwikkelen. De
verschillen werden lokaal en tijdelijk uit onderhandeld en gestimuleerd door gedeelde
epistemische deugden (zoals een systematische benadering), “boundary” objecten en
socialisatieprocessen. De onderhandelingen werden moeilijk als deugden te divers waren,
verschillen vergroot werden door verhalen die gingen rondzingen of als partijen niet de
tijd of capaciteit hadden om de ander goed te leren kennen. Het hoofdstuk sluit af met
een oproep om epistemische verschillen beter te onderzoeken, aangezien dit een genuanceerde discussie mogelijk maakt over de meerwaarde van data-gedreven technieken en
hun rol in de gezondheidszorg.
Hoofdstuk 6 is gebaseerd op etnografisch veldwerk waarbij 14 Nederlandse professionals
in de geestelijke gezondheidszorg worden geobserveerd die de basisprincipes van machine
learning leren tijdens een cursus van vier maanden. Als onderdeel van de cursus moesten
de professionals ook een machine learning-project opzetten in hun eigen organisatie. Het
hoofdstuk maakt gebruik van feministische literatuur over “care” om te bestuderen hoe
zowel de technologie als de medische professionals op hun eigen manier zorgen voor
verantwoorde kennisproductie en hoe epistemische verantwoordelijkheid wordt gedeeld
in een netwerk. Wij stellen dat het zorg perspectief helpt om de verschillende manieren
waarop verantwoordelijkheid genomen wordt te bestuderen en kan helpen om verwaarlozing en onverantwoordelijkheid te voorkomen.
Hoofdstuk 7 presenteert de conclusies van dit onderzoek en reflecteert op de verantwoorde kennispraktijken die ontstaan in reactie op data-gedreven technologieën. Ik concludeer
dat in tegenstelling tot modernistische visies, data-gedreven zorg niet op korte termijn tot
grootschalige verandering van kennispraktijken gaat leiden. Het is een langzaam proces
waarbij samenwerking tussen actoren cruciaal is.
De hoofdstukken laten zien dat data-gedreven technologieën geenszins in een leeg speelveld worden geïntroduceerd, maar terechtkomen in een omgeving waarin allerlei epistemische culturen, normen en waarden een rol blijven spelen. Data-gedreven technologieën,
data scientists en anderen worden toegevoegd aan de complexe netwerken waarin kennis
wordt geproduceerd. In dergelijke netwerken vinden discussies en onderhandelingen plaats
over epistemische verschillen en hoe verantwoorde data-gedreven zorg vorm moet krijgen.
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Uit het onderzoek komen drie punten naar voren die op dit moment cruciaal zijn voor het
organiseren van verantwoorde kennispraktijken met de nieuwe technieken. Ten eerste is
een mensgerichte benadering belangrijk. Dit betekent dat er data-gedreven initiatieven
gekozen worden voor menselijk toezicht en controle. Ten tweede blijken de epistemische
culturen van de gezondheidszorg leidend. Dit betekent dat zorgprofessionals terughoudend zijn om hun kennispraktijken abrupt te veranderen en blijven zij vasthouden aan
veel elementen uit hun eigen cultuur. Ten derde mogen data-gedreven technologieën
alleen gebruikt worden voor bepaalde vraagstukken. Dit kunnen vraagstukken zijn die
(1) als veilig worden beschouwd omdat ze duidelijk afgrensbaar en beheersbaar zijn of
(2) momenteel bekend staan als zeer onzeker, wat betekent dat er weinig informatie is of
bewijs om beslissingen op te baseren.
Het gekozen perspectief van dit proefschrift draagt op drie manieren bij aan het huidige
wetenschappelijke onderzoek. Ten eerste benadert het proefschrift ethiek als een empirisch fenomeen. Dit perspectief laat nauwkeuriger zien welke normen en waarden er in
de praktijk op het spel staan. Ten tweede centraliseert het epistemologie-in-de-praktijk.
Dit biedt een genuanceerd beeld dat rekening houdt met kleine veranderingen in kennispraktijken en verschillen in epistemische culturen. Ten slotte voegt het toe door zes
concepten te presenteren die kunnen worden gebruikt om verantwoorde kennispraktijken
in de gezondheidszorg te bestuderen.
Dit proefschrift heeft implicaties voor de zorgpraktijk, waarin de onderhandelingen over
verantwoorde kennispraktijken en data-gedreven technologieën gaande zijn. Ten eerste
hebben zorgactoren de neiging om het tempo van veranderingen in de gezondheidszorg
te overschatten. Dit proefschrift laat zien dat er tijd is om stil te staan bij de epistemische
veranderingen. Ten tweede is het belangrijk om data-gedreven initiatieven veerkrachtiger
te maken door te focussen op de manieren waarop verantwoorde kennispraktijken worden
gecreëerd en door te leren van goede voorbeelden. Ten derde is continuïteit belangrijk in
data-gedreven initiatieven, aangezien data-gedreven technologieën voortdurend moeten
worden aangepast aan de zorgpraktijken waarin ze worden gebruikt en vice versa. Ten
vierde zijn er passende regels nodig om ervoor te zorgen dat onderhandelingen over kennispraktijken door kunnen gaan en data-gedreven initiatieven worden beschermd tegen te
grote machtsasymmetrieën.
Sociale wetenschappers en filosofen spelen een belangrijke rol bij het proactief en continu
volgen van data-gedreven initiatieven in de zorg. Er is op dit moment veel onzekerheid
over hoe data-gedreven technologieën gebruikt moeten worden. Ik benadruk het belang
van empirisch onderzoek, het continu volgen van technologische ontwikkelingen en de
mensen, data, methoden, culturen, normen en waarden in de zorgpraktijk. Deze inzichten
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kunnen discussies in het veld stimuleren, nieuwe perspectieven inbrengen en helpen bij het
ontwikkelen van verantwoorde kennispraktijken met data-gedreven technologieën.
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